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Throughout the last few decades the continuous scaling of transistor sizes and technology
advances drive the demand for energy-efficient systems. However, manufacturing limitations
and different dependability threads resulting from the increased susceptibility of devices to
environmental and operating conditions render nanometer circuits extremely prone to delay
variations. This variability manifests itself in forms of timing errors that threaten system
functionality and reliability. To protect circuits from timing errors, typically designers adopt
pessimistic timing margins, which lead to energy inefficiency. Dealing with the contradictory

requirements of the reliable and energy-efficient operations is one of the most challenging
problems in today and future process generations.
This dissertation focuses on addressing the challenges related to energy efficiency and
timing errors in a collective fashion. The rate and impact of such errors depend on their
manifestation across the layers of the application, microarchitecture and circuit. Accordingly,
this thesis investigates cross-layer methods to mitigate, evaluate and model timing errors,
exploiting the instruction- and data-dependent timing behaviour of pipelined designs.
In the first part of this thesis, techniques that minimise, detect, and prevent timing
errors are proposed. At the circuit-layer, this thesis investigates the root causes of timing
errors and proposes a framework that isolates the timing critical paths to a single pipeline
stage and detects their activation. At microarchitecture-layer, a dynamic cycle adjustment
technique is devised to prevent timing errors in case of excitation of a timing critical path. At
application/software-layer, the concept of approximate computing is leveraged to minimise
timing errors. The work includes a significance-driven data truncation mechanism that
truncates the bitwidth of the error-prone instruction operands. It may incur quality loss, but
this limits errors in the significant parts of computations, thereby resulting in minor quality
degradation. To further minimise such degradation, this is combined with a new joint method
of error detection and prevention which applies occasional bitwidth truncation only to the
operands that activate the actual timing critical paths.
In the second part, two accurate timing error modeling and evaluation frameworks
are proposed; for the first time the instruction execution history (i.e., type and order of
instructions within a pipeline at any instant) is considered as well as the data-pendent path
activation. It is demonstrated that the order and type of instructions in sequences with a length
equal to the pipeline depth significantly affects the error rate. DEFCON, a fully automated
framework which customises a genetic algorithm driven by accurate dynamic timing analysis
to stochastically search for microarchitecture-aware instruction sequences that trigger timing
errors, is presented. It uses such sequences to detect and predict error-prone code regions in
application binaries and then characterize the application vulnerability under different levels
of delay variation. ARETE is then derived, a novel framework that enables fully-accurate

ix
impact-evaluation of timing errors on applications. To this end, ARETE injects faults/errors
to instructions by combining dynamic binary instrumentation with machine learning-guided,
instruction-aware, dynamic timing analysis.
Finally, the inherent complex dynamic timing behaviour of pipelined architectures is
exploited and a low power security primitive for hardware-rooted device authentication is
proposed. To achieve this, DTA-PUF, a novel lightweight Physical Unclonable Function
(PUF) that provides a reliable challenge-response mechanism without requiring any extra
hardware, is introduced. DTA-PUF allows the designer to considerably reduce the power
consumption of existing PUF designs whilst minimizing the required processing effort.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1975, Moore wrote regarding the semiconductor complexity curve [140]: "The new slope
might approximate a doubling every two years, rather than every year, by the end of the
decade". By these words, he envisioned the system performance and capability to significantly
increase with time as transistors on integrated circuits become more efficient. Since then, as
can been seen in Figure 1.1, the semiconductor industry has been enjoying an exponential
growth (Moore’s law) that drives new devices and systems ranging from low power Internetof-Things (IoT) nodes to High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms. However, the era
of electronic miniaturization, driven until today by the explosive growth of the semiconductor
industry may come to an end [60, 190, 224]. Aggressive technology scaling and fabrication
limitations have led to dependability challenges in today’s advanced computing systems; the
most profound of them are energy efficiency and design reliability [31, 95, 114, 123, 228].

1.1

Contradictory Design Requirements

The scaling of microelectronics to the nanometre regime may enable major design optimizations, but unfortunately circuit performance metrics such as delay, power and leakage exhibit
a significant amount of variability [32, 34, 57, 86]. To illustrate the scale of these variations,
Figure 1.2 plots the normalized frequency and leakage measurements of about a thousand
Intel microprocessors [31] and shows 30% variations in frequency distribution and up-to
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Figure 1.1: Moore’s law. Microprocessors trend data from 1971 to 2018 [7].
20× spread in leakage current. Such frequency variations necessitate expensive frequency
or speed binning [173, 221] to decide the maximum operating frequency of each chip. To
achieve this, several speed tests are applied and chips are tested for timing violations at
different clock frequencies. Based on this process, different chips that implement the same
functionality fall into separate speed bins and thus different graded pricing. As a result, the

Figure 1.2: Frequency and leakage variations in 1000 Intel microprocessors [32].

1.1 Contradictory Design Requirements
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Figure 1.3: Impact of voltage scaling on gate delay variation [59].
price of the fast AMD64 Venice processors may be up-to 3× higher than that of the slow
devices [17]. On another hand, large spread in leakage power may lead to 50% spread in
overall power consumption [31], since leakage power is a major component of total power
dissipation in deep submicron process technology nodes [208].

1.1.1

Voltage Overscaling & Delay Variability

Improving energy/power efficiency and shrinking transistor sizes are forcing chip manufactures to scale down supply Voltage (Vdd ) or to operate at a near-threshold voltage [59, 103,
148, 150]. Although effective in saving power and energy, such approaches further worsen
performance variations of nanometre circuits and threaten their reliability [39, 57, 108].
Figure 1.3 illustrates that Near-Threshold Computing (NTC) at 400 mV increases the delay
variability by 5× compared to 30% at the nominal voltage (1.1 V) [59].
Delay fluctuations caused by the increased manufacturing variability, and the lowered
supply voltages prevent circuits from meeting their timing specifications. Such a delay
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uncertainty is typically manifest in the form of timing errors. Timing errors threaten system
functionality and output correctness, and may be triggered randomly or even inflicted on
purpose through malicious code that compromises hardware security [111, 179]. The rate
and impact of such errors depend on their manifestations across the layers of the application, microarchitecture and circuit, making any error modeling/prevention effort extremely
challenging.

1.2

Challenges in Error Mitigation, Evaluation & Hardware Security

Therefore, there is a growing interest in energy/power-efficient techniques that mitigate [18,
51, 65, 139, 225], model [100, 101, 201, 223] and evaluate [42, 50, 109, 151] timing errors,
and address hardware security problems [116, 117, 131, 186] at low cost. Before presenting
the proposed approaches, this section provides the dependability challenges of existing timing
error mitigation, evaluation and modeling as well as hardware-oriented security approaches.

1.2.1

Challenge 1: High Correction Cost & Power Overheads

Manufacturers tend to adopt timing guardbands that force the circuit to operate at a lower
frequency or a higher voltage, providing sufficient timing margins to mitigate timing errors
triggered by delay variations. These guardbands are rapidly increasing, accounting for nearly
40% of the target performance or more than 15% of the supply voltage as showcased on
modern processors [26, 86, 97, 148, 217].
Timing Error Detection & Correction: Recent work departs from the conventional
guardband-based timing margins and the existing design-intrusive techniques, and proposes
in-situ Error Detection and Correction (EDAC) approaches that enable operation beyond
the always correct critical timing/voltage margins [30, 41, 51, 68, 83, 138, 158, 225]. These
schemes integrate special units that detect timing errors at runtime and then utilize different
recovery mechanisms in case of detected errors.

1.2 Challenges in Error Mitigation, Evaluation & Hardware Security
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In all the cases, the enforced timing constraints for timing error detection and the overheads incurred by the applied recovery methods, especially when the activation probability
of timing critical paths is high, may neglect the gains achieved by removing the static or
dynamic safety margins. For example, when a timing error is detected during an instruction
execution, the Intel resilient core [34] prevents the errors from propagating by flushing the
pipeline and replaying the errant instruction multiple times. The recovery penalty strongly
depends on the number of the pipeline stages and rate of timing errors.

1.2.2

Challenge 2: Unnecessary Quality Loss

Timing Error Mitigation & Approximate Computing: Approximate computing has recently emerged as a concept that takes advantage of the error-resilient properties of applications to tolerate a number of errors or approximate a number of less-critical operations
to trim the traditional overheads [114, 137]. Work in this context uses precision scaling to
make circuits resilient to variation-induced timing errors. The common idea behind all the
existing schemes lies in the static estimation of the potential delay increase under scaled
voltages or variations and the reduction of precision in arithmetic instructions at design
time [113, 129, 144, 205].
By doing so, such schemes may incur unnecessary quality loss since they neglect the
fact that in any circuit there are only a few error-prone Long Latency Paths (LLPs) and
instructions, where the reduced precision can mitigate errors.

1.2.3

Challenge 3: Inaccurate Error Modeling & Evaluation

Timing Error Modeling & Evaluation: Recent schemes focus on developing instructionaware timing error models [100, 101, 201, 223] to study error effects on applications and
guide energy-efficient error mitigation techniques [18, 65]. Work in this direction exploits
such models to predict timing errors, and implement error prevention techniques that depend
on the estimated error rate. Furthermore, many fault injection (FI) frameworks [42, 50, 151,
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152], which are based on the developed error models, for evaluating application resiliency
have been proposed.
The main challenge of these methods lies in the fact that the timing error models suffer
from inaccuracy. The main reason for this is that they neglect important factors that determine
how timing errors manifest at runtime, such as all in-flight instructions in pipelined execution. Failing to understand and model the dynamic timing behaviour of complex pipelined
architectures may directly or indirectly guide wrong design decisions and nullify the efficacy
of existing approaches.

1.2.4

Challenge 4: Costly Hardware-Oriented Security Protocols

Timing Variability & Hardware Security: Security weaknesses in hardware are pervasive,
can be exploited remotely through software, and are among the top concerns in the IoT
era where millions of devices are connected to the Internet [14]. To this end, there is a
need to develop lightweight hardware-oriented security primitives and address hardware
weaknesses as early as possible in design cycle [24, 61]. In this context, Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUFs) [89] have gained a lot of attention as mechanisms for hardware-rooted
device IDentification (ID) and authentication. To achieve this, several PUF designs exploit
low-level timing variability in physical components [94, 116, 117, 174].
The main challenge of these approaches is their adaptation to resource-constrained, low
power platforms. Existing PUFs either consume additional area and hardware resources or
require significant post-processing effort, imposing considerable power impact on the target
core.

1.3

Dissertation Organization & Contributions

To address the above challenges, this dissertation presents cross-layer, energy-efficient
frameworks and design methodologies. This dissertation focuses on timing errors caused
by various sources of variations at different levels. Reconciling the conflicting objectives
imposed by error mitigation and energy-efficient computing requires a fundamental departure
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Accurate analysis of error effects on application
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Timing error modeling
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Dynamic Timing Analysis

Circuit
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Exploiting timing errors to
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Dynamic Timing Analysis
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Timing Errors

Eliminating/minimizing timing errors via approximate computing

Figure 1.4: Taxonomy of the proposed frameworks: abstraction and approaches.
from conventional circuit and system design practices. In this thesis, a design-centric method
is devised to detect timing errors at circuit-level while adjusting the Clock Cycle (CC) at
microarhitecture-level to avoid them. Approximate computing is then leveraged to minimise
or eliminate errors within specified quality guarantees. At the software/application-level,
two microarchitectural-aware frameworks are developed in order to investigate application
vulnerability to error and error effects on application execution, respectively. Finally, dynamic
timing errors are exploited in delivering a lightweight hardware security primitive. The
proposed methods are classified into a conceptual Y-chart shown in Figure 1.4. The Y-chart
groups these methods into five classes based on when and how the timing errors should be
manipulated. These five classes of the Y-chart are on radial axes and each class is divided
into levels of abstraction, using concentric rings. Every abstraction level determines at which
layer of the computing stack the approaches can be applied: circuit, microarchitecture, and
software/application.
Figure 1.4 puts this work in perspective, with the five axes defining the five separate
methodological approaches which are organized in five different chapters. Each of these
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Table 1.1: Challenges in existing timing error prevention schemes, error modeling and
evaluation, and hardware-oriented security primitives. Solutions for these challenges are
provided in each of the main chapters
Challenges

Solutions

Challenge 1:
High correction cost & power overheads
of existing EDAC approaches

Chapter 3:
A low power, variation-aware framework through
path redistribution and dynamic cycle adjustment

Challenge 2:
Unecesairy quality loss induced by
approximate-based techniques

Chapter 4:
Dynamic, significance-driven data truncation
for error prevention

Challenge 3:
Inaccurate timing error
modeling & evaluation

Chapter 5:
Generation & Detection of error-prone code using
accurate dynamic timing behaviour models
Chapter 6:
Accurate impact evaluation of timing errors
on applications

Challenge 4:
Costly hardware-oriented
security mechanisms

Chapter 7:
A lightweight PUF design suitable
for systems with resource and power concerns

chapters focuses on different individual layers because timing errors at circuit-level can propagate through the microarhitecture to application-level. Therefore, cross-layer methodologies
are important in addressing the error effects.
Table 1.1 summarizes the challenges that this thesis addresses as well as the proposed
solution to each challenge organized in the five main chapters. As shown, this thesis provides
novel, cross-layer frameworks for low cost error mitigation, fast and accurate error modeling
and evaluation, and lightweight hardware-oriented security primitive design. In the following,
each of the challenges along with the proposed solutions are discussed. More details can be
found in chapters 3 to 7.

1.3.1

Detecting & Preventing Timing Errors

The first group of the proposed approaches addresses challenge 1 and eliminates timing
errors, while limiting any power and error recovery overheads incurred by conventional
guardband-based and EDAC schemes. Chapter 3 presents an approach to detect timing errors

1.3 Dissertation Organization & Contributions
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at circuit-level and dynamically adjust the clock cycle at the microarchitecture to prevent
them. The proposed approach initially limits the error-prone LLPs and isolates them in as few
pipeline stages as possible by shaping the path distribution. Such a strategy, facilitates the
adoption of a special unit that predicts the excitation of the isolated LLPs and dynamically
allows an extra cycle for the completion of only these paths. This may induce a throughput
loss, but it can be minimised since the error-prone LLPs and thus the error probability has
been significantly reduced by design.

1.3.2

Handling Timing Errors Using Approximate Computing

In Chapter 4, approximate computing is leveraged to address variation-induced timing errors.
Chapter 4 deals with challenge 2 and the unnecessary quality loss induced by conventional
approximation techniques. To this end, a significance-driven bitwidth truncation is applied
to error-resilient data regions, limiting quality loss. The applied truncation can effectively
reduce the delay of the excited paths, providing sufficient timing slack to avoid errors without
using conservative guardbands. In particular, the first step of the proposed approach aims
to constrain the number of instructions that may lead to timing errors. This facilitates the
development of error avoidance mechanisms tailored for the specific instruction(s). Then,
the instruction- and operand-dependent path excitation is exploited in order to truncate
the bitwidth of the operands in the error-prone instructions by setting a number of Least
Significant Bits (LSBs) to a constant value of zero. Such a truncation may incur quality
loss, but this is limited since it is applied only to the operands of the confined error-prone
instructions. To further reduce any quality loss, the error prediction unit presented in
Chapter 3 is jointly considered with occasional data-dependent bitwidth truncation. This is
achieved by predicting the data-dependent excitation of the LLPs at runtime and truncating
the bitwidth only of the infrequent data that trigger these error-prone paths.
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1.3.3

Introduction

Generating & Detecting Error-Prone Code Regions

To enable accurate error modeling and face challenge 3, Chapter 5 demonstrates, for the
first time, that the order and type of instructions in sequences with a length equal to the
pipeline depth significantly affect the error rate. To overcome the evaluation of the impact
of all possible sequences on errors, DEFCON is presented. DEFCON is a fully automated
framework that stochastically searches for the most error-prone Instruction SeQuences (ISQs).
DEFCON generates such sequences by integrating a customised Genetic Algorithm (GA)
with accurate post-layout Dynamic Timing Analysis (DTA), considering the data-dependent
path sensitization and instruction execution history (i.e., type and order of instructions within
a pipeline at any instant). The generated microarchitecture-aware ISQs are then used by
DEFCON to estimate the error vulnerability of any application.

1.3.4

Accurate Analysis of Error Effects on Applications

In Chapter 6, ARETE, a novel framework is proposed to overcome challenge 3 and enable
accurate evaluation of error effects on applications. To this end, ARETE injects timing
errors by combining detailed dynamic timing analysis of the target microarchitecture with
Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI). The proposed fault injection framework injects
errors to instructions by factoring in the data-dependent path activation and instruction
execution history, which as shown in Chapter 5 significantly affects the error rate in pipelined
designs. Furthermore, a mechanism based on Machine Learning (ML) for the pre-selection
of error-prone instructions that helps to accelerate ARETE with little impact on accuracy, is
presented.

1.3.5

Exploiting Dynamic Errors to Provide a Low Power Hardware
Security Protocol

In Chapter 7, a new, lightweight, Physical Unclonable Function called DTA-PUF is presented
to address challenge 4 and provide a low power hardware security protocol for resourceconstrained devices. DTA-PUF exploits the instruction- and data-dependent dynamic timing
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behaviour of pipelined processing cores to provide a reliable challenge-response mechanism,
requiring no hardware overhead. DTA-PUF accepts sequences of instructions as an input
challenge and produces the count of manifested timing errors in specific pipeline stages under
specific Clock Reduction (CR) levels as the output response. The required processing effort
is minimised by systematically selecting instruction sequences that increase the number of
timing errors.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation by describing ongoing work and future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides background and preliminary information on how timing errors manifest
in complex pipelined architectures under any variation-induced delay increase. First, an
overview of the main sources of delay variation in the last nanoscale generations of CMOS
technology, is provided. The parameters determining the error rate in pipelined designs are
also discussed. In the end, this chapter reviews existing frameworks that prevent timing
errors, model and evaluate these errors, and exploit their inherent complex manifestation for
developing hardware-oriented security protocols.

2.1

Variability in Nanometre Era

A digital circuit consists of elements (i.e., logical gates) connected with interconnects, and
can be represented as a graph composed of nodes (input/output ports and gate pins), and
edges (i.e., timing arcs) which connect the nodes. Each distinctive directed connection of
timing arcs, thus nodes, forms a timing path. Assuming that the sequential gates are positive
edge-triggered flip-flops, the timing path starts from the clock pin of the launching flip-flop
or the pin of a primary input (i.e., startpoint), continues through the timing arcs of some logic
gates, and ends into the data pin of a capturing flip-flop or the pin of a primary output (i.e.,
endpoint). Each of the numerous timing paths require some time to propagate the signal,
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Figure 2.1: Frequency fluctuations in an 80-core Intel processor within a single die in 65 nm
technology [57].
which essentially defines the delay of each path. This path delay is computed by adding up
the delays of all timing arcs included in the path.
However, the delay of these paths, within the same or different chips, may significantly
vary since the microelectronic substrate, on which modern circuits are built, is increasingly
prone to variability. Most profound is the variation in circuit parameters of the manufactured
chips (1) within-die, (2) die-to-die, and (3) over time.

2.1.1

Within-Die Variations

Within-die (or intra-die) variations account for the variations that arise between different
devices and interconnects that reside within the same chip. There are different sources of
these variations (e.g., process, voltage, temperature and environmental factors) and become
particularly pronounced at sub-65 nm process nodes [57, 114, 216]. Figure 2.1 shows that
within-die variations may result in more than 25% performance fluctuations at 0.8V in an
Intel processor [86].
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Figure 2.2: Impact of process variations (both inter-die and intra-die) on device threshold
voltage (VT ). Inter-die and intra-die components are modeled as normal distribution with
standard deviation (σ ).

2.1.2

Die-to-Die Variations

Die-to-die (or inter-die) variations refer to the variations that arise between different chips
in the same wafer or different wafers. Die-to-die variations are mostly design independent
and are mainly related to equipment properties such as wafer placement and manufacturing
lithography. As observed in Figure 2.2, both intra-die and inter-die variations pose a significant threat to transistor’s operations since they result in considerable Voltage Threshold (VT )
fluctuations [143]. Additionally, technology scaling is known to further exacerbate these
variations [10, 114].

2.1.3

Over Time Variations

Wires and transistors in integrated circuits suffer substantial wear-out, leading to power
and performance changes over time of usage. Two of the main sources of such dynamic
variations are the phenomena of device aging [16] and voltage droops [189]. Both depend
on the executed workload and became much more troublesome at smaller process nodes.
Figure 2.3 indicates that the delay of a critical path in a two-bit adder can be increased up-to
20% within 10 years considering unbalanced (greater than 75%) signal probabilities [12].
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Figure 2.3: Path delay increase of the most three critical paths in the two-bit adder considering
unbalanced (CASE A) and balanced (CASE B) signal probabilities over the critical path [12].

2.2

Timing Properties in Pipelined Designs

Instruction pipelining is a common technique to improve the execution throughput of a Central
Processing Unit (CPU) by allowing the simultaneous execution of several instructions [76].
Typically, a pipelined, computational core consists of a set of N unique timing paths
P = {P1 , P2 , ..., PN }, which are characterized by their Delays D(Pi ) for i = 1, 2, ..., N (D(Pi )
also considers the clock-to-output delay and the setup time of a register [28]). In such a core,
each of these paths can be found within exactly one pipeline stage s, with s = 1, 2, ..., S, and
only a few of them will be excited at every instance depending on the executed instruction.
Figure 2.4 depicts the 32 bits found in an ARMv7 data-processing instruction as a typical
example. As observed, an instruction is composed of a Condition field (Cond), an Immediate
operand (Im), an OPeration code (OP), a set condition flag, a destination (ORd) and two
input operands (ORa and ORb) represented as binary vector. Note that each pipeline stage
processes a specific part of one instruction at a time, allowing the parallel execution of
multiple instructions. The terms parallel or concurrent execution of instructions, means
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Figure 2.4: ARMv7 instruction set format.
that up-to S instructions share the same hardware circuitry (i.e., pipeline) in a time-sharing
fashion.
At design time, the conventional Static Timing Analysis (STA) evaluates the longest
timing path (in terms of delay) across all S pipeline stages and determines the timing bound
of the operation, i.e., the Clock Period (CPSTA ), such as:

CPSTA = max

s=1...S


maxs {D(p)} = max {D(p)}
p∈P

p∈P

(2.1)

where Ps is the set of unique path-groups in any of the S pipeline stages for s = 1, 2..., S
′

such that ∪Ss=1 Ps = P and Ps ∩ Ps = 0/ for s ̸= s′ . Figure 2.5 provides an example where S
instructions (I_1, I_2, ..., I_S) are executed on a pipelined core with S stages. During the
circuit operation only a few of these paths get activated depending on the instruction type
and its operands. Any excited path Pi has a positive timing slack, slacki = CPSTA − D(Pi ),
until the so-called Point of Failure (PoF). In case of any delay increase or clock reduction,
which exceeds the available slack slacki , the activated path Pi will fail since D(Pi ) > CPSTA ,
leading to a setup timing error [28, 75].
Timing errors occur within a processor and may cause (among others) silent errors known as silent output corruption (SOC)- in the application’s output, without an indication of
the output degradation in system event or error logs. Although prior studies attribute SOCs
mainly to soft errors due to radiation and particle-strikes [79, 109, 170, 176], a recent study
on real systems conducted by Facebook, indicates that computational errors in CPUs, such
as timing errors, lead to SOCs in a much higher rate than the soft error-induced SOCs [58].
Interestingly, such a study reveals that silent errors observed in CPUs, which have minimal
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Figure 2.5: Instruction flow and delay requirements across different paths and stages in a
pipelined core.
error protection, are orders of magnitude higher than errors in memories that are equipped
with effective error correction mechanisms. Thus, timing errors are a growing concern for
system and application resilience as manufactured devices move towards the atomic scale
feature dimensions.

2.2.1

Timing Wall Phenomenon

Figure 2.6 depicts a typical distribution of all the path delays D(P), which is obtained by
applying conventional design flows and STA [147]. As it can be seen, such a distribution is
characterized by a so-called timing wall, with many LLPs across all pipeline stages close to
CPSTA . A recent work [98] on a six-stage pipelined ARMv7 microprocessor indicated that
every stage contributes to the critical paths with 74% of the total delay paths to be categorized
as LLPs (i.e., paths with delay more than 75% of the clock period). Such a wall of paths
is a consequence of how modern designs are optimized for power and area, subject to a
global frequency constraint. In particular, current design flows minimise the delay of LLPs
by (area/power hungry) gate up-sizing [25], while the inherently short latency paths (SLPs)
are allowed to become near-critical for recovering any area or power costs [107]. This timing
wall does not have any negative impact on the adopted CPSTA of the design, however, it
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Figure 2.6: Conventional path distribution of a pipelined design.
critically affects the probability of timing errors since under any (even small) delay increase
many paths are likely to fail [154].
Consider a set of K SLPs as PSLP = {P1SLP , ..., PkSLP } ⊂ P and a set of operands OpSLP
that excite such paths; and assume that all these paths can complete their computations within
a time: TSLP = max {D(PSLP )}, as shown in Figure 2.6. Figure 2.6 also depicts a set of M
LLPs, namely PLLP = {P1LLP , ..., PMLLP } ⊂ P, which is activated by another set of operands
OpLLP . The execution of the LLPs can be completed within the CPSTA , but these paths
need more time than TSLP , i.e. TSLP < D(PLLP ) ≤ CPSTA . If at time instant t the executed
instruction that is in the pipeline stage s activates only paths from PSLP , then a positive timing
slack (CPSTA − D(PiSLP )) can be observed. Such a slack can be used as a safety margin
against potential delay variations, minimizing the probability of a timing error at that stage.
Intuitively, by ensuring that only SLPs are being triggered across all stages, then the overall
probability of a timing error will be low.
Overall, the reasons behind any delay increase, and thus the rate of timing errors, include
manufacturing limitations [82], scaled voltage/frequency [34, 86] as well as dynamic variations, such as voltage droops [148] triggered by the executed workloads [57, 60]. Therefore,
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the delay increase represents the impact of different sources and can be used to emulate them
during circuit-level timing analysis. The next section discusses the impact of input workload
on path delay and timing error rate.

2.3

Timing errors & Data-Dependent Path Activation

The possibility that a path will fail under any delay variation depends on many dynamic
parameters, such as the type of the in-flight instruction and its operands, as well as the
instruction execution history of the pipeline. The following paragraphs elaborate with more
details.

2.3.1

Timing Errors & Type of Instructions

In the pipelined processor depicted in Figure 2.6, every pipeline stage consists of a number
of computational paths which implement different functions/operations. In this synchronous
processor, each of the executed instructions activates different paths that can be found within
exactly one pipeline stage s (s ∈ [1, S]). Consequently, in each clock cycle, both operands and
especially the type of instruction, which is currently in-flight in stage s, determine the delay
of the activated path and thus the number and the distribution of timing errors. Instructions
that activate critical long paths tend to fail more frequently [93, 201]. For example, one of
the previous studies [101] shows that the slow floating-point addition instructions can fail
more often than their integer counterparts, which excite less timing-critical paths. In the
same direction, authors in [98] observed that LLPs are opcode-dependent: special instruction
types (e.g., multiplication and subtraction) trigger LLPs, while instructions such as MOV
and XOR activate only SLPs.

2.3.2

Timing Errors & Input Operands

Furthermore, depending on input operands, the same type of instructions may activate
different paths of different latency/delay requirements, leading to different error rates [101,
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Figure 2.7: Different circuit delay measurements under different input data.
142, 158]. As shown in Figure 2.7, the delay of the same circuitry/operation, which depends
on the path activation, is dynamic; different input data activate different timing paths with
varying timing requirements that affect the overall circuit delay. Under the initial state, all
the inputs are set to 0. When the input signal A makes a rising (0 –> 1) transition (see
Figure 2.7(a)), the path denoted in red is activated, exhibiting a delay of 2.5 ns. In the case
where the input signals C and D change from 0 to 1 (see Figure 2.7(b)), the circuit delay
becomes 2 ns since the timing path highlighted in purple is sensitized.

2.3.3

Timing Errors & Instruction Execution History

Apart from the input operands and instruction type, parallel execution of instructions also
affects the possibility of timing errors. This is because concurrently executing instructions
share control signals and execution stages, affecting the state of the forwarding logic, and
thereby place great demand on circuit timing deadlines. In fact, the delay of each sensitized
path depends on the state of its nodes (input/output ports and gate pins), which set by
previous inputs. Notably, in every pipeline the concurrently executed instructions excite
timing paths in specific stages that may be shared by other instructions, altering the state of
the nodes within these common paths. That is, the joint effects of the in-flight instruction and
a number of previously executed instructions determine the delay of the excited path in every
pipeline stage and thus the error rate. This has been observed in a previous study [93], where
authors show that instruction sequences have a significant impact on timing error rates. This
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work showcased the spatial timing error locality where static instructions exhibit consistent
error behaviour over a period of program execution. However, this study is agnostic of
the underlying microarchitecture and thus it does not reveal how many instructions within
a sequence affect the dynamic timing behaviour nor suggests any method to identify the
location (i.e., bit) of a potential timing error. To provide accurate, instruction-aware, bit-level
error models, subsequent schemes [99, 101, 201] studied the correlation between instruction
history and errors, and indicated that timing errors in the currently executed instruction can be
triggered either explicitly by this instruction (and its operands) or implicitly by the previous
instruction.

2.4

Timing Error Mitigation & Evaluation: State-of-theArt & Limitations

Due to the above trends there is a growing interest in techniques that study the sources of
timing errors to identify them early in design cycle, estimate their impact on applications,
and address hardware security problems. This section reviews the state-of-art approaches
that seek to improve error avoidance, error evaluation and hardware security.

2.4.1

Timing Error Mitigation & Elimination

One of the most popular error mitigation mechanisms is based on the adoption of timing guardbands that force the circuit to operate at a lower frequency or a higher voltage [86, 112, 114, 148], thus providing sufficient timing margins to mitigate variationinduced timing errors. However, such timing margins are considered to be overly pessimistic
since they are estimated based on STA and assume rare, worst-case, operating conditions,
thus incurring large power/performance overheads [34, 57, 172, 216]. In an attempt to trim
down the introduced overheads, Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA) tools have been
introduced [15, 184], but they still focus on improving the analysis and margin estimation
rather than the design itself.
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Design-Centric Techniques: Many studies provide energy-efficient error mitigation
techniques by exploiting DTA and the different timing requirements of each instruction.
These design-centric techniques focus on integrating extra circuits (e.g., tunable replica
circuits [35, 193]) to detect any errors and either try to correct them in-situ using special
flip-flops [30, 68, 225] or stall the pipeline and replay the failed instructions [34, 93, 104].
Other design-centric schemes try to identify the instructions and operands that may activate
the error-prone LLPs at runtime [41, 51, 83] and provide extra clock cycle(s) [13, 138] or
change the clock frequency [98, 158] for the completion of these paths.
Although effective, such schemes make it difficult to meet the design constraints and may
lead to large recovery and power overheads, especially if the activation probability of the
error-prone LLPs is high. In fact, the timing wall phenomenon is the main source of high
error detection and correction costs in these approaches, because it increases the number of
the LLPs along with their excitation probability [51, 107, 154].
Proposed Solution: To solve the high correction cost and the area/power overheads of
design-centric techniques, Chapter 3 proposes a low power, error avoidance technique [200]
that combines path redistribution [196] with Dynamic Cycle Adjustment (DCA). The proposed principle (a) isolates and predicts the paths that may become critical under delay
variations, (b) ensures that they are activated rarely, and (c) avoids timing errors by adaptively stretching the clock period to two-cycle operations only in the case of the rather rare
activation of the timing-critical paths (assuming all standard operations are single-cycle).
This allows the designer to reduce the supply voltage of the target core, while eliminating
timing errors at a minimal throughput loss.
Approximate Computing & Error Avoidance: The increased number of timing errors
can also be addressed in the scope of approximate computing by leveraging the inherent
error resilience of applications to tolerate inaccurate results [84, 114, 137, 222]. Recent
work exploits the fact that precision under-scaling can effectively reduce the delay of a unit,
thereby avoiding timing errors. Frameworks in this direction use precision scaling to reduce
the energy consumption [46, 62, 113, 205], while Amrouch et al. [16] use it for mitigating
the estimated delay increase over few years (i.e., in the context of transistor aging). Other
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approximate computing techniques truncate the bitwidth of all the input operands in simple
data-paths [129, 144], enabling power savings due to the reduced switching activity, while
compromising accuracy.
Approximation schemes may lead to energy efficiency computing, but they statically
reduce the computation precision for all the input data. By doing so, they impose unnecessary
quality loss since they overlook the fact that there are few operands and instructions that may
activate the error-prone LLPs and can be benefited by any approximation.
Proposed Solution: To minimise the timing error-induced quality loss of existing approximation methods, Chapter 4 presents two significant driven data truncation frameworks [196, 199] that effectively reduce the overheads of traditional variation-aware schemes.
The proposed frameworks introduce an occasional data-dependent bitwidth truncation which
is applied only to the infrequent error-prone instructions, while the vast majority of the
executed instructions are executed in a full precision [198].

2.4.2

Error Models for Predicting & Evaluating Timing Behaviour

The rising importance and complexity of dynamic timing errors led researchers to the
development of high-level timing models and frameworks for predicting timing errors [100,
101, 201, 223] and evaluating their effects on applications [109, 151, 227] early in design
cycle (without manufacturing the actual devices). Being able to accurately model timing
errors can guide effectively error mitigation frameworks [18, 65, 66] that aim to depart from
conventional costly and pessimistic guardbands.
Timing Error Prediction: In an attempt to accurately predict the dynamic error behaviour of arithmetic operations, recent studies [42, 50, 99–102, 201, 223] establish instructionaware error prediction models, considering microarchitectural (i.e., instruction type) and
workload (i.e., operands) features, and different levels of delay increase. Several studies
predict errors under frequency- and voltage-scaled functional units [99–102, 201], while
Zhang et al. [223] present a fast and accurate timing error prediction model for accelerating
deep neural networks.
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Timing Error Evaluation: The inherent complex dynamic timing behaviour hinders
the impact evaluation of errors on applications and system stacks without manufacturing
the actual devices. To quantify timing error effects, several fault injection frameworks have
been prevailed. They inject errors at the microarchitecture-level by flipping register bits in
cycle-accurate simulators or at the software-layer by altering memory states [69, 79, 80, 109,
126, 151, 171, 180, 182, 209]. The majority of the FI frameworks are based on statistical or
fixed error models that abstract away significant hardware details, and aggregate statistics
across microarchitectural components.
The main limitation of existing error mitigation and evaluation frameworks, which rely
on error prediction models, is that they cannot fully capture the dynamic timing behaviour
of pipelined circuits. Specifically, prior frameworks overlook the impact of the order and
type of instructions that have been executed in the previous cycles (i.e., instruction execution
history) on the error rate of the currently executed instruction.
Proposed Solution: In order to solve this problem, this dissertation provides error
generation and detection (Chapter 5) [194, 197], and evaluation (Chapter 6) tools that
are driven by accurate error models considering the data-dependent path sensitization and
instruction execution history.

2.4.3

Dynamic Timing Behaviour & Hardware-Oriented Security

As timing errors may expose hidden hardware information, hardware security is of prime
importance. Traditional security methods (e.g., cryptography [179, 207]) require intense
computations and thus are undesirable for low power platforms. As such, research has been
conducted into new techniques for low overhead, hardware security [127, 153, 220]. One
security primitive which has been proposed in this space is the Physical Unclonable Function
or PUF [89]. PUF designs are typically used in hardware-oriented device authentication
and identification. An example of device authentication using a PUF design is illustrated
in Figure 2.8, where PUF signatures are produced by a challenge-response protocol. According to this protocol, PUFs are typically characterized by a set of input challenges and
corresponding output responses. These are referred to as Challenge-Response Pairs (CRPs),
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the form of which vary depending on the PUF design. It is generally assumed for a PUF
design being used for hardware ID that some agent, either the system provider or the user,
will initially characterize the PUF to derive the full set of CRPs. It is further assumed that
this information will be securely stored somewhere separate from the PUF. This is referred
to as "enrolment". When the system needs to be verified a given challenge will be sent to the
PUF and the response will be compared to the expected value. This is referred to as "query".
Several processor-based PUFs [117, 131, 174, 186] leverage inherent delay variations of
circuits to provide secure protocols. However, these PUFs induce considerable processing
or power overheads that hinder their adoption in resource-constrained devices such as IoT
nodes [14, 61].
Proposed Solution: To deal with this limitation, Chapter 7 proposes a lightweight PUF
design [195] that leverages the inherent complex manifestation of timing errors, revealed
throughout this thesis, to provide a secure protocol without any area overhead. Additionally,
the proposed PUF is based on a simple and low cost mechanism that minimises any processing
cost, while providing high values in several statistical quality metrics.

Chapter 3
Variation-Aware Pipelined Units through
Path Shaping & Dynamic Cycle
Adjustment
Microprocessors manufactured in nanometre processes are extremely prone to timing errors.
This chapter considers challenges and opportunities in identifying and dealing with timing
errors in complex pipelined architectures. Beginning with this chapter, the main source
of high error detection and correction costs in design-centric approaches, is provided. As
explained in Chapter 2, performance-centric designs are characterized by a critical operation
point, referred to as timing wall, where any delay increase above this point results in massive
timing errors; and thus significant overheads of existing EDAC approaches.
To combat these overheads, this chapter provides a new path redistribution technique [196]
that allows the implementation of a low cost error prediction unit. In particular, the number of
the error-prone LLPs along with their excitation probability have been significantly reduced
and isolated to a single pipeline stage. Then, a data-dependent cycle adjustment scheme [200]
is devised to prevent timing errors by occasionally stretching the clock period to a two-cycle
operation in case of an LLP excitation. Since LLP excitation probability has been limited by
design, the two-cycle operations are expected to be rather rare. Based on this strategy, a low
overhead robustness enhancement technique is delivered that reduces power consumption
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by a factor of 30.65% - 43.1% compared to a guardband-based technique. This chapter
presents a low power method for detecting and preventing timing errors in complex pipelined
architectures.

3.1

Introduction

The aggressive shrinking of transistor sizes along with static and dynamic variations has led
to a 25% delay increase [57, 86], rendering modern circuits extremely vulnerable to timing
errors. Timing errors prevent systems from meeting power and performance specifications
in advanced nanometre technologies [34, 114, 172]. Operation under scaled voltage, which
is considered as the most effective method for saving power, worsens variations and makes
circuits more prone to timing errors [39, 216].

3.1.1

Variation-Aware Schemes

Conventional wisdom dictates the adoption of timing guardbands by up-scaling the supply
voltage or the clock period to avoid timing errors [39, 156, 216]. However, such margins
are imposed using STA and thus are overly pessimistic. In fact, they are selected under
the assumptions of few timing-critical paths, which are in turn estimated statically under
worst-case input patterns and operating conditions that may be extremely rare. This approach
ultimately forces all manufactured chips, even “good” chips (implemented in typical or fast
corner [133]) that are not affected by variations, to operate at a much slower speed or at a
higher power than what they can potentially achieve [86, 148, 228].
The pessimistic nature of STA has led researchers into SSTA [15, 28, 81], which replaces the typical STA. SSTA considers a probabilistic model for estimating the timing of
gates/interconnects and provides a distribution of possible circuit outcomes rather than a
single outcome obtained by conventional STA. Such a technique may improve the analysis,
but its complexity hinders the adaptation to optimization flows or design-centric schemes.
Design-centric techniques try to avoid the pessimistic timing margins by introducing
special circuits to either detect and correct any error at runtime [30, 68, 225] or predict the
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activation of the long latency paths and change the cycle time [41, 83, 138] or replay the
failing instructions [34, 39, 93]. Although EDAC schemes achieve significant benefits by
removing pessimistic guardbands, they often lead to notable recovery and power overheads.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the timing wall phenomenon is one of the main sources of the
increased overheads of existing EDAC techniques: timing wall increases the number of LLPs
almost in every pipeline stage and thus the excitation probability of these paths. Consequently,
this increases:
i) the number of locations (i.e., timing paths) where any error detection unit would need to
be applied, resulting in power overheads and
ii) the recovery overheads in case of frequent excitation of LLPs.
An approach proposed by Kahng et al. [107] helps to reduce the overall number of
the LLPs, but it has never been considered jointly with any of the above design-centric
techniques and it has not been applied to pipelined designs. Recent frameworks have tried
to exploit the instruction- and operand-dependent dynamic path excitation [51, 158] in
pipelined cores. However, the proposed clock frequency adjustment per instruction may
be very challenging to be applied in practice. Furthermore, none of the above schemes
were applied to pipelined Floating-Point Units (FPUs), which are among the most time
consuming and complex processing units within any modern processor [169, 188]. The few
existing studies on variation-aware FPUs, rely on dual-V dd techniques [128] or optimizations
at software/architecture-level [169]. Thus, they still left unexploited a lot of room for
improvements, since the number of the LLPs within the overall pipeline has not been
reduced.
Contributions: The primary aim of this chapter is to limit the potential timing errors
and avoid any costly guardband in pipelined designs. The essential design strategy lies in the
minimization of the LLPs before utilizing any other scheme for exploiting the rare dynamic
activation of the few remaining LLPs, which was not attempted by existing variation-aware
schemes. To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach, an IEEE-754 compliant
FPU [3] is chosen, since FPUs are excellent representatives of complex pipelined designs
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and floating-point operations have higher energy-per-instruction costs than their integer
counterparts [169, 188]. Here, the state-of-the-art is advanced through following five means:
1. Development of a framework that redesigns a pipelined circuit by carefully shaping
the path distribution such that the LLPs are significantly reduced and isolated to as few
pipeline stages as possible. The advantages of such an approach are two-fold. First, it
reduces the timing-critical LLPs along with the overall error probability. Second, it
limits the number of registers/stages, where any error correction or prediction circuit
would need to be integrated for addressing potential timing violations, thus limiting
any resulting overheads.
2. Implementation of a Long Latency Path Prediction Unit (LLPPU) that exploits the
inherent rare activation of LLPs within the FPU core. The unit predicts the LLPs
excitation and dynamically provides one extra cycle for the completion of such paths
in case they are triggered. Note that since LLPs are made rare by design (i.e., through
path shaping) and their excitation is also rare as it depends only on few input patterns,
the incurred throughput overhead (due to cycle adjustment) is limited by design.
3. Development of a post-layout DTA tool that estimates the dynamic excitement of timing
paths and potential timing errors considering type and operands of executed instructions.
The instructions used as input to the DTA tool are extracted from applications, which
are executed on a compatible RISC processor.
4. Estimation of the Bit Error Rate (BER) introduced by the variation-induced timing
errors under worst-case delay increase for the original/unmodified and proposed FPU
designs. Based on this rate, this chapter evaluates the quality loss quantified in terms of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [155] for various applications, which cover a wide range
of domains including Computer Graphics, Fluid Dynamics, Data Mining, Medical
Imaging and Computer Vision.
5. Results of the considered benchmarks indicate that the proposed FPU can lead to
37.95% power savings on average at a cost of 0.3% area and less than 0.61% throughput
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Figure 3.1: (a) Conventional and (b) proposed path distribution.
overheads compared to a guardband-based FPU design, while avoiding any output
quality loss.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the proposed
approach and the implemented design flow using commercial tools. In Section 3.3, the
proposed framework is applied to the design of an IEEE-754 compatible FPU of an opensource RISC processor; and Section 3.4 presents the experimental results. Section 3.5
discusses related work and Section 3.6 summarizes the results of this chapter.

3.2

Proposed Approach

In this section, the proposed methodology for implementing a low power, variation-aware
framework, is described. Initially, a path redistribution technique called Path Shaping (PS), is
used to limit the number and excitation probability of LLPs. Then, timing errors are detected
and prevented through a DCA scheme.

3.2.1

Path Shaping & Critical Stage Constraining

The first step of the proposed approach for reducing the timing errors is to move away from a
path distribution with many LLPs close to the CPSTA , which is typical in performance-centric
designs (see Figure 3.1(a)). The primary goal of this chapter is to minimise |PLLP | subject to
the target clock period CPSTA and power/area constraints.
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To achieve this, appropriate timing constraints for different path-groups are imposed on
the design under test. By introducing such path constraints, it is ensured that the inherently
fast paths (i.e., SLPs) are not made slower, as opposed to the conventional approach. The
end goal is to obtain a path distribution similar to the one depicted in Figure 3.1(b), where
|PSLP | >> |PLLP |. Note that in order to facilitate the isolation of discerned path-groups,
modifications at the microarchitectural or Register-Transfer Level (RTL) are applied that try
to constrain the LLPs in as few stages as possible. This does not only help to better control the
path-groups, but also enables the isolation of PLLP to specific stages accessed by few specific
instructions. This allows the developer to apply an error elimination or correction technique to
few stages rather than using it for the whole design, which is far more complicated and costly.
In addition, it facilitates the development of error elimination/mitigation mechanisms tailored
for the specific instruction(s) that activate(s) the few remaining LLPs. It is also important to
note that the proposed framework does not change the CPSTA (see Equation (2.1)), since any
path shaping is made subject to maintaining the conventional speed achieved by STA.

3.2.2

Dynamic Cycle Adjustment

Guardband-based approaches dictate that adding a delay margin to the CPSTA is necessary
to avoid any timing errors induced by potential delay variations. However, such margins
are overly pessimistic, since they ignore the fact that in each pipeline stage the LLPs are
not always excited. The aim of the second step in the proposed framework is to take
advantage of the dynamic sensitization of combinational paths and try to avoid timing errors
by identifying in advance the operands that activate the few remaining LLPs. Upon detection
of such operands, an extra clock cycle is provided in order to allow the activated LLPs to
be completed correctly. In the case of OpSLP , there is enough positive timing slack to avoid
errors under any potential worst-case path delay increase up to a magnitude of:
∆Tmaxvar ⩽ (CPSTA − TSLP )

(3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Carry propagation in a ripple carry adder.
To elucidate the basic concept, Figure 3.2 provides a simple example of a 6-bit Ripple
Carry Adder (RCA) [53]. The depicted adder consists of six full adders (FAs). FA is a logic
circuit that adds two input operand bits (Ai, Bi) plus a Carry in bit (Ci,i) and generates a
Carry out bit (Co, i) and a Sum bit (S, i). In such a design, the most timing-critical path
(LLP1) will be activated when the carry propagates all the way from Ci, 0 to Co, 5. By
monitoring the carry propagate signal at the middle of such a datapath, i.e. at FA2, which
is given by (A0 ⊕ B0) · (A1 ⊕ B1) · (A2 ⊕ B2), the designer can identify if any LLP is going
to be activated. In case that an LLP is excited, it is possible to provide an extra clock cycle
to allow the path to be completed even under potential delay increase. In any other case,
only the off-critical SLPs will be excited, which have sufficient timing slack to address
potential delay variations. The implementation of such a scheme allows the designer to avoid
errors under any potential variation-incurred delay increase up-to a magnitude of ∆Tmaxvar
(see Equation (3.1)) and prevent the use of timing guardbands. The occasional two-cycle
operations in case of LLPs activation are expected to lead to a throughput loss. However, this
can be kept small by design, as it is explained below.
To better understand the involved trade-offs, Equation (3.2) defines the execution time
of any program (ExTor ), consisting of several operands, in a conventional design running at
CPSTA , as:
ExTor = #cycles ×CPSTA

(3.2)

In the proposed design, the execution time (ExTpr ) also considers the two-cycle operations
(i.e., #2cycles) required when LLPs are excited:
ExTpr = (#cycles(OpSLP ) + #2cycles(OpLLP )) ×CPSTA

(3.3)
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To lower the overhead incurred by two-cycle operations, it is essential to limit the number of
such operations. This could be achieved by reducing |PLLP |, which is targeted by the applied
PS, as well as the activation probability of the LLPs. This probability can be decreased
by intelligently selecting the number of monitored bits in the LLPPU. For instance, the
carry propagation probability across the FA2 (monitoring the pair of 1-bit input operands)
in the previous example (Figure 3.2) is 2(1 − p′ )p′ , where p′ denotes the input signal
probability [83]. However, if it is selected to monitor the carry propagate signal over three
FAs e.g., from FA1 to FA3 (monitoring 3 pairs of 1-bit input operands), then the carry
propagation probability and consequently the activation probability of a two-cycle operation,
which is referred as P(L), can be lowered to [2(1 − p′ )p′ ]3 . On the other side, the power
dissipation grows accordingly with the number of bits are being monitored. As it is explained
in Section 3.3.2, such a property is exploited by finding the right balance between P(L) and
the incurred area/power overheads.
The work done in this chapter eliminates timing errors by keeping CPSTA constant rather
than execution time. An alternative approach would be to keep execution time constant and
change the clock period accordingly. However, this would require a runtime clock frequency
adjustment technique at fine granularity (or multiple clock domains), which renders such a
strategy very challenging (it imposes difficult to meet design constraints). Notably, since
the presented approach does not change the CPSTA , any timing slack can be used either to
address potential delay variations or to save power by scaling down the supply voltage in
case of a “good” manufactured chip (i.e., unaffected by variations).

3.2.3

Design Flow

The proposed approach described above is realized by utilizing industrial Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools. Additionally, the conventional EDA flow is enhanced in
a way depicted in Figure 3.3. The flow consists of a Design Phase and an Analysis
Phase. The Design Phase is executed only once, while the Analysis Phase runs for each
application/benchmark.
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Figure 3.3: Workflow of the proposed approach. The introduced modifications compared to
to conventional flows are highlighted in orange.
Design Phase: The Design Phase includes the following major steps: 1) RTL optimizations and pipeline modification, 2) Synthesis, 3) Place and Route (PnR), and 4) post-layout
STA of the target pipelined design. Steps 2 - 4 are typical in any conventional ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) design flow [164] and thus the Design Phase explained
in this chapter will be similar to any design phase used in the next chapters.
To reduce |PLLP |, constraints on different path-groups are imposed (on the Synopsys
Design Constraints or SDC file) during the Synthesis step. These constraints are based on
the minimum delay required for the completion of each path-group. By introducing multiple
path-group constraints, the Synthesis tool is forced to avoid optimizations that make naturally
fast paths slower to save area and power. Even though they may affect area and power
consumption, the total overheads, which depend on the targeted path distribution, can be
kept small. Initially, strict constraints are applied in order to shift the timing wall away from
the target CPSTA . If there are timing violations after Synthesis, the design constraints are
relaxed and the iterative method re-runs until the timing target is met. The applied design
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constraints, which are implemented in a fully automated way, not only reduce the number of
timing-critical paths, but also isolate them to as few pipeline stages as possible. However, the
design can be further improved by introducing custom changes in the microarchitecture/RTL
description, which helps the automated process of the path redistribution technique. After
performing these changes, PLLP is restricted to one stage, whereas ensuring that the target
clock frequency of the design is still met. The type of these modifications depend on the
desired path distribution and the original design (more details are elaborated in Section 3.3.1).
Nevertheless, these modifications may not be needed at all if the design facilitates a desired
path distribution after imposing the group path constraints. This work applies strict timing
constraints, under iso-frequency, and the preferred path shaping can be achieved only after
performing microarchitectural/RTL changes. Note that the same path distribution can be
obtained without applying such microarchitectural changes, but this incurs considerable
timing penalties. The Synthesis step is followed by the place PnR step. Sign-off STA follows
to verify that design has achieved the timing closures.
Analysis Phase: As discussed, the proposed approach relies on the dynamic activation
of paths to reduce the incurred overheads and minimise the timing errors. However, STA
used by most existing approaches cannot capture the dynamic activation of paths, due to the
missing notion of path activation probabilities. Hence, to enable characterization of the datadependent path activation, the conventional EDA flow is enhanced with a DTA tool. The DTA
tool primarily aims to uncover the unused timing margins, which are available at runtime, of
the target pipeline design. For the sake of this analysis, the Post-layout Gate-level Simulation
(PGS) supported by an industrial hardware simulator is used. PGS monitors the inputs and
the outputs of all flip-flops in the design under test and generates a corresponding event log.
To obtain this information and perform full back-annotated simulation, the following files
are extracted and provided as inputs to the DTA tool:
i) A Standard Delay Format (SDF) file which describes the cell and interconnect delay. This
file is obtained at the PnR step of Design Phase.
ii) A gate-level netlist which is stored in a verilog format (.v). This file consists of a list of the
electronic components in the circuit and a list of the nodes they are connected to. Gate-level
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netlist is obtained during the PnR step of Design Phase.
iii) A library verilog file which specifies the logic and the rise and fall times of the standard
cells. This file is provided by the standard cell library.
iv) A testbench with relevant data that provides stimulus to the inputs of the design under
test, and monitors the generated outputs. The testbench file is obtained using an open-source
profiling tool described next.
Profiling Tool: To feed the DTA tool with real floating-point instructions, a samplingbased profiling tool [141] is extended to collect instruction-aware statistics, while running
different applications on a real hardware. The tool consists of an online module that runs in
parallel with a profiled application, and an offline module used to process the profiling results
after the application has finished. The online module interrupts the execution of a running
program with a defined period, retrieves the current instruction pointer and collects the values
held in registers. The offline module disassembles the profiled program to identify types
of instructions executed by the application. It uses this information to assign the sampled
registers to specific instructions using the collected instruction pointers. At the final stage of
profiling, all sampled instructions are filtered to find all floating-point instructions and values
held in registers used by these instructions. To implement the profiling tool, ptrace interfaces
supported by the latest Linux kernel (since Linux 2.6.34), are used.
Provided that every set of operands under nominal conditions produces an error-free
output, this output is defined as Ogold . To measure the number of manifested timing errors
under any potential delay increase, PGS is executed and Ogold is compared to the event
log obtained from the DTA tool. Finally, this tool extracts a Value Change Dump (VCD)
file that contains information about the switching activity and value changes that occurred
during the simulation for nets and registers of the design. This file is essential for performing
dynamic power analysis. Additionally, DTA can be used to evaluate how often the LLPs
are excited and the throughput overhead incurred by the proposed approach as estimated
by Equation (3.3). Analysis Phase also helps to extract instruction-aware BERs, which
depend on the dynamic excitation of critical paths triggered by specific operands.
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Power Analysis: The power consumed by all benchmarks and comparable designs is
estimated using a state-of-the-art, industrial power sign-off tool. To perform dynamic power
analysis, the following input data are used: the post-placed and routed netlist, the VCD file,
a Design Exchange Format (DEF) file that represents the physical layout, and a Standard
Parasitic Exchange Format (SPEF) file which corresponds to the parasitic data of wires in
a chip. Sign-off quality power analysis obtains VCD files from DTA tool, while the other
inputs are produced by the already placed and routed design in the Design Phase.

3.3

Case Study: Application to an FPU

The proposed design methodology is applied to an out-of-order (OoO), six-staged, IEEE-754
compatible, double precision FPU, following the representation: −1S × M × 2E , where S
is the Sign, E is the Exponent and M is the Mantissa. In a double precision floating-point
number, the Most Significant Bit (MSB) indicates the sign, the next 11 bits represent the
exponent and the mantissa consists of the last 52 bits. The FPU is a part of the latest
Out-of-Order mor1kx MAROCCHINO pipeline, a microprocessor based on the OpenRISC
1000 Instruction Set Architecture [8]. For the experiments in this chapter, the following four
double-precision floating-point instructions are implemented: addition, subtraction, integer
to floating-point and floating-point to integer conversions. The target FPU also handles
exceptions such as denormalized numbers, overflow, underflow, or Not-a-Number (NaN) and
generates exception signals. This FPU design is implemented using the typical corner of the
Composite Current Source (CCS) NanGate 45 nm library (@1.1V) [5]. Hardware Synthesis
and Place and Route are performed using the Design Compiler (version: N-2017.09-SP3)
from Synopsys and Innovus (version: v16.13-s0451) from Cadence, respectively. For the
dynamic power measurements, Voltus (version 16.2) from Cadence is invoked. DTA is
performed using detailed post-layout gate-level simulation supported by ModelSim (version
10.7c) from Mentor Graphics. The maximum frequency achieved is 540 MHz or CPSTA =
1.85 ns.
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Figure 3.4: Customized microarchitecture (modifications in orange). Long latency path
prediction unit (LLPPU) is integrated at Stage 3.
At this point, it is important to note that this FPU design will be the case study for the other
chapters for several reasons. Firstly, this dissertation focuses on arithmetic, floating-point
operations since those are more prone to timing errors, as also reported by existing studies [42,
50, 100–102, 201]. Secondly, floating-point operations emerge as a major contributor to
the energy consumption and typically determine the clock frequency. In particular, existing
experimental results [157, 188] indicate that 30% of the energy consumption of a target core
is due to floating-point operations. Thirdly, FPUs are excellent representatives of complex
pipeline designs. Moreover, the recovery cost in case of a timing error is exacerbated in
floating-point pipelined architectures, because floating-point pipelines typically have high
latency (e.g., up-to 32 cycles to execute depending upon the type and precision on an ARM
Cortex-A9 [1]) and higher energy-per-instruction costs than their integer counterparts [157,
169].
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Figure 3.5: Path distribution of the original and proposed FPUs.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the microarchitecture of the FPU under test, highlighting the floatingpoint addition/subtraction related stages. At Stage 1, an Order Control Buffer and a PreNormalize block are implemented, which detect any data dependencies in the instructions
and adjust the exponent and mantissa, respectively. Stage 2 is responsible for the preaddition/subtraction alignment, while Stage 3 performs the necessary multiplexing and
shifting of the operands. Mantissa addition and exponent update are performed at Stage 4.
Finally, rounding is implemented in the last two stages.

3.3.1

Redesigned FPU using Path Shaping

Initially, the typical EDA flow (see Figure 3.3) is applied to the conventional unmodified
design. After following the Synthesis and Place and Route steps, as well as performing STA
using PrimeTime, the path distribution shown in Figure 3.5 is built. The obtained distribution
implies that the conventional performance-centric flow results in a large |PLLP |, in which
many paths are close to the worst-case delay, or, in other words, to the clock delay. Such a
path distribution creates the timing wall phenomenon or a wall of timing-critical paths close
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Figure 3.6: Original and proposed path distribution across the six pipeline stages.
to CPSTA . Figure 3.6(a) depicts the path distribution within each pipeline stage, revealing
that the timing wall exists in 4 out of the 6 stages. These findings indicate that there is an
increased probability of timing errors in the stages where LLPs exist. To circumvent this, the
steps of the proposed design flow are applied. Such steps include the following modifications.
Microarchitectural Changes: To change the distribution of paths in the way discussed
in Section 3.2, an extra optimization step that focuses on solving some of the timing and
congestion problems at their source – in the RTL code, is applied. To achieve this, the
microarchitecture/RTL description of some pipeline stages are modified. In particular, after
performing STA, it was noticed that Stage 4 consists of the most timing-critical paths. To
reduce the number of the LLPs in this stage, parts of the combinational logic were moved to
the previous stage, exploiting the slack margins observed at Stage 3. Additionally, rounding,
which occurs at Stages 5 and 6, poses a bottleneck because it is applied to the result of all
the floating-point operations, and thus, many paths in these stages have a long latency. To
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Algorithm 1 Group path constraints via path shaping
Require: TSLP > 0 , CPSTA ≥ TSLP
1: TSLP ← CPSTA /2
2: repeat
3:
for each path i (Pi ) in path set P do
4:
if D(Pi ) > TSLP then
5:
Pi ∈ PLLP
6:
else
7:
Pi ∈ PSLP
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
Perform Synthesis using the following timing constraints:
1) PSLP are constrained by TSLP
2) PLLP are constrained by CPSTA
11:
if timing_constraints_are_not_met then
12:
TSLP ← TSLP + 0.05ns
13:
end if
14: until timing goals are met
this end, the RTL code implementing the logic in Stages 5 and 6 is changed, making the
Synthesis part more efficient. Specifically, some unnecessary large conversions to negative
numbers are optimized. The amount and type of microarchitectural/RTL changes depend
on the desired path distribution and the original/reference design. RTL modifications are
tightly coupled to the design block and may not be needed at all if the original/target design
facilitates a desired path distribution after applying path shaping.
Group Path Constraints: Algorithm 1 details the applied path redistribution technique
(i.e., path shaping). As discussed earlier, during the Synthesis step of Design Phase,
various timing constraints are applied by grouping paths into two different sets, the PSLP
and the PLLP , based on their computational delays. The delay target of the SLPs is defined
as TSLP . If the path delay D(Pi ) is more than TSLP , then this path is assigned to the PLLP ,
otherwise, it is assigned to the PSLP . Initially, the design was synthesized using a small TSLP
(TSLP = CPSTA /2) in order to move paths away from CPSTA . If after the Synthesis step the
timing target is not met, then the value of TSLP is increased until the design achieves the
targeted timing closure. After many iterations, TSLP for the particular FPU was set to 1.675 ns.
These iterations are implemented using Tool Command Language (TCL) scripts. As a result,
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this automated procedure reduces |PLLP | (see Figure 3.5), while ensuring all other paths
are fast enough (at least 9.5% faster than the CPSTA ) to tolerate variation-induced timing
errors. Note that the timing constraints imposed by the proposed design does not exceed the
CPSTA , which is determined by the original unmodified design. LLPs are also constrained
to as few stages and instructions as possible. It is also worth mentioning that the remaining
LLPs are isolated in such a way that can be triggered only by double-precision floating-point
addition/subtraction instructions at Stage 4, which is the main goal of the proposed design
strategy.

3.3.2

Implementation & Integration of LLPPU

Apart from the changes facilitating the desired path shaping, the redesigned FPU aims to
implement and integrate the LLPPU. To achieve this, the combinational logic used to generate
pipeline control signals, especially a valid signal, at Stage 6, is altered. This valid signal
indicates that the arithmetic output result is valid and ready to be read. Its logic was modified
considering a stall for one cycle when the LLPPU predicts excitation of the LLPs, rendering
the arithmetic result invalid for this cycle (and waiting for one more cycle to get the valid
result). Since all the LLPs are restricted to Stage 4, the LLPPU is deployed only at Stage 3.
To predict the activation of LLPs in clock cycle i (i.e., CCi ), the LLPPU should indicate from
the previous clock cycle (i.e., CCi−1 ) if the input set for Stage 3 will trigger paths from PLLP
at Stage 4. Specifically, the LLPPU produces an enable signal at Stage 3 which is handled
at Stage 4. If this signal is 1, then the in-flight instruction and related operands activate
paths from PSLP . In this case, the normal one-cycle operation with clock period CPSTA is
used. Otherwise, an LLP is activated and the pipeline is stalled by blocking the sampling of
pipeline registers for one cycle. Given that Stage 4 implements the 52-bit mantissa addition,
LLPs are predicted by deploying a scheme similar to [83], which has been limited to integer
arithmetic units and has never been applied in conjunction with path shaping to pipelined
cores.
The circuit for the LLPPU, depicted in Figure 3.4, monitors (m − n) bits (with m > n) of
the two 52-bit addition operands (M1, M2) and detects if carry propagates across the mth bit,
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Table 3.1: Excitation probability (P(L)) of the long latency paths
(m, n)
P(L)(%)

(27, 34)
0.62

(27, 33)
1.1

(28, 33)
2.71

(28,32)
4.98

implementing the following logic (as explained in Section 3.2):
F(m, n) = (M1m ⊕ M2m ) · (M1m−1 ⊕ M2m−1 ) · ..(M1n ⊕ M2n )

(3.4)

Only when F evaluates a value of 1, the carry bit propagates from the nth to the mth bit into
the addition result. The probability of a carry propagation across the mth bit is essentially
equivalent to the possibility that operands of an executed instruction will activate the LLPs
at the 4th stage, where mantissa addition is performed. In case of F equals to 0, paths
from PSLP are activated as there is no carry propagation across the mth bit and the effective
computation time is maximum of the two delays: one from the 0 to mth bit and the other
from mth to the MSB. In Equation (3.4), there is a trade-off among m and n, area/power, and
accuracy of F(m, n). More bits are being monitored, with a smaller excitation probability
of the LLPs (see RCA example in Section 3.2). However, a higher number of monitored
bits is accompanied by an increase of the LLPPU area and higher power and throughput
overheads. Table 3.1 provides the probability of a long latency operation (i.e., P(L)) that is
quantified using DTA with different sets of m,n and 60K instructions extracted from various
applications (see Section 3.4.1). Following this table, it was determined to monitor 7 bits
(i.e., bit 27 to 33) for each operand, since P(L) is only 1.1% and the area/power overheads
are negligible for this number of monitored bits. Note that the area and power overheads
incurred by the integration of the LLPPU, as well as the applications used for extraction of
the operands, are discussed in the next section.
One of the aspects of the LLPPU that requires special mention is the use of a negativeedge triggered D flip-flop, as the LLPPU needs to remember the nature of input latency
in the CCi−1 in order to generate the correct enable value in the CCi . Additionally, this
negative-edge flip-flop along with a multiplexer allow computation of the enable signal
before the next set of inputs (at the next positive edge of the clock). This ensures that in case
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of the LLPs sensitization at Stage 4, the stall will occur at the expected next arising edge of
the clock.
It should be noted that although this chapter demonstrates the LLPPU within an FPU,
this can be also used to predict the excitation of timing-critical paths in any other stage
that involves arithmetic operations such as the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and address
calculation in the execute and fetch/decode stages, respectively. Prior studies [41, 138,
145] explore various topologies of arithmetic adders and multipliers in terms of the above
mentioned timing error prediction scheme. Therefore, LLPPU is fully generic and can be
applied to several arithmetic units that require prediction of long latency operations within
one cycle. In non-pipelined units the negative-edge flip-flop along with the multiplexer
shown in Figure 3.4 can be skipped. Nonetheless, such an LLP prediction block is used, for
the first time, in conjunction with a design-centric technique (i.e., path shaping) that allows
its low cost application to pipelined designs.

3.4

Evaluation Results

This section evaluates the efficacy of the redesigned FPU in addressing delay variations and
estimating the area, power and throughput overheads compared to the original (unmodified)
FPU design without any guardband. It also estimates any possible gains by exploiting the
available timing slacks in the proposed design compared to an FPU with a guardband-based
scheme under different process corners.

3.4.1

Application Profiling

To estimate the efficacy of the developed approach with realistic floating-point instructions,
a profiling tool [141] is modified to extract program traces from various compute intensive
applications. Such a tool essentially interrupts the execution of a running program with a
defined period and collects the values held in registers. In this analysis, the following programs are used: the K-means, CFD and Heartwall benchmarks from the Rodinia suite [44];
the Raytrace benchmark from the Parsec suite; a face detection application based on the
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Figure 3.7: Average instruction distribution across the considered benchmarks.
OpenCV library [37] and a synthetic benchmark that generates random double-precision
floating-point operands. This set of benchmarks represents a variety of algorithms that
have many floating-point operations and covers a wide range of domains, i.e. Data Mining,
Fluid Dynamics, Medical Imaging, Computer Graphics and Computer Vision. To obtain
the program traces, all benchmarks are profiled on an ARM A7-based system, Odroid-Xu3.
Figure 3.7 depicts the percentage of time spent on execution of different types of instructions
averaged over all profiled benchmarks. It is shown that the considered benchmarks spent
31.2% of the total time on execution of floating-point instructions on average, which indicates
their importance. Note that the ARM FPU has an 1-to-1 correspondence of instructions to the
target OpenRISC FPU. The profiling tool extracts 10K operands from the most frequently
executed floating-point instructions for each application, and feeds the DTA tool to estimate
the BER and consumed power.

3.4.2

Evaluation of BER & Quality

BER: The efficacy of the proposed approach in minimizing the timing errors is quantified by
estimating the output BER, which depends on the excitation of paths by input operands and
an assumed worst-case delay variation. For these experiments, the proposed and the original
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Figure 3.8: Bit Error Rate (BER) under 8% delay variation across the benchmarks. X axis
depicts the sign (S) bit, exponent (E) bits and mantissa (M) bits.
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FPUs, implemented in the typical corner (@1.1V), are executed under a delay variation (i.e.,
8%) imposed by the slow corner cell library (@0.95V), which is representative of potential
worst-case delay increase [86, 101]. Note that the original design is optimized using typical
options at the Synthesis and PnR steps of the Design Phase, while the proposed FPU is
implemented using as a constraint the best CPSTA achieved by the original FPU in the typical
corner.
Figure 3.8 shows the BER in the sign, mantissa and exponent bits of the original and
proposed FPUs across the six benchmarks. BER is estimated by comparing the simulated
output for specific operands and the error-free output Ogold . Several interesting observations
can be made. Firstly, distinct bit positions incur different BERs under the same or different
input dataset. This occurs because different input operands activate different paths, which
eventually enable different output bits. For example, the BER of the 10th bit in CFD is
12% which differs from the 40% BER observed in the 40th bit, while those bit positions for
Raytrace exhibit 20% and 63% BER, respectively. Secondly, the original design exhibits
much higher BERs compared to the proposed design, ranging from 1.15% up-to 66.9% in
the mantissa and up-to 37.6% in the sign and the exponent. The exponent bits and mantissa’s
MSBs in the original design have increased BERs which may result in catastrophic quality
loss. In contrast to the original design, the proposed FPU (only with the PS and without
the DCA activated) incurs significantly lower BERs across the vast majority of the bits,
especially in the exponent and MSBs of mantissa. Specifically, in the proposed FPU (when
PS is enabled), the BER of the exponent and the 10 MSBs of mantissa across all the
benchmarks ranges from 0% to 16.3%. Overall, under the assumed delay increase, the
applied PS (shown as PS in Figure 3.8) reduces BERs by 2.71× on average compared to the
original FPU, while the activation of the DCA (shown as PS + DCA) eliminates any timing
error.
Output Quality: To evaluate the quality loss incurred by timing errors, the SNR of the
developed FPU is estimated and compared with the SNR of the original FPU in case of all
applications. SNR compares the level of a desired signal to the level of the noise induced
by timing errors. In these experiments, the desired signal is the Ogold , while the noise is
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Figure 3.9: SNR levels across the considered benchmarks under 8% delay increase.
estimated by calculating the mean-square error between Ogold and the simulation output of
the original and proposed FPUs under the assumed worst-case delay increase. The output
SNR under 8% delay increase in case of the original design and proposed design with the
DCA activated (PS+DCA) or de-activated (PS) is depicted in Figure 3.9. It can be observed
that the proposed FPU with the desired PS, results in higher SNR levels compared to the
original FPU. As discussed, the original design exhibits high BERs especially in the exponent
and the MSBs of mantissa and as consequence low or even negative SNR levels. Nonetheless,
the FPU with the applied PS, achieves on average 142.3 dB higher SNR than the original
FPU, while the proposed approach (PS+DCA) eliminates the noise incurred by the timing
errors (i.e., SNR= In f ).
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Table 3.2: Throughput loss and power savings across all benchmarks in the proposed design
Benchmarks
K-means
CFD
Heartwall
Raytrace
Face Detection
Random

3.4.3

Throughput loss (%)
0.09
0.61
0.19
0.14
0.08
0.17

Power savings (%)
38.1
39.02
30.65
43.1
42.22
34.63

Throughput, Area & Power Penalty

The elimination of timing errors and quality loss achieved by the proposed design comes at a
cost which is estimated in this subsection. To start with, the LLPPU introduces a throughput
overhead by stalling the pipeline for an extra cycle when the excitation of an LLP is detected.
To evaluate this overhead, the throughput of the proposed FPU (PS + DCA) is compared with
the throughput of the original FPU under the assumed 8% worst-case delay increase. Initially,
the DTA tool estimates the number of two-cycle operations triggered by 60K operands
(10K for each application), which are extracted from the profiled applications. As shown in
Table 3.2, the rare excitation of the LLPs and thus the two-cycle operations in the proposed
design, renders the throughput overhead negligible, ranging from 0.08% up-to 0.61% across
the considered workloads.
The proposed design induces such low overheads mainly due to the applied PS, which
limits the number of the LLPs and constrains them only to a single stage. Without the PS,
the DCA and LLPPU would have to be applied to every pipeline stage to monitor and detect
the activation of the error-prone LLPs. This is because LLPs are prevalent (see Figure 3.6(a))
and are excited very often as captured by the resulted BERs of the original FPU in Figure 3.8.
Finally, the area and the average power overheads of the proposed design (implemented
in the typical corner and operated at 1.1V), are also measured using the Cadence tools.
The results show that the applied path shaping introduces 0.25% and 5.7% area and power
overheads, respectively. The proposed FPU (PS + DCA) incurs ∼ 0.3% area and ∼ 7.1%
power overheads compared to the original one.
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Comparison with a Guardband-Based Scheme

In this paragraph, the proposed design is compared against the conventional guardband-based
paradigm. In particular, according to the conventional paradigm, the original FPU adopts
enough timing guardbands by up-scaling the voltage to avoid timing errors and obtain an
error-free output. Using the available fast corner cell library (@1.25V) and the extracted
VCD files (allowing to consider the switching activity and dynamic path activation), the
power consumption across all applications as shown in Table 3.2, is estimated. Operation at
such a voltage provides the necessary timing margins to avoid all the dynamic timing errors
and lead to an error-free output (shown in Figure 3.9) across all applications. However, it
comes at a cost of up-to 43.1% power overhead when compared to the proposed FPU (with
the PS and DCA activated), which as shown in Figure 3.9 also results in an error-free output.
Finally, under iso-quality, the proposed FPU can lead to 37.95% power savings on average
when compared to the guardband-based FPU.

3.4.5

Discussion on Potential Power Gains

A variation-aware approach that facilitates the positive timing slacks of the SLPs and exploits the rare activation of the LLPs through occasional two-cycle operations, is proposed.
Conversely, such properties could also be utilized to allow operation at a reduced voltage,
when the manufactured chip is unaffected by variations. In this case, the proposed design
can tolerate operation at 0.95V, leading to 27.8% average power savings compared to the
operation at the nominal supply voltage of 1.1V. In other words, the approach presented
in this chapter can be used not only for eliminating timing errors at low cost, but also for
enabling operation at a reduced voltage.

3.5

Related Work

This section presents an overview and comparison of existing design-centric techniques
that aim at eliminating timing errors, while enabling better than worst-case design. These
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techniques have been proposed to reduce the costs of the conventional guardband-based
schemes that are based on worst-case conditions. Hence, guardband-based schemes force the
circuits to operate at considerably lower frequency or higher supply voltage than they could
potentially achieve.

3.5.1

Tunable Replica Circuits

Tunable replica circuits (TRCs) [33, 134, 193] are used for capturing dynamic timing errors.
TRCs consist of configurable digital cells, such as inverters and NAND gates and are inserted
adjacent to each timing-critical path in order to replicate the delay of the corresponding path.
Once TRC is placed and tuned per timing-critical path, it will mirror slightly worse than the
monitoring delay path to ensure that any timing violation will be caught. TRCs are based
on the assumption that the replicas are affected by delay variations in a similar fashion to
the critical path. TRCs are used in conjunction with error-recovery schemes to detect and
correct timing errors. Such schemes include reply of the erroneous instruction at a different
voltage/frequency settings or pipeline flushing [36, 39, 114].
TRCs have several drawbacks. Firstly, they suffer from power and area overheads since
the circuits themselves consume area and power. In a design with many LLPs, power and
area overheads of the replicas are expected to be significantly increased. Further, TRCs
may lead to many incorrect error responses because they are just a worst-case replica of the
monitored path delay (they cannot capture the actual delay of the critical path). This results
in unnecessary overheads imposed by the error correction techniques that would be invoked
in case of detected errors.

3.5.2

Razor Error Correction Schemes

Razor-like systems [30, 68, 122, 225] try to deal with the TRCs’s overheads by developing insitu error detection and correction and dynamically adjusting the supply voltage to the point
where the design under test is on the edge of timing errors. Such a technique demonstrates
notable energy savings. To achieve this, endpoints of the timing-critical paths are paired
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with special flip-flops or latches. Data are propagated both to the pipeline registers of path
endpoints and the special flip-flops or latches. Timing errors are detected by sensing if the
data arrival is too late (i.e., setup timing violation) or by comparing the output of the pipeline
register with the value kept in the RAZOR flip-flop. Once errors occur, they are corrected by
replaying the erroneous instruction with greater margins (increase clock period of supply
voltage) or they are prevented by providing additional clock cycle(s) for the completion of
the activated LLPs.
Nonetheless, inserting Razor flip flops to every LLP endpoint adds a considerable
area/power overhead due to the large number of added circuit in case of a design with
many LLPs. For example, Figure 3.6 implies that the performance-centric EDA flow leads to
a wall of critical LLPs that need to be monitored in order to detect potential timing errors.
This is consistent with a prior study [98] on an ARMv7 core indicating that 74% of the total
paths are classified as timing-critical (i.e., LLPs). Additionally, as already explained, this
wall of LLPs significantly increases the activation probability of these timing-critical paths,
and thus the error recovery/correction costs.

3.5.3

Instruction-Aware Dynamic Frequency Adjustment

Work in this vein dynamically adjusts the clock period/frequency per instruction, exploiting
the instruction-dependent timing behaviour of pipelined architectures. Rahimi et al. [158]
discern two instruction classes that rely on their error tolerance capability extracted by
applying probabilistic SSTA. This work monitors the following parameters to decide the
speed of the clock period: type of instruction class, current operating conditions (voltage and
temperature) and application vulnerability to errors. Although attractive, such an approach
relies on statistical models rather than the actual dynamic timing behaviour of circuits
affected by the current and previous state of transistors that cannot be modeled in SSTA.
Moreover, this work mainly addresses timing errors induced by voltage and temperature
variations, while the dynamic frequency adjustment is applied to a coarse granularity. To
explore the different levels of timing requirements of individual instructions, Constantin et
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al. [51] introduce a runtime predictive dynamic frequency adjustment technique at a finer
granularity.
Such a mechanism may explore the dynamic timing slacks that are available during
the program execution flow, but the different levels of supported clock periods renders
this strategy very challenging. Particularly, it imposes complex timing constraints to the
system and requires additional circuitry, such as tunable Clock Generator (CG) or PhaseLocked Loop (PLL) to dynamically adjust the clock frequency. The implementation of
efficient CGs and PLLs is not a trivial task and has significant influence on the system power
dissipation [121]. Finally, when the LLP activation probability is high, the gains achieved by
removing the dynamic safety margins may be neglected.
The work presented in this chapter enhances the state-of-the art in timing error elimination
by combining a design-centric scheme (i.e., LPP prediction unit) with a path redistribution
technique (i.e., path shaping) without the need for complex circuit-level frequency adjustment
approaches. Since the increased number of LLPs is the main source of overheads in the
existing timing error elimination schemes, this chapter initially minimises the number of
these paths along with their excitation probability. Then, it isolates LLPs to a single pipeline
stage excited by specific instructions. This allows the implementation of a low cost prediction
unit tailored for the specific instructions that activate the error-prone LLPs. Once an LLP
has been activated, the pipeline is stalled for one cycle, providing sufficient time for the
completion of this error-prone path. This may induce a throughput loss, however this is
negligible since the LLPs excitation probability has been significantly reduced by design.

3.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter presents a framework for avoiding variation-induced timing errors in pipelined
designs by i) lowering |PLLP | and ii) exploiting the rare activation of the LLPs. This is
achieved by modifying the path distribution to reduce the LLPs and constrain such paths
to a single pipeline stage. Such a path distribution facilitates the adoption of a prediction
block that detects the LLPs excitation and provides an extra clock cycle for the completion of
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these paths when they are triggered. The evaluation of the developed approach with the DTA
tool, using program traces extracted from a real processor, shows that the proposed design
eliminates timing errors/BERs under potential delay variations with very low overheads.
When compared to the conventional guardband approach, the proposed design saves 37.95%
power on average across the considered benchmarks. Overall, this chapter indicates that in
order to address delay variations, there is a need to redesign the targeted design aiming at
reducing the LLPs rather than merely optimizing the performance. Path shaping can help to
limit the number of the LLPs, which are the main source of overheads in existing schemes. It
also facilitates the use of any correction- or prediction-based technique at low cost. Even
though the efficacy of the proposed approach is demonstrated by applying it to an FPU, the
presented steps can be applied to redesign the stages of any other pipelined core.
This chapter contains material taken from "I. Tsiokanos, L. Mukhanov, D. S. Nikolopoulos, and G. Karakonstantis, ‘Significance driven data truncation for preventing timing failures,’
in IEEE Transactions on Device and Materials Reliability, March 2019"; and "I. Tsiokanos,
L. Mukhanov, D. S. Nikolopoulos, and G. Karakonstantis, ‘Variation-aware pipelined cores
through path shaping and dynamic cycle adjustment: Case study on a floating-point unit,’ in
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Low Power Electronics and Design, ISLPED,
2018". The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of these papers.

Chapter 4
Significance-Driven Data Truncation for
Preventing Timing Errors
In the previous chapter, a design-centric technique that deals with timing errors at a small
execution time (i.e., throughput) overhead was proposed. This chapter supplements the work
done in the previous chapter and presents two methods, as alternative approaches to the
timing error avoidance scheme presented in the Chapter 3, which minimise/eliminate timing
errors with no performance or execution time overheads. This is achieved by leveraging
approximate computing principles.
The main goal of this chapter is to completely remove pessimistic timing margins and
provide low power operations through exploring application of approximate computing in
the context of timing errors. Initially, timing errors and any potential error-induced output
quality loss are limited by exploiting structural/deterministic errors of inexact (approximate)
circuits [196, 199]. Then, timing errors are eliminated by combining the error prediction
mechanism introduced in Chapter 3 with an occasional, significance-driven, data truncation [198]. This is achieved by setting a number of LSBs to a constant value of zero "0".
This bitwidth truncation is applied only to the operands triggering the error-prone LLPs;
and reduces the computational delay of the activated paths, providing the required timing
margins to deal with potential levels of delay increase. To facilitate the adoption of such
schemes within pipelined units and limit the incurred overheads, the path distribution is
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also appropriately shaped for isolating the LLPs in a single pipeline stage. When applied to
the implementation of an IEEE-754 compatible, pipelined FPU in a 45 nm technology, the
proposed approaches eliminate timing errors under various levels of delay variation with no
performance loss at a minimal quality degradation. Finally, when compared to an FPU with
pessimistic margins, the proposed FPUs can result in significant power/energy savings.

4.1

Introduction

Typically, designers adopt pessimistic timing margins to protect circuits from timing errors.
To actively reduce or even eliminate such margins, design-centric techniques use error
detection and correction mechanisms. As explained in Chapter 3, they could incur significant
performance and/or power overheads if the executed workload frequently activates the errorprone LLPs [34, 68, 225]. In this chapter, it is shown how timing errors can be efficiently
avoided using approximate computing.
Recently, approximate computing has emerged as an alternative approach for addressing
potential timing errors with less overheads than the ones incurred by the conventional
guardband-based techniques [114, 137]. Existing work has showcased the inherent resilience
of various signal/image processing [84, 222], machine learning [62, 222] and scientific
computation algorithms [84] to faults or inaccurate operations. Several current studies
have indicated that any approximation should be applied only to error-resilient code or data
regions in applications, since uniform approximation of all data may result in significant
quality degradation [113, 205]. For instance, approximating few LSBs in the mantissa part
of floating-point operands leads to insignificant quality loss as opposed to approximation of
any bit of the exponent part [129, 144].
Subsequent schemes use precision scaling to achieve energy savings [188] or accommodate voltage scaling in arithmetic units [139], while an existing study [16] uses it for
mitigating the delay increase induced by transistor aging. Nevertheless, the majority of such
schemes were statically applied to individual Digital Signal Processing (DSP) accelerators
or simple, non-pipelined, arithmetic units rather than complex pipelined designs, where the
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timing behaviour depends on many parameters (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3). In addition,
many of them use error injection models based on simulators, without proper estimation
of the potential impact of the reduced precision on the elimination of the variation-induced
timing errors.
Recent approximate computing techniques [144, 177] statically truncate the bitwidth of
all the input data in arithmetic operations. Techniques in this space may result in power/energy
gains since the switching activity is reduced, but they sacrifice output quality. The common
idea behind these techniques lies in the static estimation of the potential delay increase under
scaled voltage or variations and the precision reduction in arithmetic instructions at design
time. By doing so, unnecessary quality loss is incurred, since they neglect the fact that in any
circuit there are only a few error-prone LLPs [107], where the reduced precision can mitigate
timing errors. More importantly, existing approximation schemes overlook an important
fact in timing properties of pipelined architectures: the number of LLPs considerably varies
across pipeline stages [98], as also indicated in Figure 3.6. This implies that the precision
scaling level needs to be changed across stages to avoid any unnecessary quality loss, which
is likely to be critical for some operations [46].
Contributions: In this chapter, the PS technique and LLPPU explained in Chapter 3
are exploited in delivering two frameworks that are based on occasional data-dependent
bitwidth truncation, which is applied only when and where it is needed. To achieve this,
the proposed techniques take advantage of the dynamic excitation of paths in pipelined
units. Case study for this chapter is the application of these techniques to the out-of-order,
post-layout, pipelined FPU, discussed in the previous chapter (Section 3.3). The proposed
approaches can effectively reduce the overheads of traditional variation-aware schemes, while
complementing existing approximation-based schemes. The contributions of this chapter can
be summarized as follows:
1. Minimization of the number of registers or pipeline stages, where any approximation
scheme would need to be used for dealing with timing errors. This significantly limits
any resulting overheads; and is achieved by exploiting the path redistribution technique
explained in Chapter 3.
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2. Exploitation of the instruction-dependent path excitation by truncating the bitwidth
of the specific instruction types that may activate the few remaining LLPs. This is
realized by setting a number of LSBs of these instruction operands to a constant value
of zero. By doing so, the computational delay of the LLPs along with their excitation
probability, are reduced. In addition, the power consumption is also reduced due to a
lower switching activity. The operand bitwidth truncation may lead to a deterministic
quality loss, but it is limited by carefully selecting the number of truncated bits.
Moreover, any loss incurred by truncation is expected to be significantly less than
the loss incurred by random timing errors, which may affect significant parts of the
computation.
3. Further reduction of the deterministic quality loss induced by data truncation through
dynamic bitwidth truncation. This scheme truncates the bitwidth of the infrequent
instruction operands that actually excite timing-critical paths (i.e., LLPs) at runtime,
while the rest of the instructions operate at a full precision. To this end, the LLP
prediction unit explained in Chapter 3, is used.
4. Estimation of the number of timing errors under various assumed clock reduction
levels that represent potential variations for the proposed and original designs under
different operand bitwidth truncation ranges. Based on these estimates, it is possible to
evaluate the quality loss quantified in terms of the average Relative Error (RE) for four
popular applications. Finally, this chapter estimates the bit error rate and shows how it
varies across the bit positions and across applications in the conventional and proposed
FPU designs.
5. The proposed when and where it needed occasional bitwidth truncation leads to powerand quality-efficient operations. Particularly, the proposed FPU results in significant
power savings at an ultra-low quality degradation when compared to a guardband-based
FPU (with or without enabling the static truncation mechanism).
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The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents the proposed
frameworks. In Section 4.3, the experimental results are presented; and Section 4.4 discusses
related work. Section 4.5 summarizes the results of this chapter.

4.2

Proposed Approach

The main goal of this chapter is to deal with timing errors and the unnecessary quality loss
incurred by traditional approximation schemes in a collective fashion. To this end, two
frameworks are developed that rely on occasional bitwidth truncation, where a number of
LSBs of operands from error-prone instructions are deliberately set to zero. This allows LLPs
to be completed under various potential delay increase levels. A straightforward application
of the proposed bitwidth truncation in pipelined designs is hindered by the optimizations
performed in a performance-centric EDA flow. In fact, modern designs suffer from the timing
wall phenomenon explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2). The timing wall limits the efficacy
of any approximation scheme since it would have to be applied to every stage to reduce the
delay of the LLPs. To overcome such a phenomenon, the design flow (details of which can
be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1) is followed to appropriately shape the path distribution
for isolating PLLP to a single stage. This approach significantly reduces the number of stages
or instructions, where any approximation scheme would need to be used, thus limiting any
resulting overheads. Finally, to further reduce the quality loss incurred by truncation, the
LLPPU discussed in Chapter 3 is exploited for dynamically truncating the bitwidth of only
the operands that activate LLPs. The proposed approaches can be used to address various
levels of delay increase, while minimizing the quality loss due to potential timing errors and
the applied approximations.

4.2.1

Significance-Driven Operand Truncation

The activation of each combinational path within each stage in a pipeline design depends
on the executed instruction and on the input operands of each operation that takes place in
each stage. Hence, it is possible to further reduce the activation probability of the LLPs
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Figure 4.1: Data-paths in a 4-bit ripple carry adder, highlighting the longest latency path
(LLP1) and two short latency paths (SLP1 and SLP2).
by adjusting the operands of the specific instructions that excite these paths. A proposed,
straightforward solution is to set to “0” some LSBs of OpLLP and truncate the bitwidth,
thus reducing the computational delay. To elucidate the impact of bitwidth truncation on
computational delay, Figure 4.1 considers a simple 4-bit RCA. The depicted adder consists
of four FAs. As already explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2), in such a design, the most
timing-critical path LLP1 (emphasized in red dotted line) will be activated when the carry
propagates all the way from Ci,0 to Co, 3. If the gate delay is defined as T , then LLP1
requires a delay equal to 8T to be completed, since LLP1 will have to travel from the AND
gate (emphasized in red) in FA0 down to XOR gate (emphasized in red) in FA3. According
to Equation (2.1), the minimum CPSTA of this datapath is 8T . Note that such a delay will
be activated only in case of a suitable combination of operands belonging to OpLLP . For
instance, when A = 1111 and B = 0001, the carry generated in the first bit position from
the right (i.e., LSB) is propagated all the way to the final bit position (i.e., MSB), exciting
the error-prone LLP1. Under an assumed variation-induced delay increase this path will
fail as D(LLP1) > 8T and thus D(LLP1) > CPSTA . However, by modifying the inputs and
inserting 0s in the last 2 bits, such as: A = 1100 and B = 0000, there is no carry propagation
and thus only SLPs (e.g., SLP1 and SLP2 highlighted in green dashed lines) will be excited.
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Table 4.1: Quality degradation in terms of Relative Error (RE) under “random bit errors”
induced by timing errors and “deterministic errors” induced by deliberately setting the last
32 bits of each operand to 0 in an floating-point addition

Reference

"Random bit error"
(Bit-flip in the 10th MSB)

"Deterministic error"
(truncating 32 LSBs)

Operand A
(64 bits)
0100000010001111
0011111000000101
0001111010111000
0101000111101100
(decimal: 999.7525)
0100000010001111
0011111000000101
0001111010111000
0101000111101100
(decimal: 999.7525)
0100000010001111
0011111000000101
0000000000000000
0000000000000000
(decimal: 999.7524)

Operand B
(64bits)
0100000011010000
0001111011011110
0110011001100110
0110011001100110
(decimal: 16507.475)
0100000011010000
0001111011011110
0110011001100110
0110011001100110
(decimal: 16507.475)
0100000011010000
0001111011011110
0000000000000000
0000000000000000
(decimal: 16507.468)

Output C
(64bits)
0100000011010001
0001100011001110
1000111101011100
0010100011110101
(decimal: 17507.2275)
0100000010 010001
0001100011001110
1000111101011100
0010100011110101
(decimal: ∼ 1094.2017)
0100000011010001
0001100011001110
0010100000000000
0000000000000000
(decimal: ∼ 17507.2211)

Relative Error
(RE)

0

∼ 0.9375

∼ 3.6556 · 10−7

By truncating the last 2 bits of the input operands, the delay of the critical paths that are
excited is reduced to 2T , thus providing enough timing slack to address potential levels of
delay increase.
The truncation of a number of LSBs from OpLLP provides a slack and reduces the LLPs
excitation as discussed above, but this will come at a quality loss. However, such a loss can
be controlled by appropriately selecting the number of truncated LSBs, ensuring that it is
not as catastrophic as the loss incurred by random timing errors when these affect the MSBs.
For instance, Table 4.1 considers the addition of two floating-point operands A and B which
results to an output C. These operands follow the IEEE-754 [3] double-precision format in
which the first bit from the left represents the sign, the next 11 bits represent the exponent,
while the rest 52 bits represent the mantissa. As illustrated in Table 4.1, a random bit-flip
in the exponent part, e.g. in the 10th bit of the output C (highlighted in red), induced by a
timing error will lead to a completely different number than the one expected, resulting in
high Relative Error of ∼ 0.9375 (Relative Error is defined in Equation (4.1)). Conversely, in
case of 32 LSBs truncation in the mantissa part of each operand, the resulting output value is
very close to the reference value with very low RE equal to ∼ 3.6556 · 10−7 . Such a low RE
is attributed to the fact that the proposed scheme truncates LSBs in the mantissa part that
are not critical for determining the output value in floating-point operations. On the other
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hand, the exponent plays a significant role in determining the range of the output and any
error either due to random bit-flip or truncation in that part is likely to result in catastrophic
outcomes [129].

4.2.2

Exploiting the Dynamic Path Excitation

The fundamental difference between the proposed approach and approaches that rely on
STA, is the exploitation of the dynamic excitation of paths by operands. By making the
excitation of the LLPs by OpLLP rare by design, the proposed technique minimises the need
for adopting any conservative timing margin. In the case of OpSLP , there is enough positive
timing slack to avoid errors under any potential worst-case path delay increase up-to ∆Tmaxvar
(see Equation (3.1)).
To estimate the efficacy of the proposed approaches and evaluate the dynamic datadependent excitation of paths, the DTA tool explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) is utilized.
Such a tool allows the designer to estimate how often the LLPs are excited and the quality
degradation incurred by operand truncation.

4.2.3

Application of Operand Truncation

After redesigning the FPU, bitwidth truncation is applied to the input operands of the specific
instructions that activate the few remaining LLPs in order to reduce their excitation probability
and thus timing errors. Since all the LLPs are restricted to Stage 4 (see Figure 3.6) of the
floating addition/subtraction instructions, the truncation is deployed only to the LSBs of
the input operands of these instructions. Given that Stage 4 implements the 52-bit mantissa
addition, constant “0” values are set to the LSBs in order to avoid delay failures in the MSBs.
As already discussed, operand truncation may lead to quality loss and needs to be carefully
selected. In these experiments, the truncation of the 32, 44 and 48 LSBs of the mantissa
part of the double-precision floating-point addition/subtraction operands are evaluated. This
means that the sign and the exponent part of the IEEE-compliant operands were unaffected
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(12 bits totally) along with the 20, 8 and 4 MSBs of the mantissa part in the considered
scenarios.
Runtime Prediction of OLLP : The aim of this last step is to take advantage of the
dynamic sensitization of combinational paths and try to identify OLLP at runtime. While
considering arithmetic units such as the adder in Figure 4.1, carry propagation is the main
bottleneck in the performance/delay of these systems. As it was explained in Chapter 3
(Section 3.3.2), by implementing a low complex circuit that monitors some of the carry
propagate signals, it is possible to identify if any LLP is going to be sensitized. In general,
it is possible to monitor (m − n) bits and detect if carry propagates across the mth bit, using
the logic depicted in Equation (3.4). Upon detection of operands that activate such paths,
the proposed approach deliberately sets to zero a number of LSBs, allowing LLPs to be
completed correctly. Therefore, the bitwidth truncation is applied only to the rather rare
operands from OLLP , whereby, the truncation-incurred quality loss is significantly reduced.
Following results from Table 3.1, the LLPPU monitors 7 bits.

4.2.4

Design Flow & Case study

The proposed design flow, containing two parts, Design Phase and Analysis Phase,
is based on commercial ASIC design flow and is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The Design
Phase implements the standard ASIC workflow, which is thoroughly explained in Chapter 3
(Section 3.2.3), using state-of-the-art EDA tools from Synopsys, Cadence and Mentor
Graphics. Firstly, the RTL code of the target design is synthesized and then the PnR step is
to be followed. PnR step determines the exact location of all electronic components, wires
and interconnections. After the PnR step, the design layout undergoes a final verification
and timing step (post-layout STA) to check whether the layout meets the timing constraints
and works the way it was designed to. Note that the Design Phase is executed only once to
generate the post-layout netlist.
Conversely, the Analysis Phase runs for each application under test. This phase lies in
the developed DTA tool (implementation details can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3)
to estimate the dynamic timing errors effects and analyze the trade-offs between different
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Figure 4.2: Workflow of the proposed approach. The Design Phase is executed only once,
while the Analysis Phase runs for each application.
number of bitwidth truncation and output quality degradation. Finally, the Analysis Phase
enables the dynamic power estimation of the executed application based on the switching
activity of transistors. After evaluating the output quality loss, power consumption and timing
error behaviour of the design under test, the designer checks if the user’s specifications are
met. For instance, if the output quality induced by truncation is within a range of acceptable
limits set by user and dynamic timing errors have not been eliminated, the designer increases
the number of truncated bits and repeats step 1 until the reliability and quality specifications
are met. Note that the main target of this chapter is to eliminate timing errors with the lowest
possible output quality loss.
Case Study: As already explained, the presented steps of the proposed workflow (see
Figure 4.2) along with the path shaping technique (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1) are implemented in a fully automated way and can be applied to any design. As a result, this
automated procedure increases the generality of the presented frameworks since they only
require the RTL description of the target core. For the case study of using the proposed
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Table 4.2: Clock reduction (CR) levels, representing worst-case delay increase
CR
clock, (ns)
reduction, (%)

CR0
1.85
0

CR1
1.80
2.7

CR2
1.75
5.4

CR3
1.7
8

CR4
1.65
10.8

significance-driven data truncation, this chapter focuses on the FPU presented in Chapter 3.
However, the microarchitecture of this FPU varies depending on the integration of the LLPPU.
In fact, in order to integrate the LLPPU, some of floating-point addition/subtraction related
stages are modified. These pipeline stages are stages 3 and 4. Thus, Figure 4.3 presents
the microarchitecture of the floating-point addition/subtraction considering PS and data
truncation (this design is referred to as Prop1). This figure also shows the microarchitecture
when LLPPU is enabled along with PS and occasional data truncation (this design is referred
to as Prop2).
Integration of the LLPPU: Since PS restricts LLPs to Stage 4, the LLPPU is deployed
only at Stage 3 as depicted in Figure 4.3. As already explained in the previous chapter, the
LLPPU produces a signal (F) at Stage 3 which is handled at Stage 4. In fact, The F signal
denotes the latency type (OLLP or OSLP ) of the executed operands. If this signal is 1, then the
in-flight instruction and related operands activate LLPs. In this case, the bitwidth truncation
of the involved operands is enabled. Otherwise, an SLP is activated, and the original data
without truncation are used.

4.3

Evaluation Results

In this section, the efficacy of the proposed approaches in limiting and eliminating timing
errors under various clock reduction or CR levels, which are shown in Table 4.2, is evaluated.
The clock period is reduced from 1.85 ns to 1.65 ns in steps of 0.05 ns, representing potential
degrees of worst-case path delay increase that may be caused by variations [86, 101, 102].
This section compares the proposed redesigned FPUs with the original (reference) FPU.
For a fair comparison, these experiments apply the truncation of 32, 44 and 48 LSBs of
specific error-prone floating-point operands to the original (Orig), unmodified FPU, and also
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Figure 4.3: Proposed microarchitecture of the floating-point addition/subtraction related
stages, highlighting the applied modifications in orange. Stage 3 and Stage 4 vary when path
shaping, long latency prediction unit and occasional truncation are enabled (such a design is
referred to as Prop2). Prop1 refers to the design where path shaping and operand truncation
are enabled.
to the proposed one when only PS is enabled (i.e., Prop1). Then, the proposed framework
when PS, LLPPU and dynamic operand truncation are jointly considered (i.e., Prop2), is
evaluated. Prop2 eliminates timing errors and further reduces truncation-induced quality
loss by dynamically truncating 44 LSBs of operands that actually trigger the isolated LLPs.

4.3.1

Considered Applications

To acquire floating-point instructions from real-world applications running on an ARM A7based system, the developed application profiling tool explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.3)
is utilized. In this experimental analysis, the K-means, CFD, Heartwall benchmarks from
the Rodinia suite [44] and the Raytrace benchmark from the Parsec suite [29] are used.
Specifically, 10K operands from the most frequently executed floating-point instructions for
each application, are extracted and provided as input to the DTA tool to evaluate the efficacy
of Prop1 and Prop2.

4.3 Evaluation Results

4.3.2
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Characterization of Timing Errors

Timing errors are a function of input operands, clock period and the number of truncated bits.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates how the number of timing errors changes under different bitwidth
truncation levels when the clock period is scaled down in the original and the proposed
(Prop1: PS + operand truncation) designs across the 4 benchmarks. Note that the errors are
reported only for the cases when the simulated output for specific operands differs from the
recorded error-free output Ogold . As shown in Figure 4.4, under the nominal clock period
(CR0) no errors are manifested. Moreover, it can be observed that the timing errors are
substantially lower for any degree of bitwidth truncation across all applications. In particular,
by setting to zero the 32, 44 and 48 LSBs of the mantissa in the original FPU, the total number
of errors across the 4 benchmarks is reduced by 1.69×, 2.83× and 12.13× on average.
In the same figure can be observed that the number of timing errors incurred in the
original design is significantly higher than the number of errors incurred in Prop1 (when PS
and operand truncation are enabled) under CR1, CR2 and CR3. Beyond the CR3 level, which
corresponds to the ∆Tmaxvar (see Equation (3.1)), it can be noticed an increase in timing
errors, especially in Prop1. This can be attributed to the fact that the applied path shaping
has shifted the paths, as shown in Figure 3.5. This results in a high number of paths being
activated and failing under CR4. In particular, Figure 3.5 shows that there are many paths
with delay more than 1.65 ns in the original and proposed designs; this outcome implies that
the probability of timing violations in case of activation of these paths under CR4 is expected
to be very high. Note that this is a choice for the specific implementation and can be altered
at design time.
Nonetheless, Prop1 (PS + operand truncation) results in a significantly reduced number
of timing errors for most of the CR levels. Specifically, Prop1, under CR1, eliminates all the
incurred errors, while Table 4.3 shows that the original FPU exhibits from 86 up-to 107505
errors for the same CR. In addition, under CR3, which corresponds to an 8.1% worst-case
path delay increase, Prop1 with the preferred path shaping reduces the number of timing
errors by ∼ 4× on average compared to the original design. The combination of path shaping
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Figure 4.4: Number of timing errors in the original FPU divided by the number of timing
errors in the proposed FPU (when path shaping and operand truncation are enabled) under
various Clock Reduction (CR) and operand truncation levels across 4 benchmarks (legend
shows the number of the truncated bits).
Table 4.3: Timing errors under CR1 and various truncation levels across all benchmarks in
case of the original (Orig) and the proposed (Prop1) designs

.

Number of
truncated bits
0 (Orig , Prop1)
32 (Orig, Prop1)
44 (Orig, Prop1)
48 (Orig , Prop1)

CFD
107505 , 0
24508 , 0
86 , 0
86 , 0

benchmarks
Raytrace K-means
79985 , 0 16058 , 0
38 , 0
78 , 0
38 , 0
78 , 0
22 , 0
78 , 0

Heartwall
1101 , 0
32 , 0
22 , 0
22 , 0
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and operand bitwidth truncation in the 32, 44 and 48 LSBs reduces these errors by ∼ 13×,
∼ 79× and ∼ 769× on average, respectively, with respect to the original (reference) design.
Note that Prop2 (i.e., integration of LLPPU within Prop1) has exactly the same timing
behaviour with Prop1 when the number of truncated LSBs is set to 44.

4.3.3

Bit Error Rate & Quality Degradation

BER: Figure 4.5 depicts the BER across the 4 benchmarks at CR3, where several interesting
observations can be made. Note that in this figure letters S, E and M on the X axis correspond
to the sign bit, the exponent bits and the mantissa bits, respectively. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
error behaviour of each of the 64 individual output bits of the FPU under test; and clearly
shows that different input data exhibit vastly different BERs. For example, the five MSBs (i.e.,
first 5 bits from the left) of the original (unmodified) FPU under the Heartwall program (see
Figure 4.5(g)) exhibit a nearly zero BER, while the same bit positions under the Raytrace
program (see Figure 4.5(c)) exhibit BER up-to 20%. It can be also observed that mantissa’s
bits of the original design with full range precision are more prone to timing errors (BER is
ranging from 1.15% up-to 66.9%) than the exponent’s (BER from 0% up-to 37.6%). This is
an interesting finding as it indicates that techniques tailored for error mitigation of mantissa’s
bits could improve fault tolerance of applications. To reduce BERs, different LSBs of the
mantissa are set to “0”, which is expected to reduce the number of the LLPs excitation and
consequently the overall BERs. However, upon further investigation, it is observed that in
the original FPU, the BER of the MSBs of the mantissa still remains considerably high under
different truncation levels (∼ 30%, ∼ 20% and ∼ 15% on average after truncating 32bits,
44bits and 48bits, respectively), while the BER of the exponent bits ranges from 0% up-to
20%. In contrast to the original FPU, the proposed FPU accompanied by path shaping and
operand truncation (i.e., Prop1) results in significantly lower BERs across the vast majority
of the bits and especially in the exponent (0% - 0.3%) and the MSBs of the mantissa (0%
- 9%). The fact that the failing bits are neither in the exponent bits nor in the MSBs of
the mantissa helps to limit the incurred quality loss. Notably, Prop2 (combination of PS
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Figure 4.5: Bit Error Rate (BER) under CR3 and various operand bitwidth truncation levels
across all benchmarks for the original and proposed designs. Legend shows the number of
the truncated bits, while X axis depicts the sign (S), exponent (E) and mantissa (M) bits.
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and LLPPU) eliminates timing errors (BER = 0%) and minimises quality loss by applying
dynamic bitwidth truncation only where it is needed.
Quality Degradation: As already explained, random timing errors as well as static and
dynamic operand truncation impose an output quality degradation. To evaluate this, the
average relative error achieved by the proposed designs is estimated and compared with
the RE of the original design for all considered applications. The average relative error, a
common metric for estimating the output quality [129, 206], is defined as:

RE =

∑K
i=1

Ogold (i)−Osim (i)
Ogold (i)

K

(4.1)

where Ogold (i) denotes the exact error-free output value obtained from the reference FPU
design and Osim (i) represents the output obtained by the simulation using the developed
DTA tool for a specific (i) floating-point instruction and the associated operands. The Osim (i)
value is extracted by the output register of the considered FPU after simulating both designs
(original and proposed) under a specific CR level and bitwidth truncation range. For these
experiments, 10K floating-point instructions are extracted for each benchmark and thus i
varies from 1 up-to K = 10000. RE metric defines the difference between the simulated value
and the “true” value, so a smaller value means a better performance. The effect of different
CR and operand bitwidth truncation levels on the RE before and after applying path shaping
is depicted in Figure 4.6. The original design without any truncation under the nominal clock
period (CR0) introduces no quality degradation since no errors have been manifested (see
Figure 4.4). In the case of CFD program, the RE of the original FPU leads to unacceptable
(> 1) RE levels even under a small worst-case delay increase (i.e., CR1). Truncation helps
to reduce the RE under CR1, CR2 and CR3, but not for every CR and truncation level. On
the other hand, Prop1 under the same CR levels renders the quality loss controllable and
deterministic, since it depends only on the number of LSBs that are truncated. The Raytrace
program obtains similar results as the proposed design under CR3 achieves up-to 0.003 RE,
while the RE incurred by the original design may reach unacceptable values. In the case of
K-means and Heartwall programs, it is observed that the original FPU under CR3 (as well
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Figure 4.6: Average Relative Error (RE) under various Clock Reduction (CR) and operand
bitwidth truncation levels across all benchmarks for the original (Orig) unmodified design
and the proposed (Prop1) design when path shaping is enabled (legend shows the number of
the truncated bits).
as every considered truncation level) incurs a significant quality degradation. Conversely,
Prop1 under CR3 exhibits RE ranging from ∼ 2 · 10−9 up-to ∼ 0.04.
Overall, Prop1 significantly limits the catastrophic quality loss incurred by the original
double-precision FPU. When compared to the original FPU with various truncation levels
enabled, the combination of path shaping and operand truncation (i.e., Prop1) provides
equal or much lower values of RE for the first four CR levels across different benchmarks.
Beyond the CR3 level, a significant quality degradation is observed. This can be explained
by a high likelihood of massive timing errors under CR4, as discussed earlier. Finally, it
is observed that setting the last 44 bits of mantissa to “0” provides a judicious choice for
operand truncation, considering all the evaluated applications.

4.3 Evaluation Results
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Minimizing quality loss through dynamic operand truncation: As showcased, the
combination of PS and operand truncation minimises errors, but, depending on the number
of truncated bits, it may result in unnecessary quality loss. This is because the bitwidth
truncation is operand-agnostic and is applied to all the operands of the error-prone instruction
types (i.e., operands of floating-point addition and subtraction instructions). To further
reduce the quality degradation, Prop2 initially detects the infrequent operands that actually
trigger the isolated LLPs; and then truncates the bitwidth of these operands. Figure 4.5 and
Figure 4.6 show that Prop1 eliminates timing errors and limits quality loss when truncation
of 44 LSBs is enabled. Therefore, Prop2 makes it possible to minimise such loss, while
eliminating timing errors, by applying an operand-aware, dynamic truncation of 44 LSBs
only to the operands that excite error-prone LLPs. To visually illustrate the benefits of Prop2
in minimizing quality loss, Figure 4.7 plots the RE of the original unmodified FPU (refer
to as Orig), Orig with static truncation of 44 LSBs (refer to Trunc), Prop1 with 44 LSBs
truncation and Prop2. In the case of CFD program, Orig leads to unacceptable (> 2) RE
levels even under a small worst-case delay increase (i.e., CR1). Static truncation helps to
reduce the RE to approximately 0.001 under CR1 and CR2, while for Prop1 the RE remains
constant (RE = 5 · 10−3 ) for the first four CR levels. On the other hand, Prop2 limits this
quality loss (RE = 4 · 10−6 ) under CR0, CR1, CR2 and CR3. Similar results are obtained
for the Raytrace program, where Prop2 introduces a negligible RE (RE = 5 · 10−7 ) for the
vast majority of the CR levels. In the case of k-means program, it is observed the lowest
RE among all benchmarks (RE = 6 · 10−11 ) under CR1, CR2 and CR3 for Prop2, whereas
for Orig and Trunc, the quality degrades significantly after CR1. Finally, in the case of
Heartwall program, it is shown that Orig incurs a lower RE than the static or dynamic
truncation under CR1. Nonetheless, under CR2 and CR3 the proposed approaches (Prop1
and Prop2) obtain at least 99.9% lower RE when compared to Orig and Trunc.
Overall, Prop2 exhibits a significantly lower quality loss than Orig under CR1, CR2 and
CR3. Compared to Trunc, Prop2 achieves up-to 4.2 · 107 × lower RE across the considered
benchmarks. Additionally, when compared to Prop1, Prop2 reduces quality loss by an
averaged 107 in terms of RE.
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Figure 4.7: Average relative error (RE) under different clock reduction (CR) levels for
the original FPU with (Trunc) and without statically truncating the 44 LSB (Orig), the
proposed FPU when path shaping and static truncation of 44 LSB are enabled (Prop1), and
the proposed FPU when path shaping, timing error prediction and dynamic truncation of 44
LSBs are jointly considered (Prop2).

4.3.4

Estimation of Power & Area

Table 4.4 depicts the average power consumption across all the available benchmarks consumed by the post-placed and routed original and proposed designs. As mentioned, to
measure the dynamic power consumption of each benchmark, the VCD files extracted by
DTA are used as input to the proper dynamic power analysis tool (in this case the Voltus
tool from Cadence is used). Such an industrial tool provides accurate, workload-aware,
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Table 4.4: Average power savings in the proposed design Prop1 under various truncation
levels when path shaping and operand truncation are enabled. Note that the average power
dissipation of the original (unmodified) design under iso-voltage is 24.71 mW
Number of
truncated LSBs
0
32
44
48

Power consumption
in the proposed FPU (mW)
26.12
19.99
16.91
13.66

Power Savings
(%)
-5.7
19.1
31.6
44.7

dynamic power analysis considering the switching activity of standard cells and post-placed
and routed netlist. As shown in Table 4.4, Prop1 leads to up-to 44.7% power savings when
path shaping and 48 LSBs truncation are combined due to a significantly reduced switching
activity. Overall, the proposed approaches do not incur any performance loss, which would
otherwise have been incurred by conventional guardband-based techniques.
When Prop2 (Prop1 enhanced with LLPPU) applies an occasional dynamic bitwidth
truncation, the area and power overheads are increased to 0.34% and 7.1%, respectively, than
the ones incurred by Orig.

4.3.5

Proposed Methods & Power Savings

This chapter proposes two approximate-based approaches to deal with variation-induced
timing errors. To do so, they exploit the rare activation of the error-prone LLPs through a
significance-driven bitwidth truncation that minimises/eliminates timing errors at low quality
loss. The frameworks introduced in this chapter could be also effective in voltage-scaled
designs (i.e., operations at a lower than the nominal supply voltage).
Reduced Voltage & Prop1: In this scenario, Prop1 facilitates operation at 0.95V, leading
to extra ∼ 28% power gains on average compared to the operation at the nominal supply
voltage of 1.1V. This means that Prop1 operating at 0.95V enables the designer to save
59.6% of power on average in the case of 44 LSBs truncation compared to the original FPU
operating at 1.1V.
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Table 4.5: Power savings across all benchmarks in the proposed FPU (@1.1V) when the path
shaping, prediction block and dynamic data truncation are enabled (Prop2) compared to a
guardband-based FPU (@1.25V)
Benchmarks
Power gains (%)

K-means
41.73

CFD
38.78

Heartwall
44.3

Raytrace
38.76

Reduced Voltage & Prop2: Prop1 results in significant power gains at reduced voltages,
but it comes with a notable quality loss that may be important for some applications. Prop2
reduces such loss by reducing the number of times that the data truncation is applied. When
compared to the original FPU (@ 1.1V), Prop2 at 0.95V leads to 26.8% power savings.
Therefore, Prop1 and Prop2 not only prevent timing errors, but they also enable low voltage operations. Prop1 is suitable for ultra-low power applications that allow a deterministic
output quality loss, whilst Prop2 can be extremely useful for applications requiring ultra-low
quality loss and low power consumption.
Proposed FPUs vs Guardband-based FPU: The proposed FPU designs are also compared with the guardband-based FPU (refer to as Guard) that applies pessimistic voltage
guarbands to guarantee error-free operations. As explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.4), Orig
adopts timing margins/guardbands to avoid timing errors by operating at 1.25V (while the
proposed FPUs operate at 1.1V). Voltage upscaling may lead to correct operations, but, as
shown in Table 4.5, it comes at a cost of up-to 44.3% power overhead when compared to
Prop2. Prop2, as depicted in Figure 4.5, leads also to an error-free output while operating
at 1.1V. In an attempt to reduce such a big power dissipation and for the sake of a fair
comparison, the 44 LSBs of all the operands of the Guard are set to a constant value of "0".
As depicted in Figure 4.8, this static truncation results in ∼ 31.5% power savings (due to the
reduced switching activity) compared to the conventional Guard at a considerable quality
degradation (RE = ∼ 0.003). If the path shaping technique is combined with the 44 LSBs
operand truncation (i.e., Prop1), which also eliminates timing errors (see Figure 4.5), Prop1
(@1.1V) can lead to 71.1% power savings on average.
Overall, Prop1 and Prop2 by applying a when and where it needed occasional bitwidth
truncation lead to a power- and quality-efficient operation when compared to Guard, as
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Figure 4.8: Power and quality among the proposed FPUs (Prop1 and Prop2), guardbandbased FPU (Guard) and guardband-based FPU when static truncation of 44 LSBs is enabled.
indicated in Figure 4.8. Particularly, the proposed design methodologies provide trade-offs
between power saving and quality loss: Prop1 minimises or eliminates timing errors, while
achieving ultra-high power savings (an average 71.1% when 44 LSBs are truncated compared
to Guard) at a low quality loss (averaged RE = 1.16 × 10−3 ); Prop2 also eliminates timing
errors, while enabling lower power gains (40.9% on average compared to Guard) than Prop1.
However, when compared to Prop1, Prop2 significantly reduces the truncation-induced
quality loss (RE = 7.2 × 10−7 ).

4.4

Related Work

This chapter aims at preventing timing errors by truncating the bitwidth of operands, while
avoiding the use of conservative guardband-based schemes. The majority of frameworks in
the area of approximate computing exploit the inherent error resilience of applications to
tolerate errors [212] and/or limit the overheads incurred by guardbands in at least some parts
of the computation [46]. However, these techniques have been evaluated on simulators due
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to the lack of suitable approximate hardware. Some existing approaches exploit precision
scaling to reduce the power consumption [77, 188]. Moons et al. [139] accommodate voltage
scaling in arithmetic units for saving energy by disabling some of the input bits. Another
scheme proposed by Schlachter et al. [177] prunes the bitwidth of all the input operands in
simple data-paths, enabling power savings due to the reduced switching activity. Although
very interesting, such frameworks overlook the impact of precision scaling on reduction
of the path-delay; and did not consider when and where they need to apply it in pipelined
datapaths, as those proposed in this chapter do.
A set of approximation studies tolerate timing errors for saving energy. Shi et al. [181]
present considerable performance improvements by reducing the nominal clock period, while
allowing timing errors. Then, they redesign data representation in such a way that timing
errors cause low magnitude error (i.e., output quality loss). Papagiannopoulou et al. [149]
opportunistically ignore timing errors, enabling aggressive voltage scaling. To recover from
critical errors, i.e. timing errors that affect significant parts of arithmetic computations, an
error management scheme based on hardware transactional memory, is proposed. The work
proposed in this chapter differs from these studies since it targets to eliminate timing errors
rather than ignoring them, completely removing the need of any error correction/recovery
scheme.
Existing approaches attempt to exploit an unequal contribution of algorithmic computations to output quality. In particular, several approaches proposed to redesign the circuit
by giving priority to the execution of the most critical parts of each datapath [113, 170]
for avoiding timing errors. These approaches may have exploited the varying importance
of computations, but they do so only for few application-specific DSP architectures rather
than for general purpose FPUs that may run any application. To help the design of efficient
approximate-based approaches, tools for the automatic synthesis of approximate logic circuits have been lately proposed [175, 204]. Nonetheless, these tools focus on improving the
analysis of approximate circuits, such as evaluating the output error that can be caused due
to circuit simplifications rather than proposing new techniques that enhance the design of
approximate units and limit the impact of approximations on output quality loss.

4.5 Chapter Summary
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Some recent research efforts use approximate computing to make circuits resilient to
variation-induced delay failures. Amrouch et al. [16] use precision scaling to limit timing
errors in the context of transistor aging, and thus mitigating the estimated delay increase
over few years. A post-Silicon technique proposed by Narasimhan et al. [144] truncates the
bitwidth of all the inputs operands to prevent timing errors in typical DSP hardware modules.
Overall, the majority of the proposed solutions are applied to simple data-paths or
arithmetic units rather than complex pipelined designs. Moreover, existing schemes reduce
the computation precision neglecting the fact that there are few operands and instructions that
may activate the error-prone LLPs. The novelty of the proposed significance-driven operand
truncation techniques lies in applying bitwidth truncation only to the error-prone operands of
specific instructions that have been isolated by design and their excitation can be predicted at
runtime.

4.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter presents two frameworks that leverage approximate computing principles
to minimise and eliminate timing errors in pipelined architectures. This is achieved by
opportunistically exploiting the dynamic activation of LLPs by few operands OpLLP , and
making them rare by setting a constant value “0” to a fixed number of LSBs in the relevant
operands. To this end, a unit that predicts LLPs is adopted and the target circuit is redesigned
in a way that eliminates the LLPs excitation. The evaluation of the proposed frameworks
shows a significant reduction or elimination of timing errors under potential delay variations
with a negligible area overhead and no performance loss. An essential attribute that led to low
overheads in the proposed designs, is the applied path shaping technique. Without this scheme
the truncation should be statically applied to every operation and operand. Evaluation results
also show that the proposed techniques effectively reduce the BER in all the exponent and
mantissa bits of a redesigned FPU, as opposed to the reference (unmodified) FPU. Truncation
of 44 LSBs of OpLLP helps to maintain extremely low RE levels (RE ranges from 2 · 10−10
to 4 · 10−6 ) in all the evaluated applications and up-to an assumed 8.1% variation-induced
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worst-case delay increase. Finally, when compared to the conventional guardband-based
paradigm, the proposed designs can lead to up-to 71.1% power savings.
Chapter 4 contains reprints of "I. Tsiokanos, L. Mukhanov, D. S. Nikolopoulos, and
G. Karakonstantis, ‘Significance driven data truncation for preventing timing failures,’ in
IEEE Transactions on Device and Materials Reliability, March 2019"; and "I. Tsiokanos,
L. Mukhanov, and G. Karakonstantis, ‘Low-power variation-aware cores based on dynamic
data-dependent bitwidth truncation,’ in Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference &
Exhibition (DATE), pp. 698-703, 2019". The dissertation author is the primary author of
those papers.

Chapter 5
Generating & Detecting Error-Prone
Instructions via Stochastic Search
The last two chapters presented low power timing error mitigation schemes exploiting the
instruction- and data-dependent path excitation. From here onwards, there is a focus on
providing accurate error modeling and evaluation schemes. Existing timing error models
may be inaccurate when applied to pipelined architectures since they consider only the
currently executed instruction and the preceding one, thereby neglecting the impact of all
the concurrently executing instructions on error occurrence. This chapter first demonstrates
that the order and type of instructions in sequences with a length equal to the pipeline depth
significantly affect the error rate [194]. To overcome the practically impossible evaluation
of the impact of all possible sequences on timing errors, DEFCON, a fully automated
framework that stochastically searches for the most error-prone instruction sequences is
introduced [197]. DEFCON generates such sequences by integrating a customised genetic
algorithm with accurate post-layout dynamic timing analysis, considering the data-dependent
path sensitization and instruction execution history. The generated microarchitecture-aware
ISQs are then used by DEFCON to estimate the failure vulnerability of any application.
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed framework, a pipelined floating-point unit is
implemented and dynamic timing analysis is performed. It is based on input data that are
extracted from a variety of applications consisting of up-to 43.5M instruction sequences.
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Evaluation results show that DEFCON quickly reveals ISQs that maximize the output quality
loss and correctly detects 99.7% of the actual faulty ISQs in different applications under
various levels of variation-induced delay increase. Finally, DEFCON allows the designer
to identify error-prone ISQs early at the design cycle, and save 26.8% of energy on average
when combined with a clock stretching mechanism.

5.1

Introduction

Shrinking transistor sizes and improving energy efficiency have lead manufactures to low
voltage operations. Scaling down the supply voltage has gained a significant amount of
attention for reducing the power consumption [83, 128, 225]. At the same time, nanometre
nodes are susceptible to static and dynamic variations [57, 86, 216] during manufacturing or
operation, e.g., imperfections in the power grid or high power surges triggered by running
workloads. Due to these reasons, as also showcased throughout this thesis, circuits are
increasingly prone to timing errors [86, 114, 172].
The increasing variability in nanometre CMOS regime requires a renewed focus on
techniques that study the sources of timing errors [18, 81, 114] to early identify them [51, 158]
and assess their impact on applications [109, 151]. This work revealed that subject to delay
variations, the type and operands of executing instructions determine the occurrence of a
timing error. Finding the factors that affect such errors becomes more complicated within
pipelined cores, where instruction execution history also seems to play a role [93]. This
increases the number of parameters influencing dynamic timing errors.
Due to the inherent complexity of timing error modeling, recent techniques exploit
machine learning methods to predict timing errors under dynamic voltage and frequency
variations [99–102, 201, 223]. However, these methods overlook the impact of deeper
instruction execution history on timing errors. Thus, they may fail to accurately predict timing
errors in deep pipelined designs where multiple instructions are executed simultaneously.
Lately, studies on pipelined cores have proposed evolutionary search algorithms to
develop stress-codes that maximize voltage noise and/or power consumption, and predict
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worst-case voltage/power fluctuations in advance [71, 87, 115]. However, such stochastic
search methods are limited only to the context of voltage noise and cannot identify bit-level
timing errors and quality degradation incurred by a potential error. Also, they are agnostic of
the underlying microarchitecture and lack post-layout circuit information, requiring custommade infrastructure for measuring complex phenomena (e.g., voltage droops). In fact, those
search algorithms have never been combined with accurate PGS for both generating and
detecting instruction sequences that maximize error-induced quality loss, while considering
instruction execution history, instruction type- and operand-dependent path excitation.
Contributions: In this chapter, DEFCON1 is delivered, a fully automated framework that
generates microarchitecture-aware, failure-prone ISQs and detects vulnerable code regions
in applications. The five main contributions of this chapter are:
1. Analysis of the impact of instruction execution history within a pipelined, out-of-order,
IEEE-754 compliant FPU, placed and routed in 45 nm technology. The analysis
presents conclusive evidence that deep instruction execution history impacts timing
failure-rates, thus enhancing prior studies [99–101, 201, 223].
2. Development of a framework based on stochastic search and PGS to generate errorprone ISQs, considering the execution history in the pipeline and type and operands
of instructions. The generated ISQs maximize the output quality loss incurred due to
timing errors under an assumed delay increase. Such sequences are then being used to
identify vulnerable code regions within various application binaries.
3. DEFCON’s efficacy is assessed by comparing the error-induced quality loss obtained
for the generated ISQs and the quality loss observed for the ISQs that are extracted
from a representative set of applications.
4. Quantification of the degree to which various applications are prone to timing errors
using a new application vulnerability metric, namely Code Vulnerability Factor (CVF).
1 DEtecting

Failure-prone instruCtiOn sequeNces (DEFCON)
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5. Evaluation of DEFCON’s effectiveness in detecting faulty ISQs by estimating the True
Positive Rate (TPR), which measures the fraction of actual faulty ISQs detected by
DEFCON in real applications.

Overall, DEFCON effectively generates stress-code that induces much higher output quality
loss than conventional application codes, and accurately detects (99.7% on average) faulty
ISQs. It is also demonstrated that DEFCON can save energy (26.8% on average) when
combined with a dynamic clock stretching mechanism.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the overview
and motivation of this chapter, while Section 5.3 discusses the proposed framework. In
Section 5.4, the experimental results are presented; and Section 5.5 reviews the state-of-theart in timing error detection and stress-test generation. Section 5.6 summarizes the results of
this chapter.

5.2

Overview & Motivation

As explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3), the possibility of a path to fail under any delay
variation depends on many parameters, such as the type of the in-flight instruction and its
operands, as well as the instruction execution history of the pipeline.

5.2.1

Timing Errors - Type of Instruction and Input Operands

The number and distribution of timing errors in a design strongly depend on the type of
the executed instruction. For example, floating-point instructions have longer execution
paths than their integer counterparts, hence they are more prone to errors [42, 101, 201].
Furthermore, the same instruction could exhibit different delay and error rate depending
on the input operands [50, 101, 201]. An indicative example is the addition of two 8-bit
numbers. For instance, adding A = 00000001 and B=11111111 generates a carry bit in the
LSB that propagates (see Section 3.2.2) all the way up-to the highest bit position (i.e., MSB),
activating the longest critical path. By contrast, with A=00000001 and B=XXX00000, there
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Output

A: 4062309CE5400000
B: 413ECF56FF6F0F70
C: 4917FD74F93C3800
D: 429FFE93049DAC00
E: 4158AA4540000000
F: 7C2CE668225E115C

FAILURE

Output

A: 4062309CE5400000
B: 429FFE93049DAC00
C: 4158AA4540000000
D: 7C2CE668225E115C
E: 413ECF56FF6F0F70
F: 491FFD74F93C3800

CORRECT

5.2 Overview & Motivation
A: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x41d2309ce5400000) ORb(0x3e80000000000000)
B: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x42aecf56fd821a00) ORb(0x3e80500020a0c000)
C: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x47509ce540000000) ORb(0x41becf5600000000)
D: OP(FP sub) ORa(0x3e80000040000000) ORb(0x41401ac000000000)
E: OP(FP add) ORa(0x41509ce540000000) ORb(0x3e80000040000000)
F: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x41509ce541021578) ORb(0x7acbd5780001a987)
REORDER

A: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x41d2309ce5400000) ORb(0x3e80000000000000)
B: OP(FP sub) ORa(0x3e80000040000000) ORb(0x41401ac000000000)
C: OP(FP add) ORa(0x41509ce540000000) ORb(0x3e80000040000000)
D: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x41509ce541021578) ORb(0x7acbd5780001a987)
E: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x42aecf56fd821a00) ORb(0x3e80500020a0c000)
F: OP(FP mul) ORa(0x47509ce540000000) ORb(0x41becf5600000000)

Figure 5.1: Impact of instruction order on timing errors.
is no carry propagation across the middle bit, hence addition executes off the timing-critical
path.

5.2.2

Timing Errors - Instruction History in Pipelined Architectures

As explained earlier, recent work [99–101, 201] has indicated that besides the type and input
operand of the executed instruction, instruction execution history influences timing errors.
Particularly, they point out that a window of two instructions (i.e., the current instruction and
the previous one) is necessary and sufficient to obtain fully-accurate error rate estimation.
However, such an observation holds only in the case of simple, non-pipelined, functional
units. Intuitively, a window of more than two instructions is likely to have an effect on
the timing error behaviour of pipelined units where multiple instructions are executed (are
in-flight) in the pipeline. To verify this hypothesis, Figure 5.1 illustrates an example that
is encountered during the experiments. The top instruction sequence has exactly the same
instruction opcodes and input operands to the bottom instruction sequence. When post-layout
gate-level simulation (see Section 5.3.2) is applied to a pipelined FPU the details of which will
be discussed later, instruction C has a timing error that corrupts its output (highlighted in red).
Such an error occurs when the target FPU is subjected to a 15% delay increase, representing
possible variations induced by various sources [86] (e.g., voltage scaling, process variations,
transistor aging) through simulation. Based on prior studies [101, 201], if the designer fixes
both the faulty instruction C and the immediately preceding instruction B, while changing the
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order of the other instructions in the sequence, instruction C will be expected to have exactly
the same timing behaviour. Nonetheless, if the order of instructions is changed in a way that
does not violate execution dependencies, as shown in the bottom instruction sequence, the
timing error does not occur. This finding indicates that a window consisting of more than two
instructions affects the timing error probability in pipelined units. For instance, in the top
instruction sequence depicted in Figure 5.1, the timing error in instruction C is determined
by the joint effects of an execution history window of three instructions: the previous two
instructions (i.e., instructions A and B) and current instruction (i.e., instruction C). This is
attributed to the fact that these instructions excite paths in shared circuits in some of the
stages, as explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3).
Number of Pipelined Instructions Affecting Timing Errors: To investigate how many
instructions that precede an instruction in the pipeline play a role in the timing error behaviour
of this instruction, the experiment presented in Figure 5.2 is conducted. In this experiment,
a trace of 1M instruction sequences is extracted from the bt program of NAS benchmark
suite [23]. Then, the extracted instructions are split into small subsets of instruction sequences
by applying instruction windowing. The number of instructions within a sequence depends
on the window size: window size = 1, 2, .., d, where d denotes the pipeline depth which
is six stages for the FPU under test. Each window size ties the circuit’s behaviour on the
current instruction to the history of all the preceding instructions in the pipeline. Note that
the window size indicates the number of instructions that are executed concurrently. For
example, a window size equal to two shows that two instructions are in-flight in the pipeline.
Dynamic Timing Analysis: Then, using the extracted traces and the outputs of the
Design Phase, DTA is performed to estimate the manifestation of dynamic timing errors
under any potential delay increase. To achieve this, detailed post-layout gate-level simulation
in windows of increasing numbers of concurrently executing instructions, is used, while
assuming 15% variation-induced delay increase. The simulation starts with a window size of
one instruction (i.e., one instruction each time in the pipeline). If the simulation output is
not identical with the output when simulating the full trace (full history), the window size is
increased. The simulation output of the full trace is referred as O f ull. This step is repeated
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Figure 5.2: Experiment to analyse the number of instructions within a pipeline that affect
timing error manifestation.
until the simulation output (Osim ) matches O f ull and thus the actual timing behaviour. Each
experiment records the timing Error Rate (ER), defined as:
ER =

Faulty ISQs
Total ISQs

(5.1)

and the average relative error or RE, denoted in Equation (4.1).
Figure 5.3 indicates that sequences consisting of 6 instructions, i.e. a window of 6, have
exactly the same ER and RE when running the full trace (full history) through simulation.
By contrast, a window size of 1 instruction leads to ∼ 46.6% smaller ER and ∼ 5 orders
of magnitude lower RE when compared to the window of 6 instructions. Moreover, prior
frameworks that indicate that both current and previous instruction (i.e., a window of 2
instructions) determine the delay of the excited path and thus the error manifestation, lead to
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Figure 5.3: Impact of instruction execution history on Error Rate (ER) and average Relative
Error (RE).
∼ 35.7% and ∼ 80.7% lower ER and RE, respectively when compared with the actual ones
estimated by taking into account an extended number of executed instructions in the pipeline.
Based on these findings, it can be concluded that all the instructions preceding the currently
executed instruction in the pipeline may trigger an error in this instruction.
Challenge: Using PGS to exhaustively evaluate all possible parameters that affect
dynamic timing errors (type of instructions, input operands, instruction execution history)
is extremely time-consuming, if not practically infeasible. Particularly, in the target FPU,
there are 6 instruction types (see Section 5.4.1) and thus 6 different opcodes, with two
double-precision 64-bit instruction operands (i.e., ORa and ORb) and a pipeline depth of 6
stages. The number of all possible combinations of these Execution Parameters (ExP) is:
ExP = (#OPs × 2ORa_bits × 2ORb_bits ) pipeline_depth = 6 × 264 × 264

5.3

6

≈ 7.24 × 10235 (5.2)

Design & Implementation of DEFCON

DEFCON is a framework for fast and accurate generation and detection of ISQs that are
prone to timing errors. Initially, DEFCON formulates a genetic algorithm [136] to generate
stressful ISQs for the execution unit under test, including input data and instruction execution
history. Then, it characterizes the fault vulnerability of applications by identifying error-prone
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Figure 5.4: Synthesis and analysis phases of DEFCON.
ISQs in the application’s binary. The overall DEFCON workflow is presented in Figure 5.4.
The Synthesis Phase is being executed only once to generate stressful ISQs, while the
Analysis Phase runs for each application.

5.3.1

Synthesis Phase

This phase synthesizes the ISQs that incur the maximum or a targeted error-induced output
quality loss. As explained, the extremely large number of all possible combinations of
parameters that affect error rate renders the evaluation of every combination practically
impossible. Instead, DEFCON customises a GA, which implements a stochastic search to
generate ISQs that maximize the output quality loss due to timing errors. GAs are stochastic
search algorithms inspired by evolutionary biology to search for a solution to optimization
problems [136]. Previous work has showcased the effectiveness of GAs to generate stress-test
that maximizes a target metric [71, 87, 115]. Similarly to the natural selection process, the
GA algorithm defines the following parameters.
Chromosomes: Chromosomes are used to encode information about parameters of a search.
Particularly, for DEFCON, each chromosome defines a specific ISQ of pipeline depth (i.e.,
6) instructions with specified OPs and input operands.
Selection: The algorithm selects chromosomes only when they fit the target evaluation
function. Specifically, DEFCON searches for chromosomes that maximize the relative
error induced by timing errors (see Equation (5.3)). GA measures this error for a specific
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chromosome by invoking PGS, supported by ModelSim (see Figure 5.4, Evaluation stage).
DEFCON records all sequences with a non-zero relative error, up-to the maximum found
through this selection process.
Mutation: GA varies chromosomes through mutation to expand the search space. In
particular, the mutation operation stochastically changes parts of a chromosome, in this case,
the instruction type, order or input operands.
Crossover: GA also generates new chromosomes through the crossover operation. The
crossover operation stochastically combines different parts of parent chromosomes to generate new chromosomes (offsprings).
Generations: The number of offspring generations (or algorithm iterations) generated by
GA is in principle unlimited. However, DEFCON interrupts GA when the offspring obtaining
the highest relative error target function does not change for several generations. It should be
noted that chromosomes for the initial generation are generated randomly.

5.3.2

Validation of Synthesis Phase

To validate the generated worst-case ISQs, DTA is performed. DTA identifies the actual timing margins of the target core at runtime by including path activation information (instruction
type, operand values, pipeline sequence) that are unavailable during static timing analysis.
To feed the DTA tool with real input data, a profiling tool is used to extract all ISQs from
various applications. Applying DTA to the extracted traces allows the designer to measure all
the dynamic timing errors. By those errors, it is possible to calculate the output quality loss.
The efficacy of the Synthesis Phase is evaluated by comparing the quality loss obtained
for the worst-case ISQs synthesized by DEFCON and quality loss obtained for the faulty
ISQs in applications.

5.3.3

Application Analysis Phase

At this phase, DEFCON is applied to detect error-prone code regions in real applications
without long-running simulation campaigns. To this end, ISQs generated at the Synthesis
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Phase (see Figure 5.4) of DEFCON are compared with ISQs extracted from the considered
applications. Particularly, DEFCON implements a hash table that quickly checks an application binary for the presence of error-prone ISQs and splits all the application sequences into
two groups: {error-prone, error-free}.
It is important to note that during the Analysis Phase, DEFCON matches only instruction opcodes but not operands. Such an approach is used to minimise the risk of missing
an ISQ which, depending on the operand values, may lead or not, to timing errors. In other
words, if DEFCON was matching the combination of instruction opcodes and operands, then
it might mischaracterize an actual faulty ISQ as error-free when a specific set of operands
is used. Thus, to enable operand-agnostic application fault vulnerability analysis, DEFCON investigates ISQs consisting of only opcodes during the Analysis Phase (during the
Synthesis Phase, DEFCON generates ISQs considering both opcodes and input operands).
In the proposed framework, the sequences of 6 opcode types which correspond to the depth
of the pipeline are analyzed. The set of error-prone instruction opcodes used by DEFCON
in this phase is referred as EISOP . Due to the fact that the same error-prone OP sequence
(without considering the operands) may lead to different degrees of quality loss, any sequence
will be found exactly once in EISOP .

5.4

Experimental Results

In this section, the experimental setup is firstly presented. Secondly, the convergence of the
GA search is shown. Then, the efficacy of DEFCON for characterizing the application vulnerability and detecting erroneous ISQs, is evaluated. Lastly, several use cases of DEFCON
are discussed.

5.4.1

Experimental Setup and Application Profiling

Th proposed approach is applied to the 6-stage pipelined, out-of-order, IEEE-754 compatible
FPU discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). This unit is extended with two more floatingpoint instructions: multiplication and division. Thus, the FPU under test supports the
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Figure 5.5: Convergence of genetic algorithm (GA).
following six double-precision, floating-point instructions: multiplication, division, addition
and subtraction, integer-to-floating-point and floating-point-to-integer conversions.
To measure the efficacy of DEFCON, the profiling tool gathers floating-point instruction
traces by instrumenting the following six programs from the Rodinia [44] and NAS [23]
benchmark suites: K-means with 1000 input data points and 34 features, hotspot with
1024x1024 grid and cg, is, mg and bt with S input sizes. For collecting floating-point traces
from real size inputs in reasonable time (from 8 to 114 secs), DynamoRIO [38] is used to
instrument program binaries executing on an ARM A7 board (ODROID XU-3).

5.4.2

Evaluation of the GA Search Engine

Experimentally, it is found that GA converges to a solution faster when the number of
chromosomes in each generation, the crossover probability and the mutation probability
(see Section 5.3.1) are set to 40, 0.9 and 0.6, respectively. Also, the GA search process is
accelerated by running it in parallel on 16 cores of an Intel Xeon system clocked at 2.0 GHz.
Note that RE of the generated ISQs varies with the number of generations and converges to
1.0 and does not change after 120 generations. As depicted in Figure 5.5, the search process
running on one core takes 20 hours on average to converge.
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5.4.3

Worst-Case Instruction Sequences Generation

This subsection evaluates the effectiveness of DEFCON in generating stressful ISQs under
different CR levels, which as mentioned in the previous chapters, represent potential degrees
of variation-induced worst-case delay increase. This work uses two different CR levels, CR1
and CR2 that correspond to 15% and 13% worst-case delay increase, respectively. CR1 and
CR2 are consistent with the levels of variation-induced delay increase that have been reported
in literature [57, 86, 101].
To measure the maximum quality loss incurred by timing errors under those two CR levels,
the maximum Relative Error (maxRE) of the most stressful ISQs generated by DEFCON is
compared with maxRE observed in the considered applications. Based on Equation (4.1),
maxRE is defined as:
maxRE = max

i=1...K

Ogold (i) − Osim (i)
Ogold (i)

(5.3)

Figure 5.6 compares the maxRE obtained by DEFCON with the one measured for each
program under the different CR regimes. Under CR2, i.e. increasing delay by 13%, 5 out of 6
benchmarks (hotspot, cg, is, K-means, mg) have no timing errors, hence there is no quality
loss. In the case of bt benchmark, the measured maxRE is 25.1%. DEFCON supersedes
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the measured maxRE of applications by generating ISQs with maxRE up-to 100%, which is
95.8% on average higher than the one observed for the applications under CR2.
For CR1, which corresponds to a 15% delay increase, all programs apart from K-means
manifest timing errors, and the measured maxRE ranges from 7 · 10−3 % to 100%. This
difference in maxRE (and the number of timing errors) between CR1 and CR2 is consistent
with the timing wall phenomenon (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2). It is shown that in both cases,
CR1 and CR2, the maxRE measured in the considered applications is always equal or less
than the maxRE obtained for the worst-case ISQs synthesized by DEFCON. These results
imply that DEFCON is effective for generating error-prone ISQs that stress the system, in
terms of output quality loss, more than conventional workloads.

5.4.4

Analysis of Application Vulnerability

Apart from generating stressful ISQs, DEFCON characterizes the vulnerability of applications, by inspecting their binary code. To achieve this, as explained in Section 5.3.3, a
hash-based search engine that quickly detects instances of the EISOP set (i.e., error-prone
ISQs discovered by DEFCON) for each program, is implemented. The error-prone opcode
sequence set obtained by this application-specific search is referred to as EISapp . To quantify
the vulnerability of each application, a new metric named as CVF is introduced. CVF is
defined as follows:
CV F =

|EISapp |
Total ISQs

(5.4)

CVF measures for each benchmark under CR1 and CR2 are provided in Figure 5.7. To
verify the proposed metric, ER for each application using DTA is estimated. Intuitively, this
research effort suggests that applications with a high CVF are more vulnerable to timing
errors and thus have a higher ER. ER measures are depicted in the right vertical axis of
Figure 5.7. It can be observed that ER at CR1 for each application (apart from K-means
where no timing errors are manifested) is significantly higher than the one obtained at
CR2. Similarly, the proposed vulnerability metric grows with the CR level: CVF at CR1
is 18.3× higher than CVF at CR2 on average. Furthermore, the same figure shows that the
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Figure 5.7: Code Vulnerability Factor (CVF) extracted by DEFCON and Error Rate (ER)
obtained by DTA in applications under CR1 and CR2.
bt benchmark at CR1 incurs the highest ER (10−4 ), while in the case of K-means ER is 0.
Identically, bt and K-means benchmarks incur the highest CVF (0.44) and lowest CVF (0),
respectively. The similar correlation between CVF and ER metrics are observed also for
the hotspot, cg, mg and is benchmarks. Based on these results, it is concluded that CVF
efficiently estimates erroneous application behaviour and can be applied for characterization
of the application vulnerability.

5.4.5

DEFCON’s Detection Accuracy

This subsection analyzes the accuracy of DEFCON in detecting faulty ISQs within applications. DEFCON outcomes of inspecting a program binary are divided in four categories:
True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). TP
represents the number of ISQs that DEFCON correctly detects as faulty and TN counts the
number of ISQs that DEFCON correctly detects as non-faulty. FP and FN count the number
of incorrect detections. For high detection accuracy, it is essential to avoid FN outcomes
and maximize TP outcomes. The True Positive Rate (TPR) or sensitivity measures detection
accuracy and is defined formally as:
T PR =

TP
T P + FN

(5.5)
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Table 5.1: DEFCON outcomes and accuracy measures using different metrics across all
benchmarks under 15% worst-case delay increase
Apps
hotspot
cg
is
K-means
mg
bt

ISQs
408806
704046
4259984
7351820
7396151
43533307

EISapp
80759
160543
589903
0
203075
19193326

Faulty ISQs
15
35
31
0
3
4300

FP
80744
160508
589872
0
203072
19189074

TP
15
35
31
0
3
4252

FN
0
0
0
0
0
48

TN
328047
543503
3670081
7351820
7193076
24339933

TPR (%)
100
100
100
100*2
100
98.9

TNR (%)
80.2
77.2
86.2
100
97.2
55.9

Also, DEFCON’s operation is evaluated using the metric of the True Negative Rate (TNR) or
specificity, which shows the ratio of correctly identified non-faulty ISQs:
T NR =

TN
T N + FP

(5.6)

Thus, the accuracy of DEFCON is a trade-off between these two metrics that may negatively
affect each other. Note that target goal of this chapter is to achieve a high TPR by identifying
correctly all of the actual faulty ISQs and avoiding FNs.
Table 5.1 presents DEFCON outcomes and accuracy measured across all the programs
under CR1. The average TPR achieves 99.7%, which implies that the vast majority of
faulty ISQs were correctly detected, while the average TNR is 82.2%, indicating that the
number of correctly identified non-faulty ISQs is also high. For the hotspot, cg, is and mg
programs, DEFCON accurately detects all faulty ISQs (TPR=100%) with considerably high
TNR ranging from 77.2% to 97.2%. Additionally, DEFCON identifies correctly that there
are no timing errors for the K-means program, i.e., |EISapp | = faulty ISQs = 0. For the bt
program, TPR is 98.9%, but TNR is relatively low (i.e., 55.9%), which indicates that there
were many FP outcomes. This can be explained by the fact that the bt program contains a lot
of error-prone ISQs whose data operands, however, do not trigger errors. Nonetheless, these
ISQs may manifest timing errors for a different input data set. An interesting observation
of these experiments is that ∼ 99% of the timing errors are caused by less than 6% of the
error-prone sequences from EISOP . Such an observation further enhances the validity of
2 TPR

cannot be calculated (division by zero), but since |EISapp | = faulty ISQs = FN = 0, this work sets
TPR = 100%.
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the proposed approach that focuses on generating a small subset of microarchitecture-aware
ISQs rather than trying to evaluate all possible ones.

5.4.6

Potential Use Cases

As shown, DEFCON effectively generates and detects error-prone code. Such a code can be
used early in the design cycle for evaluating the susceptibility of any design to timing errors.
Additional use cases of DEFCON are discussed next.
Generation of Stress-Code: The synthesis phase of DEFCON (see Figure 5.4) synthesizes error-prone ISQs that activate timing-critical paths and incur a significant error-induced
quality loss under different levels of delay variation. Sources of this variation can be
process variation, voltage droop, operating temperature or aging [12, 86, 114]. Hence, DEFCON generates microarchitecture-aware stress-code that maximizes the quality degradation
under potential delay increase that may be induced by different types of variations. Existing work generates stress viruses that maximize delay increase considering only voltage
droops [87, 115] and are agnostic of underlying hardware, requiring complicated infrastructure.
Detection of Error-Prone ISQs: DEFCON can be also applied to detect error-prone
ISQs in real applications without long-running simulation campaigns. In particular, performing DTA based on ISQs extracted from the bt program takes almost 2 days. The proposed
framework allows the designer to quickly (up-to 55 seconds in the case of bt) check if a
particular application is tolerant to timing errors (i.e., CVF=0) when FPU operates at reduced
voltages. For example, in the case of K-means, DEFCON indicates that no timing errors will
occur under 15% and 13% delay increase. Accordingly, the voltage can be reduced from
1.1V down to 0.95V without obtaining errors when running this workload and thus improve
power/energy efficiency by 29.3%. Note that for the proposed implementation 15% delay
increase is imposed by the available slow corner library (@0.95V).
In addition, when considered jointly with a design-centric technique, such as the dynamic
cycle adjustment proposed by Constantin et al. [51], DEFCON facilitates operations at
lowered voltages for every application. The main idea behind this approach is that the design
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under test constantly operates at a lowered voltage (e.g., 0.95V), while the clock period is
dynamically stretched when an error-prone ISQs is detected. Specifically, every instruction
is characterized by DEFCON as critical (i.e., error-prone) or off-critical (i.e., error-free)
depending on the group of ISQs (see Section 5.3.3). Then, a lookup table is implemented
that contains the type of each executed instruction to check if a particular instruction in the
pipeline is critical. Once such an instruction is detected, the clock period increases (by 15%
for 0.95V), providing sufficient time to mitigate timing errors. As shown in Table 5.2, such
a technique saves from 21.2% up-to 29.3% of energy compared to operations under the
nominal voltage and frequency settings. Note that these savings are estimated considering
the execution time overhead incurred by the occasional clock stretching.
Finally, the proposed framework facilitates accurate error injection during the evaluation
of application resiliency [109], as errors can be injected based on error-prone ISQs detected
by DEFCON rather than using random injection strategies. DEFCON-driven error injection
allows the user to evaluate the impact of timing errors on applications in a realistic manner.
Note that findings of this chapter will be exploited in Chapter 6 for presenting a fully-accurate
FI technique.
Table 5.2: Energy savings across all benchmarks when DEFCON considered jointly with a
cycle adjustment technique [51]
Apps
Energy gains (%)

5.5

hotspot
26.1

cg
27.2

is
28.4

K-means
29.3

mg
28.9

bt
21.2

Related Work

This section reviews the state-of-the-art in the field regarding timing error detection/prediction
and generation of stress-code.

5.5.1

Timing Error Detection/Prediction

The growing importance of timing errors led researchers to the development of error detection
and correction techniques. Such design-centric techniques integrate additional circuitry
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(e.g., tunable replica circuit, special flip-flops) to monitor the timing-critical paths and
adopt recovery mechanisms in case of detected errors [39, 193, 225]. However, as already
explained, such schemes may lead to large recovery overheads, especially if the activation
probability of the error-prone paths is high. To overcome this, energy-efficient frameworks
have been proposed that are guided by accurate high-level timing models for predicting
timing errors [99–102, 201].
Conventional error models assume that only 1 bit is erroneous when a timing error occurs.
Conversely, as shown in Figure 4.5, each bit has its own BER. A prior study [42] also
indicated that multiple bits can be affected simultaneously by timing errors. Thus, single-bit
models underestimate the occurrence of timing errors. In an attempt to improve the accuracy
of single-bit models, uniform models assume the same BER for each bit position. However,
as shown in Figure 4.5, each bit presents different BER. Even the same bit position exhibits
different error rate depending on the executed application. Thus, single-bit and uniform
models are inaccurate since they ignore the dependence of errors on the executed workload.
Recently, another set of studies use machine learning algorithms to model the dynamic
timing behaviour of several units, while considering input workload and error rate disparity
among different bit positions. Frameworks in this domain use ML-guided models to predict
i) timing errors incurred by voltage scaling [201] and clock period reduction [102], and ii)
delay requirements [66, 99] of each executed instruction without the need of fully-accurate
but excruciatingly slow gate-level simulation. Such frameworks may reveal the effectiveness
of ML algorithms in the context of timing errors, but they are applied to simple arithmetic
units and individual types of instructions rather than developing a single model for complex
pipelined designs. As explained earlier, pipeline designs have a complicated dynamic
path sensitization behaviour that depends on the currently executed instruction as well as
the instructions executed in the previous clock cycles. Existing ML-driven timing error
models [100, 101] indicate that besides the in-flight instruction, only the previous instruction
affects the manifestation of timing errors. Although effective and more accurate than previous
models, they may also lead to misinterpretation of error behaviour since they overlook an
important timing property in pipelined designs. In fact, prior history-aware models neglect
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the influence of all the concurrently executed instructions that are in-flight in the pipeline
and their role in error manifestation.
DEFCON enhances the state-of-the-art in timing error modeling/prediction by taking
steps towards analysing the impact of instruction execution history on timing errors. To
this end, DEFCON shows for the first time that instruction execution history significantly
affects the dynamic timing behaviour of pipelined architectures and needs to be considered
for accurate error modeling. DEFCON also detects error-prone instruction sequences under
a potential delay increase induced by various sources, such as process, voltage, temperature
variations or transistor aging.

5.5.2

Stress-Test Generation

Various studies have proposed frameworks for automatically generating stress-tests that
maximize heat dissipation, power consumption and voltage noise [27, 70, 71, 106, 115] of a
target CPU. The basis of the majority of these schemes is an evolutionary search algorithm,
namely genetic algorithm [136].
Stress-tests that maximize CPU power consumption and heat dissipation, typically referred to as power-viruses. There have been a lot of academia and industry efforts towards
automated frameworks to serve as power-viruses [45, 70, 71, 106]. Prime95 [9] and CPUBurn [2] are also popular power-viruses useful for checking the stability of overclocked
systems. In addition, there are GA-based frameworks that attempt to maximize CPU voltage droops/fluctuations and are well-known as voltage-viruses [27, 87, 115, 215]. Since
low voltage operations and rapid voltage droops may lead to malfunctioning and timing
errors [114, 216] in modern circuits, voltage-viruses are very effective timing error stability
tests. A recent study [88] proposed an automatic framework for generating both power- and
voltage-viruses.
To conclude this discussion, there is no automated framework to date driven by GA and
DTA to generate bit-level code that maximizes quality degradation induced by timing errors,
as DEFCON does. Prior schemes for developing stress-codes are agnostic of the underlying
hardware and microarchitecture and thus require additional hardware (e.g., external oscillo-
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scope, internal on-chip voltage sensors) for measuring complex phenomena, such as voltage
fluctuations. Furthermore, DEFCON not only generates microarchitecture-aware ISQs that
maximize timing errors induced by various sources of variations but is very effective in
detecting in advance error-prone code regions in any application binary.

5.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, DEFCON, a fully automated framework for generating and detecting errorprone instruction sequences in pipelined cores, is presented. To achieve this, for the first
time, it considers the full pipeline execution history as well as the instruction type- and datadependent path excitation. DEFCON formulates a genetic algorithm driven by accurate postlayout, gate-level simulation to stochastically search for microarchitecture-aware instruction
sequences that trigger timing errors under delay variations. The proposed framework uses
these sequences to detect error-prone code regions in application binaries and characterize
the application vulnerability. Evaluation results show that DEFCON effectively generates
stressful instruction sequences that maximize the error-induced output quality loss in a
pipelined FPU. It is also demonstrated that DEFCON correctly detects faulty ISQs in a set of
various benchmarks with 99.7% accuracy on average. Finally, several use cases of DEFCON
are presented, which enable the designer to achieve energy savings.
Chapter 5 contains reprints of "I. Tsiokanos, L. Mukhanov, G. Georgakoudis, D. S.
Nikolopoulos and G. Karakonstantis, ‘DEFCON: Generating and Detecting Failure-prone
Instruction Sequences via Stochastic Search,’ in Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE), 2020, pp. 1121-1126, doi: 10.23919/DATE48585.2020.9116363.";
and "I. Tsiokanos and G. Karakonstantis, ‘ExHero: Execution History-aware Error-rate Estimation in Pipelined Designs,’ in IEEE Micro, 2020, doi: 10.1109/MM.2020.3012045.". The
dissertation author is the primary author of the papers.

Chapter 6
Accurate Error Injection via
Instruction-Aware Dynamic Timing
Analysis
It is shown in the previous chapters that the rate and impact of timing errors depend on many
parameters at the application, microarchitecture and circuit-level, making any error modeling
effort extremely challenging. In Chapter 5, it is demonstrated that existing timing error
models may lead to inaccurate results since they neglect the impact of instruction execution
history on timing error occurrence. This limitation threatens the accuracy of existing error
evaluation frameworks since they rely on inaccurate models. In the past, various fault
injection frameworks have been developed, based on statistical error rate estimation, to
assess the impact of timing errors on applications. Such approaches abstract away significant
hardware details, and aggregate statistics across microarchitectural components. Although
such error models speed-up simulation, they are inaccurate, and may thus lead to insecure
conclusions on the reliability of applications. Additionally, they neglect important factors
that determine how timing errors manifest at runtime, such as the processed data and all
in-flight instructions in pipelined microarchitectures, and how they propagate from circuit
through microarchitecture to application-level.
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Accurate Error Injection via Instruction-Aware Dynamic Timing Analysis
In this chapter, ARETE, a novel, cross-layer framework that enables accurate injection of

timing errors by combining detailed dynamic timing analysis of the target microarchitecture
with dynamic binary instrumentation on program execution, is delivered. Taking into account
findings in Chapter 5, ARETE injects timing errors into instructions by factoring in the
data-dependent path activation and instruction execution history. ARETE supports 2 modes:
i) a fully-accurate mode based on circuit-level timing analysis of all considered instructions,
and ii) a mode that accelerates FI using a machine learning-guided pre-selection of the most
error-prone instructions that comes with a small accuracy loss. ARETE is evaluated by
executing a set of programs under different levels of delay increase and injecting faults to
the error-prone floating-point instructions. Results demonstrate that ARETE is significantly
more accurate in evaluating the real impact of timing errors on system operation than any
existing FI method; and the proposed machine learning-based mechanism greatly accelerates
FI by 84.6× on average, while achieving an averaged accuracy of 89.8% in detecting faulty
instructions.

6.1

Introduction

The quest for energy efficiency and miniaturization of multi-functional devices, drives the aggressive scaling of transistor sizes, supply-voltages, and operating frequencies [77, 148, 225].
However, as also revealed throughout this thesis, such a reality makes nanometer circuits very
prone to timing errors, especially due to worsening static and dynamic variations [32, 36],
which threaten the correct circuit functionality at any point of time. In fact, the manifestation
of such errors depends on various static parameters such as the adopted operating voltage/frequency, but also on dynamically changing parameters such as transistor aging, voltage-droop
and type of processed data [50, 86, 225]. The inherent complex, dynamic behaviour of these
parameters makes it extremely hard to identify the time and location of any timing error
beforehand. This hinders the accurate impact evaluation of errors on applications and system
stacks early in the design cycle, which is important for guiding the implementation of low
overhead error mitigation frameworks [39, 46, 114, 123, 139, 161, 225].
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As a result, circuit designers and researchers have developed various high-level timing models and frameworks for injecting errors and studying their impact on application performance [110, 132, 183, 210]. Although emulation of faulty conditions at gatelevel [110, 132, 183, 210], or at real hardware [150], is the most accurate method in capturing
the real impact of faults, it is not widely used due to the prohibitively long simulation time
and high setup cost [109]. Instead, FI at microarchitecture-level by flipping register bits
in cycle-accurate simulators or at the software-layer by altering memory states is common [69, 79, 80, 109, 126, 151, 171, 180, 182, 209].
The majority of such tools inject bit-flips based on a fixed error probability, which is
the same across all architectural components irrespective of the executed workload. These
FI tools are effective in emulating particle-strike-induced errors [47] but fail to accurately
quantify timing error effects. In fact, the manifestation of a timing error depends on the
excitation of timing-critical computational paths, which essentially depends on the type of
processed instruction and input data [51, 158, 196]. Using inaccurate FI campaigns with
a fixed error rate to model such a dynamic behaviour may not only lead to the design of
inefficient techniques that waste resources and power, but may also lead to complete system
failure, if the impact of errors is underestimated. Recently, a few studies [42, 50, 101]
develop instruction-aware timing models, however, they have either neglected important
timing properties in pipelined microarchitectures or did not consider potential dynamic
changes of control flow in case of an injected error. Therefore, these instruction-aware
models are likely to result in inaccurate consideration of timing errors.
Contributions: This chapter introduces ARETE1 , a novel framework that enables accurate fault injection with adjustable speed by combining dynamic binary instrumentation (or
DBI) with ML-guided instruction-aware DTA. The main contributions of this chapter are the
following:
1. Development of a fully automated, cross-layer tool by integrating a widely used opensource dynamic binary instrumentation framework with commercial circuit simulation
tools for performing detailed timing analysis of any binary code on a targeted post1 ARETE:

AccuRate InjEction of Timing Errors. ARETE is a Greek term meaning ‘virtue’ or ‘excellence’
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layout microarchitecture. ARETE enables accurate evaluation of the impact of errors
on applications, under various degrees of path delay increase, which represent the main
outcome of any source of static or dynamic process variability [86].

2. Accuracy improvement of the state-of-the-art [42, 50, 101] in timing error estimation
and evaluation by considering not only the instruction type and input data, but also the
in-flight instructions in the pipeline.
3. Implementation of a fully-accurate ARETE’s mode that injects faults using DBI driven
by detailed post-layout gate-level simulation of all targeted instructions in any binary
code of a considered workload. DBI introspects executing instructions and input
operands, passes this information to PGS for timing error analysis, and injects faults at
the program-level only to the bit-locations and instructions identified by PGS.
4. Development of an accelerated mode of ARETE’s operation with an ML-based mechanism that dynamically pre-selects the error-prone instruction sequences that need to be
analysed through detailed PGS. The instruction-aware ML-based model is developed
by analysing the dynamic timing behaviour of millions of instructions on a post-layout
pipelined design.
5. Efficacy evaluation of ARETE by considering various embedded and HPC workloads
and injecting errors to the floating-point instructions since those are more prone to
timing errors [101, 188, 201]. For the estimation of timing errors, the post-layout,
out-of-order, pipelined FPU presented in Chapter 5, is used. Evaluation results show
that ARETE is significantly more accurate for assessing the impact of timing errors
on applications than any existing FI method. Furthermore, the ML-based selection of
error-prone instructions accelerates ARETE by 84.6× on average, while achieving an
average accuracy of 89.8% in detecting actual faulty instructions.
Overall, ARETE allows the designer to evaluate the impact of timing errors on applications
early in design cycle (prior to silicon prototyping), and identify reliability bottlenecks in
microarchitecture (e.g., by pinpointing hardware structures or software patterns that cause
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frequent errors), while determining efficient operating settings under a desired output quality
target.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents background information and motivation. Section 6.3 discusses the design and implementation of ARETE.
Section 6.4 presents the ML-based acceleration technique. Section 6.5 details the evaluation
methodology. Section 6.6 presents experimentation results; and Section 6.7 reviews the
state-of-the-art in FI techniques. Finally, Section 6.8 summarizes the results of this chapter.

6.2

Overview & Motivation

This section discusses the most common timing error models that are used by existing FI
frameworks and analyses the challenges that motivate this research effort.
As in prior work [42], faults are defined as physical events that corrupt hardware components. If a fault changes the architectural state, then it turns into an an error.

6.2.1

Fixed Probability FI

Existing FI campaigns model the data-dependent path excitation under a specific voltage/frequency setting by injecting faults with a fixed probability [109, 151, 152]. This chapters
refers to this model as fixedFI. fixedFI estimates the error probability by executing a number of Monte Carlo simulations, while varying the input data under a given voltage/frequency
setting and an assumed delay increase. At the end, the average error rate observed across
all Monte Carlo trials is used as the fixed probability for any FI experiment at the given
voltage/frequency and delay increase. Existing tools [109, 151, 152] inject random bit-flips
into logical or physical registers within the processor core (and potentially the memory
units) using such a fixed error probability. fixedFI is shown to be a good approximation of
single-event upsets [47] and particle-strikes [176].
Nevertheless, FI with fixed probability is also used frequently to model the impact of
variations which manifest as timing errors [151, 152]. Unfortunately, this straightforward
approach is obviously highly inaccurate and lacks any physical motivation: the model
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neglects the fact that timing errors selectively appear only on the critical or near-critical
paths [107, 158] that are actually excited. Moreover, the FI rate has no direct link to the
activity of the hardware and it is fixed across all operations of the target core.

6.2.2

Instruction-Aware Error Models

Modeling dynamic timing errors on a pipelined design is much more complex than simple non-pipelined functional units and requires consideration of the type of the executed
instruction, as recently indicated [42, 50, 65]. To model this dynamic timing behaviour,
instruction-aware error models, which are based on Dynamic Statistical Static Timing Analysis (DSSTA), have been proposed [42, 50]. This chapter refers to that model as DSSTA. DSSTA
considerably improves the accuracy of the previous model (i.e., fixedFI). Instruction-aware
models employ detailed DTA to extract instruction-aware statistics. This characterization is
performed independently for different instructions, using gate-level characterization kernels
(covering all the instructions) with randomized operands. The extracted dynamic statistics
are then used to determine the probabilities an instruction will face a timing error at a specific
bit location, using the degree of the applied delay increase as a parameter. Unlike fixedFI,
DSSTA models instruction and data dependencies of path delays. Despite its statistical analysis, DSSTA also suffers from inaccuracies, though to a lesser degree than fixedFI, because
injection is based on an aggregate error rate rather than the circuit state and its executed workload. Furthermore, DSSTA neglects the influence of all the concurrently executed instructions
that are in-flight in the pipeline.

6.2.3

Proposed: Execution History-Aware Error Modeling

Subsequent studies [100–102, 201, 223], which studied the correlation between instruction
history and errors, indicated that besides the currently executed instruction, only the instruction in the previous cycle affects timing errors. This chapter refers to this model as Hist-1.
However, as observed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.2), instruction execution history has to be
considered for accurate error estimation and modeling.

6.3 ARETE Tool Flow

6.2.4
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Impact of Errors on Program Control Flow

A timing error not only impacts the computed result of the instruction on which it is manifest,
but also propagates within program execution. Particularly, it can affect the program control
flow by changing the condition of error-free program branches and this is important for accurate FI campaigns. Therefore, state-of-the-art FI tools use dynamic binary instrumentation or
DBI to inject errors into applications [79, 80, 182]. However, existing tools are only used for
FI campaigns based on fixed error probabilities to mainly emulate single-event-upsets [47]
and have never been combined with more accurate instruction-aware models.
Motivation: Overall, taking into account the above limitations, current practices in
random and statistical-based FI are inaccurate in quantifying the impact of errors on
applications. No cross-layer solutions have been proposed to date that combine DBI with
circuit-level DTA, and consider all the parameters that affect timing errors (i.e., delay increase,
type of instructions, input operands, instruction execution history), while performing FI
within a reasonable time.

6.3

ARETE Tool Flow

To address the limitations of existing FI tools, this chapter proposes ARETE, a novel tool
for accurate and realistic FI with adjustable speed. ARETE factors in all the parameters that
affect the manifestation of timing errors and how they propagate to applications. It does so
by integrating circuit-level timing analysis in simulation with application execution through
DBI. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of ARETE, whereas the rest of the section discusses its
main features.
ARETE injects errors at runtime, at the actual application execution through DBI, by
leveraging detailed circuit-level DTA of the underlying hardware. DBI traces all the executed
instructions, while DTA produces the potentially corrupted output of the error-prone instructions. As shown in Figure 6.1, ARETE offers two modes: one for fully-accurate FI (refer
to as ARETE-m1), and one for accelerating FI with a little impact on accuracy (refer to as
ARETE-m2).
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Dynamic Binary
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Figure 6.1: ARETE’s workflow with the two supported modes. Dynamic binary instrumentation at application-level feeds gate-level simulation for accurate injection of timing
errors.
ARETE-m1: Initially, DBI traces executed instruction to provide PGS with: i) the type
and input operands of the currently executed instruction, and ii) the type and input operands of
all the concurrently executed instructions in the pipeline. Then, PGS simulates the execution
of this pipeline window and returns a bitmask which indicates the potentially corrupted bit
positions of the destination register of the committed instruction at the final stage of the
pipeline. DBI applies the bitmask to the register and resumes execution of the application.
Tracing and simulation continue and once the application completes its execution, the impact
of the injected errors is evaluated by comparing the output of the application under FI with
the error-free output.
ARETE-m2: Although accurate, PGS is the time consuming part of ARETE. To accelerate ARETE, the proposed toolflow deploys an ML-based selection of error-prone instructions
and invokes PGS only for these instructions. Details of this instruction filtering are discussed
in Section 6.4.
In the proposed implementation, ARETE targets FI on floating-point instructions, which
have been shown to be more prone to timing errors due to their long computation timing
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paths [42, 101, 188, 201]. It is further verified that all non-floating-point instructions pose a
sufficient timing margin to always be non-critical. It is also assumed that memory is protected
with Error Correcting Codes (ECCs) [67, 211].

6.3.1

Dynamic Binary Instrumentation

ARETE executes all the instructions of an application binary under a DBI framework to intercept the execution of floating-point instructions. DBI frameworks, such as DynamoRIO [38]
and Intel Pin [163] have shown high performance for introspecting execution at runtime.
ARETE opts for DynamoRIO, which is portable to support a wide range of processor architectures, including Intel and ARM processors. Specifically, a plugin to DynamoRIO that
intercepts the execution of floating-point instructions is created. The plugin extracts the
opcode and operands of each instrumented instruction, and also records this information to
construct the execution history, up-to pipeline depth. At every invocation of a dynamically
executed floating-point instruction, the plugin sends a request to the PGS, communicating
the opcodes and operands of that instruction along with the pipeline-sized execution history,
for DTA. Then, it waits for the reply from DTA, which consists of the bit-flip bitmask to
apply to the destination register. Receiving the reply, the DynamoRIO plugin performs an
XOR operation on the instruction’s destination register to emulate the bit-flip and resumes
the execution of the binary. Note that the accelerated mode of ARETE (i.e., ARETE-m2)
reduces the number of times that DTA is invoked, whilst ARETE-m1 invokes DTA for every
floating-point instruction extracted by DBI.

6.3.2

Dynamic Timing Analysis

At this step, the potentially corrupted output for each floating-point ISQ that has been traced
by the binary instrumentation tool is produced. To estimate the manifestation of timing errors,
DTA is performed. As explained in the previous chapters, this is achieved through detailed
PGS supported by a commercial hardware simulator. Figure 6.2 shows the steps that are
followed to perform DTA. The flow consists of a Design Phase and an Analysis Phase.
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Figure 6.2: Design and analysis phases of the dynamic timing analysis.
The Design Phase is being executed only once to generate the required inputs to the PGS,
while the Analysis Phase runs for each ISQ sent by the DBI tool.
Design Phase: Design phase is similar to the one depicted in the left part of Figure 3.3
and thus includes the Synthesis step which is followed by the PnR step. Note that these steps
are performed utilizing optimizations which aim at achieving maximum performance.
Analysis phase: This phase uses the output files of the Design Phase and the ISQ
obtained by DBI to perform PGS. To estimate the number of manifested dynamic timing
errors under any potential delay increase, two parallel instances of PGS are executed. The
first instance runs under nominal operating conditions, while the second one assumes a
worst-case, variation-induced delay increase. As already discussed, throughout this thesis,
the potential degrees of delay increase are represented by reducing the clock period (see
Section 6.5.3). Then, the golden output (output of the simulation under nominal conditions)
is compared with the simulation output (output of the reduced clock period) to determine
the occurrence of a timing error. A timing error occurs when the simulation output does not
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match the golden output. For the comparison, a bitwise XOR on each pair of corresponding
bits of the two outputs, is utilized. The result of each bit position is ‘1’ only if the two output
bits are different and thus there is a non-masked timing error. A value of ‘0’ indicates that
either there is no timing error or it is logically masked. This bitmask is then passed to the
DBI tool.

6.4

Accelerating ARETE Using Machine Learning

The time critical part of the discussed FI framework lies in the accurate yet long-running
PGS. The main idea behind the acceleration mode of ARETE (i.e., ARETE-m2) is to use an
ML model to predict the erroneous ISQs and invoke the PGS only for these ISQs.

6.4.1

Prediction of Error-Prone Instructions

There is a growing interest in machine learning techniques that predict timing errors [99,
101, 201, 223]. Previous studies have shown some success in applying various prediction
models for different functional units (instructions). However, these studies used simple and
non-pipelined units, neglecting the impact of a deeper instruction execution history on timing
errors, which, as indicated in Chapter 5, is significant. In this study, a single ML-based error
prediction model that considers different types of instructions, input operands and instruction
execution history, is developed. This model is comprised of 2 phases as shown in Figure 6.3.
Training phase extracts useful features and applies several supervised learning methods to
train the developed model. At evaluation phase, the trained model predicts the occurrence
of an error for a given input condition (clock reduction, currently executed instruction and
instruction execution history). In particular, the developed model classifies each ISQ as
error-prone (C1 class) or error-free (C0 class), implementing a binary classification model.
Model Training: Exhaustively evaluating all possible parameters that affect timing
errors is extremely time-consuming, if not practically infeasible. Specifically, according to
Equation (5.2), in the FPU under test, where faults are injected, there are ∼ 7.24 × 10235
different combination of execution parameters. Thus, the number of samples that can be
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Figure 6.3: Training and evaluation phase of the proposed ML algorithm.
included into the training data is enormous. This implies the need of selecting representative
samples to create a training set that enables effective learning.
Training data: The training data are collected by generating random floating-point numbers
and profiling real-word applications. The ML-based model is trained using 1.2M randomly
generated ISQs and 500K randomly extracted ISQs from the cg, is and mg programs of the
NAS benchmark suite [23], resulting in 1.7M training samples in total. To synthesize random
ISQs, a python-written data generator is designed, while for collecting real ISQs the DBI
tool DynamoRIO [38] is used. This tool instruments program binaries that are executed on
real hardware, an ARM A7 platform, and extracts ISQs.
Input features: The extracted ISQs and operators are presented in a binary format as follows:
{OP(t − 5), ... , OP(t), ORa(t − 5), ORb(t − 5), ... , ORa(t), ORb(t)} where t denotes the
current clock cycle; OP(t) is the opcode of an instruction executed at the clock cycle t;
ORa(t) and ORb(t) are the 64-bit operands of the instruction executed at the clock cycle t.
In this study, each bit is used as an independent input feature. Hence, each training sample
consists of the combination of six pipelined instructions and operands presented as a vector
of binary features (i.e., bits). In particular, for the target design, the feature vector size is
6 × 134 = 804.
Labels: To assign labels to the training samples, DTA is performed. Note that DTA output
under nominal conditions denotes the error-free, golden output. If the simulation output of
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Table 6.1: Comparison between machine learning algorithms
Algorithm

Accuracy (%)

Training time

Testing time

LR

55.8

8135s

3s

SVM

56.8

4617s

9s

KNN

80.8

60s

>12308s

RFC (10 trees)

85.8

645s

2s

RFC (20 trees)

90.8

1379s

3s

RFC (50 trees)

91

2042s

6s

RFC (100 trees)

91.1

6536s

13s

ISQs from a sample, when subjected to a delay increase, matches the golden output, then C0
is assigned to the sample’s label, otherwise C1 is assigned.
Training process: Various supervised learning methods are applied to train the proposed
model, including Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN) and Random Forest Classifier (RFC). These ML algorithms are implemented using the open-source library OpenCV [37] with default configuration parameters.
KNN [52] predicts an error manifestation whether the majority of the k-nearest neighbors
experiences a timing error. However, this algorithm ignores the fact that different bit positions
(i.e., different neighbors) exhibit different bit error rates. LR [160] and SVM [90] can learn
and assign different weights to each feature (i.e., bit location). A limitation of LR and SVM
algorithms is that they impose a fixed weight on each bit position, overlooking the interaction
of different bits/features. RFC [119] constructs multiple decision trees and uses majority
vote to improve accuracy and prevent overfitting.
Model Evaluation: Table 6.1 summarizes the prediction accuracy for the considered
algorithms, as well as the training and testing time. As already explained, the ML algorithms
are trained using 1.7M training samples (1.2M randomly generated ISQs and 500K ISQs
extracted from real-life applications). The testing set consists of 500K ISQs randomly
extracted from the cg and is programs [23]; and none of the testing samples have been
used for training. The accuracy of each algorithm is estimated as the percentage of correctly
predicted ISQ classes (error-free or error-prone). Note that the training and testing data are
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collected by simulating the target design under 25% clock reduction. A first observation
that can be made is that KNN is extremely slow in prediction, since it takes 12308 seconds
to classify 10K samples. Thus, the accuracy of KNN is measured using only 10K testing
samples. A second observation is that RFC has the highest prediction accuracy, which is
up-to 91.1%, among all the considered algorithms. Interestingly, this algorithm allows the
designer to provide trade-offs between accuracy and speed (i.e., testing time) by fine-tuning
a configuration parameter, i.e. the number of trees. Prediction accuracy increases along
with a higher number of trees being used. However, this is accompanied by an increase in
the testing time which ranges from 2s to 13s. Since training is an one-shot offline process,
testing time is more important for model usage at runtime: the model evaluates/classifies
every floating-point instruction during program execution. Based on those findings, an RFC
ensemble with 20 trees is chosen for integration with ARETE, as it provides a good trade-off
between prediction accuracy and evaluation/testing time. Note that the depth of trees has
been experimentally set to 25. Such observations are consistent with what have been reported
in existing timing error prediction studies [101, 201] that picked RFC among other classifiers
due to its high prediction accuracy and superior interpretability.

6.4.2

Integration of the ML model with ARETE

The RFC-based model is integrated to the ARETE workflow at the application-level (see
Figure 6.1). In this scheme, the binary instrumentation tool provides the currently executed
instruction and 5 previous instructions along with their operands, as inputs to the ML model.
If the model classifies an ISQ as error-prone (C1 class), then DTA is used to examine whether
this ISQ incurs a timing error or not. If the ISQ is classified as error-free (C0 class), then
program execution resumes without performing DTA. This approach is expected to result in
considerable acceleration of ARETE operation since the vast majority of the executed ISQs
are error-free. Particularly, it has been estimated [218] that roughly 99% of timing-critical
paths are triggered by less than 10% of all ISQs and the probability to obtain worst-case
input conditions that enlarge the set of error-prone ISQs, is also small [60].

6.5 Evaluation Methodology

6.5
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Although DBI traces every executed instruction of the instrumented application, ARETE is
evaluated by injecting errors to arithmetic, floating-point instructions since those are more
prone to timing errors, as also reported by existing studies [42, 101, 201]. Also, timing
errors in floating-point instructions may have a more profound impact on quality than their
integer counterparts, especially in the case they corrupt high significant bits (e.g., exponent
bits) [129]. Additionally, floating-point operations typically determine the clock period and
emerge as a major contributor to the energy consumption (>30%) [157, 188]. Nonetheless,
ARETE is capable of injecting errors to any other operations and circuits since its workflow
(see Figure 6.1) is implemented in a fully automated way.

6.5.1

Circuit-Level Operating Conditions

To identify the location (i.e., bit) of potential timing errors, DTA is performed to the outof-order, pipelined FPU discussed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4.1). The target FPU design is
implemented using the same standard cell library and EDA tools presented in the previous
chapters (for further details see Section 3.3). The maximum clock frequency achieved is 425
MHz.

6.5.2

Benchmarks & Software Setup

Experiments are performed on an ARM A7 board clocked at 2.1 GHz. For DBI of application
execution, DynamoRIO [38] is used. Note that the ARM FPU has an 1-to-1 correspondence
of instructions to the OpenRISC FPU used by DTA to estimate timing errors.
Benchmarks & Outcome Classification: To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed FI
tool, seven benchmarks from the Rodinia [44] and NAS [23] benchmark suites, and an
open-source image filter application [4] are used. Specifically, those programs are K-means,
hotspot and cg, is, mg and bt and sobel. The above programs are chosen because they
consist of several, error-prone, floating-point instructions. All applications are sequentially
executed on a single thread and are compiled with gcc 4.8.4. Table 6.2 summarizes the
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Table 6.2: Input, size and error classification across the benchmarks
App

Input

Floating-point
ISQs

Classification
criteria

Golden output

sobel

128 x 128

483935

Image output

PSNR = Inf

cg

S

704047

Verification
checking

Verification successful
Zeta = 8.7

K-means

300_34f

841850

Clustering

Average Attribute
Value (avgAV)
avgAV = 0.5

srad_v1

2 0.5 128 128

1432708

Image output

PSNR = Inf

hotspot

512 512 1

1434576

File output

Average Relative
Error (RE)
RE = 0

is

S

4259985

Verification
checking

Verification successful

mg

S

7396152

Verification
checking

Verification successful
L2 Norm = 0.5E-4

benchmarks, their inputs and what it is checked in order to classify the injection outcome.
Since errors are injected to floating-point ISQs (while DBI executes all the instructions found
in an application), Table 6.2 records only the floating-point ISQs which correspond to 38.6%
on average of the total ISQs executed across all programs. Injection outcomes are classified
into the following three categories:
Crash: A crash occurs when an error results in abnormal program termination, e.g., a
floating-point exception, or a segmentation fault.
Silent Output Corruption or SOC: An SOC happens when the application’s output does
not match the error-free output without any other indication that an error happened.
Masked: A masked outcome occurs when an injected fault does not affect the output of the
program, thus leaves execution unaffected.

6.5 Evaluation Methodology
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Comparable FI Campaigns

ARETE focuses on evaluating timing errors resulting from different CR levels. As already
discussed throughout this thesis, this CR technique emulates worst-path delay increase from
different possible sources of delays, including process variations, voltage droops, temperature
fluctuations, and transistor aging. In this context, two different CR levels are used, CR15
and CR25 that correspond to 15% and 25% worst-case delay increase, respectively. As
reported in previous work [57, 86, 101, 148], CR15 and CR25 are representative levels of
variation-induced delay increase observed in real processors. The fully-accurate mode of
ARETE (i.e., ARETE-m1) is compared to the three state-of-the-art FI approaches discussed
in Section 6.2:
fixedFI: The analysis begins with the widely used random fault injection [126, 151,
170, 176, 209]. fixedFI introduces random bit-flips into all or a limited subset of registers
within the processor. Each bit-flip occurs with a uniform, fixed FI probability.
DSSTA: To improve the inaccuracy of fixedFI and link FI to physical circuit, DSSTA has
been proposed which performs FI using instruction-aware dynamic statistics. This model
is adopted from [42, 50, 165]. For these experiments, bit error rates have been extracted by
applying DTA based on 6 million uniformly distributed random operands, covering all the
considered floating-point instructions. Unlike fixedFI, DSSTA models instruction and data
dependencies of path delays.
Hist-1: This approach injects errors considering the currently executed instruction and
the preceding one. Picking only the previous instruction instead of the full pipeline history
is motivated by recent studies [42, 101, 201] indicating that this is sufficient. So, Hist-1
is similar to ARETE-m1, except it considers only 2 out of 6 instructions executed in the
pipeline. Such a model is expected to be more accurate than fixedFI and DSSTA, but it
neglects the impact of all concurrently executed instructions on timing errors. Nevertheless,
as explained (see Section 5.2.2), considering the full pipeline history execution is important
for accurate error modeling.
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6.6

Evaluation Results

For presenting experimentation results, first, a graphical overview of application outcomes
under different CR levels to visually contrast the results from different FI methods, is shown.
Next, the error rate along with the quality loss observed in application output, again across
different CR level and FI campaigns are reported. After showing results on fully-accurate FI
with ARETE-m1, this section assesses the acceleration benefits of the ML-based selection of
ISQs (i.e., ARETE-m2), quantifies its efficacy of detecting error-prone ISQs, and evaluates
the resulting accuracy when simulating timing errors.

6.6.1

Injection Outcomes

In this subsection, the outcomes of FI for all models under test, are discussed. Since fixedFI
and DSSTA are based on statistical models, statistical FI [124] is performed by running 1068
FI experiments for each application and CR level to obtain enough statistical accuracy of
a 3% margin of error with a 95% confidence interval in the results. The plots related to
fixedFI and DSSTA reflect this setting. Taking into account the 7 considered programs and
2 CR levels, there are (1068 · 7 · 2) · 2 = 29904 FI experiments for fixedFI and DSSTA.
Figure 6.4 shows the distributions of error injection outcomes using different error models.
Note that the distributions are application-dependent. As can be observed, timing errors
on floating-point instructions rarely lead to crashes. In fact, only the is program leads to
catastrophic timing errors and program crashes under the proposed FI tool. This can be
attributed to the fact that injected errors cause floating-point exceptions (e.g., division by
zero, invalid operations) that crash the program. Figure 6.4 also provides evidence that
both fixedFI and DSSTA are good approximations to estimate timing error effects at this
high-level of execution outcomes (Crash, SOC, Masked). Notably, Hist-1 provides exactly
the same classification output with ARETE-m1 for 6 out of 7 programs. Those results show
that existing methods are useful for classifying error injection outcomes in those high-level
classes. However, this classification cannot quantify the error-induced quality degradation
in the output of an application in SOC cases. It is important to assess the resilience of an
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Figure 6.4: Injection outcome distributions in the considered benchmarks under fixed FI
(fixedFI) and statistical-based FI (DSSTA), the developed FI tool considering only the current
instruction and the previous one (Hist-1) and the fully-accurate mode of the proposed FI
tool (ARETE-m1). All these outcomes are evaluated under 15% (CR15) and 25% (CR25)
clock reduction.
application to errors, since SOC cases silently change the output without other indication
that an error happened. Different applications have different error thresholds for correct
execution. For example, signal/image processing applications are typically error-resilient,
within acceptable quality loss margins to timing errors [84].

6.6.2

Error Injection Rate & Output Quality Loss

A more detailed way of visualizing divergences and similarities is by plotting the ratio
of injected errors for each FI tool. Figure 6.5 compares the number of errors injected by
ARETE-m1 with the ones injected by fixedFI, DSSTA and Hist-1 for each program under
the different CR regimes. To this end, the ER equation depicted in Equation (5.1) is used.
Note that for the ER estimation and the error-induced quality degradation, experiments that
lead to a crash are omitted, since no output is produced.
There are several interesting observations in Figure 6.5. First, as expected, all the
compared FI tools inject more errors under CR25 than CR15. This difference in the number of
timing errors between the two CR levels is consistent with the timing wall phenomenon [107,
154]. Second, different applications experience different ERs. This is because different
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Figure 6.5: Error rate in the considered benchmarks under fixed FI (fixedFI) and statisticalbased FI (DSSTA), the developed FI tool considering only the current instruction and the
previous one (Hist-1) and the fully-accurate mode of the proposed FI tool (ARETE-m1).
All these outcomes are evaluated under 15% (CR15) and 25% (CR25) clock reduction.
input data activate different paths contributing to the calculation of different output bits.
This is not true for the instruction- and operand-agnostic fixedFI model where it assumes
a fixed ER across the considered programs. For these experiments, a fixed ER equal to
10−3 for CR15 and 10−2 for CR25 is used. These numbers correspond to the average ER
observed (through DTA) in the considered benchmarks when subjected to 15% (CR15) and
25% (CR25) worst-case delay increase, respectively. Hence, based on fixedFI, the number
of injected faults on each program is predefined and can be estimated as follows:
# f aults = ⌈#ISQs × f ixed ER⌉
For the fixedFI model, faults are injected during execution, selecting randomly in a uniform
fashion the target instruction to inject the fault and the bits to flip. Every FI target instruction
flips 4 random bits since it is estimated that timing errors tend to affect more than 3 bits in
most cases [42]. fixedFI injects errors with a ratio that varies by ∼ 2 · 104 % on average from
the fully-accurate ER produced by ARETE-m1. This indicates that fixedFI overestimates
or underestimates the error rate, resulting in misleading timing behaviour.
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Figure 6.6: Bit FI probabilities for a statistical FI model (DSSTA) under (a) 15% clock
reduction (CR15) and (b) 25% clock reduction (CR25). X axis depicts the sign (S), exponent
(E) and mantissa (M) bits.
For more realistic FI, DSSTA extracts instruction- and operand-aware error probabilities
for each distinct bit. DSSTA results in no injected errors, i.e., ER = 0, under CR15 for every
application under test. This can be explained by the extremely low bit FI probabilities
observed for CR15. Figure 6.6 depicts the bit FI probabilities extracted for each type of
instruction and CR level. As shown, floating-point multiplication (fp-MUL) is the most
timing-critical instruction. Particularly for CR15, fp-MUL is the only instruction that may
lead to a timing error with a small probability ranging from 0% up-to 4 · 10−3 %. Note that
the integer to floating-point (I2F) and floating-point to integer (F2I) conversions do not
incur any timing errors under any of the assumed CR level, while floating-point divisions
(fp-DIV), additions (fp-ADD) and subtractions (fp-SUB) result in errors only under CR25.
DSSTA injects faults within a rate that varies by ∼ 2 · 103 % on average when compared
to ARETE-m1, the fully-accurate mode of the proposed FI tool. Taking into account the
currently executed instruction and the immediately preceding one, Hist-1 provides a more
accurate FI technique than fixedFI and DSSTA. However, Hist-1 underestimates the actual
error rate (i.e., does not capture the manifestation of all the dynamic timing errors), injecting
∼ 116% on average less errors than ARETE-m1. Table 6.3 presents the number of injected
errors for every tool across the considered programs.
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Table 6.3: Number of injected errors for each program and FI tool under 15% (CR15) and
25% (CR25) clock reduction
App

fixedFI
CR15 CR25

DSSTA
CR15 CR25

Hist-1
CR15 CR25

ARETE-m1
CR15 CR25

sobel

5

4840

0

96123

4

5786

7312

22986

cg

705

7041

0

crash

10

16079

33

20463

K-means

9

8419

0

0

0

0

0

0

srad_v1

15

14328

0

197518

4714

32687

9295

41105

hotspot

15

14346

0

2554

0

412

0

750

is

43

42600

0

crash

2

crash

crash

crash

mg

7397

73962

0

39569

1

2544

3

5032

Timing Errors & Quality Loss: To evaluate the quality loss incurred by the injected
errors, the application output of each program for every FI technique and CR level is estimated.
In image processing applications (i.e., sobel and srad_v1), the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) metric is used in order to evaluate the quality loss. In the K-means program, quality
loss is measured in terms of the average attribute values (avgAV) [63] of each cluster, while
the average relative error or RE (see Equation (4.1)) of the output files is utilized for the
hotspot program. To quantify error effects in the case of the cg and mg programs, NAS
benchmark suite provides two parameters that control iteration termination, the Zeta and
L2-Norm, respectively. Output quality measures for each program and FI tool are shown
in Figure 6.7. It should be noted that the is program is not depicted in this figure since it
results in no SOC outcomes; and thus no quality loss can be measured (Masked or Crash
outcomes). It is shown that quality loss varies considerably across different FI tools. When
compared to the fully-accurate FI provided by ARETE-m1, fixedFI, DSSTA and Hist-1
result in 451%, 38.4% and 24.5% on average output quality variations.
To visually illustrate the application output variations of the adopted FI campaigns,
Figure 6.8 shows the image output after applying the sobel filter for every FI tool. As shown,
prior FI campaigns considerably underestimate the impact of timing errors on application
performance. Particularly, PSNR values extracted by existing FI campaigns vary from 1025%
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Figure 6.7: Quality degradation in the considered benchmarks under fixed FI (fixedFI) and
statistical-based FI (DSSTA), the developed FI tool considering only the current instruction
and the previous one (Hist-1) and the fully-accurate mode of proposed FI tool (ARETEm1). All these outcomes are evaluated under 15% (CR15) and 25% (CR25) clock reduction.
Golden (error-free) output is also depicted.
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(a) Original input

(b) Golden / error-free output

(c) fixedFI - CR15 output, PSNR = 90dB

(d) fixedFI - CR25, PSNR = 34dB

(e) DSSTA - CR15 outcome, PSNR = Inf

(f) DSSTA - CR25 outcome, PSNR = 13dB

(g) Hist-1 - CR15 outcome, PSNR = 38dB

(h) Hist-1 - CR25 outcome, PSNR = 10dB

(i) ARETE-m1 - CR15 outcome, PSNR = 8dB

(j) ARETE-m1 - CR25 outcome, PSNR = 5dB

Figure 6.8: Different degrees of quality loss in terms of PSNR for the sobel program under
the compared FI tools for 15% (CR15) and 25% (CR25) clock reduction.
(in the case of fixedFI depicted in Figure 6.8(c)) to 375% (in the case of Hist-1 depicted in
Figure 6.8(g)) under CR15; and from 580% (in the case of fixedFI depicted in Figure 6.8(d))
to 100% (in the case of Hist-1 depicted in Figure 6.8(h)) under CR25 when compared to
the accurate/actual PSNR values estimated by ARETE-m1 at both CR regimes. Note that
the demonstrated figure is exported from the KITTI benchmark Suite [78], which contains
different images captured by a moving vehicle.
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Table 6.4: Execution time (in minutes) for each program and FI tool across the considered
benchmarks. This time is extracted for the experiments that do not lead to a crash and
corresponds to the average time of the two clock reduction levels
App

Native run

fixedFI

DSSTA

Hist-1

ARETE-m1

sobel

0.0008

0.04

0.18

455.7

461.8

cg

0.0037

0.07

0.22

662.6

674.3

K-means

0.0038

0.09

0.31

821.1

833.4

srad_v1

0.0039

0.11

0.53

1359.8

1399.7

hotspot

0.0309

0.14

0.62

1384.3

1419.5

is

0.0013

0.18

0.96

4066.4

Crash

mg

0.0012

1.12

2.49

7001.9

7144.2

Overall, existing FI studies may lead to insecure conclusions on the reliability of applications since they ignore circuit and microarchitectural factors. By contrast, ARETE-m1
performs fully-accurate injection of timing errors only where and when an error occurs.

6.6.3

Machine Learning to Speed-up ARETE

It is showcased that in contrast to conventional methods, ARETE-m1 provides a significant
improvement in modeling accuracy for the important transition regions between fully errorfree operation and total circuit failure. However, as shown in Table 6.4, such improvements
come with an execution time overhead. ARETE-m1 executes 1.2 · 106 × slower on average
than the native run per experiment. To speed-up the proposed FI tool, ARETE supports a
mode (i.e., ARETE-m2) that accelerates FI exploiting the cross-layer supervised learning
model explained in Section 6.4. Such a model considers the CR level, type and operands
of the currently executed instruction as well as the instruction execution history, to predict
timing errors at value-level. In particular, this ML-based model predicts error-prone ISQs
without actually running the fully-accurate but slow PGS. Only when the ML model predicts
an error-prone ISQ, ARETE-m2 invokes the PGS to identify whether any output bit location
faces a timing error. The next paragraphs evaluate the acceleration to ARETE operation
using the ML-driven instruction pre-selection and its impact on the prediction accuracy.
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Table 6.5: ARETE-m2 (ARETE’s mode that enables the machine learning filtering of
instructions) outcomes, speed and accuracy measures using different metrics across all all
benchmarks under 15% (CR15) and 25% (CR25) clock reduction
App

FP (%)
CR15
CR25

TP (%)
CR15
CR25

sobel

0.05

0.31

1.5

cg

0.15

11.45

0.01

FN (%)
CR15
CR25

TN (%)
CR15
CR25

TPR (%)
CR15
CR25

TNR (%)
CR15
CR25

Speed (mins)
CR15
CR25

Acceleration (×)
CR15
CR25

4.27

0.01

0.48

98.44

94.94

99.34

89.81

99.93

99.67

13.9

28.2

33.1

16.4

2.77

0.01

0.35

99.83

85.43

42.42

88.6

99.84

88.2

8.7

101.6

77.3

6.7

1002

K-means

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

100

1002

100

100

7.1

7.1

117.3

117.3

srad_v1

0.01

2.38

0.65

2.76

0

0.11

99.34

94.75

99.93

96.1

99.98

97.5

18.3

79.1

76.4

16.9

hotspot

0

0.23

0

0.05

0

0

100

99.72

1002

100

100

99.77

9.2

14.1

154.2

100.7

66.67

97.7

99.9

99.8

28.7

139.8

248.7

51.1

Application crashes

is
mg

0.02

0.16

0.02

0.01

0.01

0

99.95

99.83

Prediction Accuracy of ARETE-m2: The accuracy of the ML model is analyzed
by comparing ARETE operation when ML selection is enabled (ARETE-m2) with the
fully-accurate mode of ARETE (ARETE-m1) where each floating-point ISQ invokes PGS.
ARETE-m2 outcomes are divided in four categories: True Positive or TP, True Negative
or TN, False Positive or FP and False Negative or FN (see Chapter 5, Section 5.4.5). For
high detection accuracy, it is essential to avoid FN outcomes. For acceleration it is important
to minimise FP outcomes. Also, ARETE-m2 operation is evaluated using the metrics of
the True Positive Rate or TPR (see Equation (5.5)) and True Negative Rate or TNR (see
Equation (5.6)). Note that in order to perform accurate FI, ARETE-m2 targets to achieve
a high TPR by correctly identifying all the actual faulty ISQs and avoiding FNs, whilst for
accelerating the FI process it is crucial to avoid FPs and correctly detect as many error-free
ISQs as possible (achieving high TNR).
Table 6.5 presents the classification breakdown of ARETE-m2 outcomes tested under
CR15 and CR25, and it can be shown that the vast majority of the faulty ISQs were correctly
predicted, leading to an average TPR of 89.9%. Moreover, ARETE-m2 correctly identifies
that there are no timing errors for K-means under CR15 and CR25 and for hotspot under
CR15. Conversely, in the case of cg and mg at CR15, ARETE-m2 provides the lowest TPRs,
which are equal to 42.42% and 66.67%, respectively. This can be explained by the fact that
these programs result in very low ER under CR15, as depicted in Figure 6.5. This may lead

6.7 Related Work
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to some level of class imbalance [105], decreasing detection accuracy of the proposed ML
model. Nonetheless, ARETE-m2 correctly predicts 14 (out of 33) timing errors for cg and
2 (out of 3) errors for mg, while Hist-1, which is more accurate than fixedFI and DSSTA,
identifies only 10 (out of 33) and 1 (out of 3) timing errors, respectively (see Table 6.3).
TPR for both programs considerably increases under CR25, where more timing errors are
manifested.
Speed of ARETE-m2: The developed ML model helps ARETE-m2 to decide when
to send the currently executed ISQ for detailed but slow PGS. This can effectively lower
ARETE-m2 execution time depending on how often the PGS is invoked. To accelerate
the proposed tool, ARETE-m2 needs to limit FPs, avoiding unnecessary communications
between DBI and PGS and achieving high TNR. As observed in Table 6.5, the average TNR
is 98.6%, indicating that the number of correctly identified non-faulty ISQs is extremely
high. Therefore, ARETE-m2 leads to significant execution time savings ranging from 6.7×
to 248.7× when compared to ARETE-m1, in which the ML-based acceleration technique is
not enabled.

6.7

Related Work

Fault injection is the state-of-the-art in evaluating the manifestation of faults on different
applications [48, 146]. Several tools and simulators exist for injecting errors to study the
application/system resilience [118, 227]. In broad terms, existing FI-based frameworks can
be classified into 3 categories: i) software-level injection, ii) microarchitecture-level injection
and iii) hardware-level injection.
Software-level FI: A common software method is to inject faults directly at the binarylevel [125, 182, 213]. Although effective and fast, binary-level injection makes it hard to
implement error-propagation analysis and to correlate observations with high-level code
structures. To remedy this, compiler-based FI has been recently explored [40, 79, 80]. The
main limitation of this approach lies in the fact that not all dynamic binary instructions are
2 TPR

cannot be calculated (division by zero), but since TP = FN = 0%, this work sets TPR = 100%.
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available for FI at compiler time. These FI tools are effective in emulating particle-strikeinduced soft errors but fail to accurately quantify timing errors. This is because they randomly
inject faults to emulate soft errors but lack any modeling for timing error analysis. Recently,
few frameworks use ML-driven FI [54] to collect data that maximize a target metric, such as
autonomous vehicle safety, considering complex software stack parameters (i.e., features).
However, these ML-based FI techniques have not been applied in the context of timing
errors and cannot identify in advance the dynamic timing behaviour of complex pipelined
designs. Therefore, they ignore important parameters that affect the dynamic timing error
manifestation (e.g., instruction execution history, delay increase).
Microarchitecture-level FI: FI at the microarchitecture-level has been proposed [69,
109, 126, 171, 209] for a more accurate analysis of timing errors, while compromising speed
when compared to software-level FI. Such frameworks perform FI by flipping register bits
or by altering memory state within microarchitecture structures. Although such approaches
inject faults in a realistic manner, the fault selection is based on statistical models rather than
accurate dynamic timing analysis, hence their accuracy suffers. In fact, microarchitecturelevel FI is based on models that may be effective for assessing the impact of particle-strike
errors [43, 176], but they are inaccurate in modeling the complex, dynamic timing behaviour
of pipelined architectures.
Hardware-level FI: These methods use detailed gate-level simulators to perform FI, thus
accounting for the complete specification of the circuit operation [132, 183, 210]. Emulation
of a faulty environment at the RTL may provide a very accurate method in capturing precisely
the fault effects, but the main disadvantage of this FI technique is the excessively long
simulation time. Apart from RTL simulators, real hardware [150] has been recently used to
evaluate application behaviour under reduced margins, i.e., operations outside of the nominal
voltage/frequency envelope. Evaluating timing errors on real hardware may be among the
most accurate ways, but it is performed after fabrication and thus does not facilitate effective
design decision-making, being tied to a specific microarchitecture. The FI tool used in this
chapter is not of this type, but it uses PGS only to the error-prone ISQs for identifying
potential timing errors.

6.8 Chapter Summary
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The proposed approach is orthogonal to [42] where a high-level injector invokes a
circuit-level simulator for accurate and realistic understanding of the timing errors effects in
applications. Unlike [42], ARETE:
• Injects variation-induced faults incurred by different sources of variations (e.g., process
variation, voltage droop, operating temperature, aging etc.) and not only due to voltage
droops.
• Models fault manifestation more effectively since it considers, apart from the datadependent path activation, the instruction execution history in the pipeline which was
neglected by [42].
• Performs FI driven by fully-accurate dynamic timing analysis (captures the actual
faulty instruction and bit position) and not based on statistical models.
• Accelerates its operations through an ML-based instruction filtering. Such an acceleration technique is proved more accurate when compared to the acceleration technique
presented in [42], which is based on statistical analysis.
Overall, ARETE spans circuit-level, microarchitecture-level and application-level and enhances the state-of-the-art in timing error evaluation by performing fully-accurate injection
of timing errors at runtime. This is achieved by jointly considering detailed gate-level simulation and application execution through dynamic binary instrumentation. To deal with the
ARETE’s long processing time of sizeable data sets, a supervised machine learning model is
employed to predict error-prone instruction sequences.

6.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, ARETE, a novel framework for accurate and realistic injection of timing errors,
is presented. ARETE performs fault injection driven by dynamic binary instrumentation and
detailed circuit-level timing analysis. Evaluation results indicate that existing FI frameworks
underestimate or overestimate the occurrence of a timing error. This may lead to incorrect
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evaluation of errors on applications and inaccurate reliability assessments, guiding nonoptimal design decisions. In particular, ARETE proves highly accurate by injecting faults
with ∼ 2 · 104 % and ∼ 2 · 103 % more accurate rate than existing random and statistical-based
FI tools, respectively. Finally, a machine learning model that identifies in advance errorprone instructions, is developed. This accelerates ARETE from 6.7× to 248.7× and correctly
detects 89.9% of the actual faulty instructions in different applications under various levels
of variation-induced delay increase.
Most of the material and main contributions of this chapter are going to be submitted in
the 54th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Microarchitecture (MICRO 2021).

Chapter 7
Dynamic Timing-Aware Physical
Unclonable Function for Low Power
Devices
In this final chapter, the inherent complex timing error modeling explained in Chapter 6 and
Chapter 5 is exploited, and a lightweight, hardware-oriented security protocol is delivered. As
already mentioned in the previous chapters, the increased timing variability in the nanoscale
era may be undesirable from a design perspective (implementation of any timing error
avoidance/modeling effort is extremely challenging), but it represents a rich source of entropy
for a number of security applications, including secure hardware-rooted device authentication.
In recent years, PUFs have gained a lot of attention as mechanisms to achieve this. While the
majority of the previously proposed PUFs derive entropy using dedicated circuitry, software
PUFs achieve this from existing circuitry in a system. Such software derived designs are
highly desirable for low power embedded systems as they require no hardware overhead.
However, prior software PUFs induce considerable processing overheads that hinder their
adoption in resource-constrained devices.
This chapter proposes DTA-PUF [195], a novel, software PUF design that exploits the
instruction- and operand-dependent path activation of pipelined cores to provide a reliable
challenge-response mechanism without requiring any extra hardware. DTA-PUF accepts
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microprocessor instruction sequences as an input challenge and produces an output response
based on the manifested timing errors under specific over-clocked settings. To lower the
required processing effort, instruction sequences that maximize error rate are systematically
selected. The application to a post-layout pipelined floating-point unit, which is implemented
in a 45 nm process technology, demonstrates the effectiveness and practicability of the
proposed PUF design. Finally, DTA-PUF requires up-to 50× fewer instructions than existing
software processor PUF designs, limiting processing costs and resulting in up-to 26% power
savings.

7.1

Introduction

The continuous scaling of transistor sizes and technology advances are driving the demand for
low power portable devices [91, 178]. The International Data Corporation (IDC) [6] estimates
that there will be 41.6 billion devices connected to the Internet, generating 79.4 zettabytes
(ZB) of data in 2025. Therefore, with the advent of IoT era, secure communication among
computing devices has become increasingly important [14, 61]. Traditional security methods
(e.g., cryptography) [179, 207] require intense computations and thus are undesirable for
low power, resource-constrained platforms. As such, research has been conducted into new,
lightweight and low overhead techniques for addressing hardware weaknesses [127, 153, 220]
as early as possible in design cycle [24, 61]. Physical Unclonable Functions or PUFs [89]
are security primitives which have been proposed in this space.

7.1.1

Physical Unclonable Function Overview

PUFs are security primitives that derive entropy from low-level manufacturing process
variation in physical components. PUFs are good candidates to address the security problems
of resource-constrained computing platforms, especially in regard to device identification
and authentication. PUF signatures are produced by a challenge-response protocol: a unique
response (output) is generated for a specific challenge (input). The form of the challenge
and response are dependent on the design and desired properties. The main target of a PUF
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design is to generate sufficient entropy that each instance gives a unique response, while
simultaneously ensuring the responses are reliable - within a range of acceptable limits under different environmental conditions [186].
Typically a PUF is implemented on a discrete chip, added as a component to a complex
circuit, or implemented on an FPGA. Such PUFs form the vast majority of PUF literature to
date. The most well-studied designs are the arbiter PUF [117, 202], which generates entropy
from the difference in two identically placed delay paths with an arbiter at the end, and the
Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF [130, 186], which uses the difference in frequency between two
nominally identical oscillators to generate the response. Such studies have introduced designs
with desirable security properties, but which are not always suitable for use in the context of
resource-constrained and pre-existing devices due to the need to make circuit design changes
and add hardware components to carry out the PUF function.

7.1.2

Software PUFs

A potential solution to these issues are software PUFs, the entropy of which is extracted from
circuitry already present in a system without modification and purely by means of software.
Such PUFs have the advantage of having no hardware overhead and requiring no design
changes to the device hardware. In addition, as they are software-based, it is often possible
to deploy such PUFs onto devices which are already in use. Several such designs have been
proposed [94, 116, 117, 131, 174]. By their nature, each software PUF design relies on the
characteristics of an existing component of hardware in the system. Hence, to allow these
PUFs to be usable on a broad range of devices it is necessary to have viable designs using as
wide a range of underlying hardware as possible.
The primary example of a software PUF is the Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM)
PUF [94], in which the PUF response is formed from the power-on values of cells in SRAM
memory modules. Although effective, SRAM PUFs require power cycling to access the PUF
response which is not practical in all systems. Designs for software memory PUFs based
on other memory technologies, such as Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) and
NAND flash memory, have also been proposed [22, 64, 168] though like the SRAM PUF
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specific conditions are required for the PUF to be viable in a given system. For instance, not
every electronic device is equipped with DRAM and flash memories.
In an attempt to widen the body of devices that can viably use a software PUF, the concept
of PUFs deriving entropy from a processor itself has been explored [116, 117, 131, 174].
Such designs leverage processor delays, which are prone to variations, to derive the PUF
challenge-response mechanism. Although effective, and in some cases relatively lightweight,
the majority of these designs are not software PUFs and require additional hardware to
achieve the PUF challenge-response mechanism [116, 117, 174]. The only existing software
processor PUF [131] may generate responses without the need of extra circuitry, but it requires
on-board precise high speed pulse generators. Particularly, it requires the characterization of
each instruction for various clock reduction levels in order to achieve a sufficient number
of response bits. This complicates the challenge-response mechanism, which consumes a
significant amount of time/power to produce unique outputs.
Contributions: This chapter introduces DTA-PUF1 , a software PUF design that achieves
unique and reliable responses with a minimal power overhead compared to existing designs.
By leveraging timing errors of structures inherent to microprocessors instead of building
additional circuit/logic, a low power PUF architecture is proposed. The basic principle of the
proposed DTA-PUF lies in the systematic exploitation of the dynamic timing behaviour of
logic, which has never been fully exploited, to minimise processing efforts. The proposed
PUF design is derived from ubiquitous circuitry and hence can be employed to many platforms - especially to those requiring low power computations such as IoT devices. The main
contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• Development of a novel, processor-based, software PUF design, leveraging the instructionand data-dependent timing behaviour of pipelined cores. DTA-PUF derives entropy
from the inherent complex manifestation of timing errors under carefully selected overclocked settings. Revealing such properties require pre-fabrication simulations, which
are performed at one of the most accurate phases before the actual manufacturing, i.e.,
at post-layout timing analysis phase.
1 DTA-PUF:

Dynamic Timing Aware Physical Unclonable Function
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• Implementation of a design flow using commercial tools that allow the designer to
systematically select instruction sequences that maximize timing error rates in any
target pipelined core. DTA-PUF requires considerably smaller size of input challenge
set than comparable designs to provide the challenge-response mechanism, limiting
processing efforts and leading to power savings.
• Concept demonstration on the post-layout, pipelined, out-of-order, IEEE-754 compliant [3] FPU described in chapters 5 and 6. The generated PUF responses are evaluated
with regard to several statistical quality metrics including uniqueness, min-entropy
and reliability. Evaluation results show high values of uniqueness, min-entropy and
reliability among the evaluated chips/simulations.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 outlines background information and limitations of existing processor-based PUFs. Section 7.3 introduces the proposed
PUF design, while Section 7.4 discusses the implementation of the proposed DTA-PUF.
Section 7.5 presents the experimental results; and Section 7.6 discusses related work. Chapter
summary is drawn in Section 7.7.

7.2

Background & Limitations of Existing Processor-Based
PUFs

This section provides background information and discusses the most common processorbased PUF designs, analysing the challenges that motivate the work done in this chapter.

7.2.1

PUF Designs - Classification

Depending on the number of Challenge-Response Pairs or CRPs that can be generated from
a single device, PUFs can be distinguished into weak and strong PUFs:
Strong PUFs are those PUFs which have a very large CRP space. Ideally, a PUF classed
as such should have a CRP space which exponentially grows with the resources dedicated to
the PUF. PUFs which have only a linearly increasing CRP space are not typically classed as
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strong PUFs. Strong PUFs are the more well-studied class of PUF, but have seen minimal
adoption. This is in part due to the proven vulnerability of many strong PUFs to modeling
via machine learning [73, 167], though in recent years proposals to mitigate this issue have
been made [135].
Weak PUFs are those PUFs which have a relatively small CRP space - in many cases
only a single CRP as in the case of SRAM PUFs [94]. Despite being labelled as "weak",
these PUFs have seen much more usage in practice as they generally have quite a high
cost for an adversary to model [56, 166]. Typically, weak PUFs are jointly considered with
cryptographic methods [203] (e.g., encryption) to compensate for CRP scarcity.

7.2.2

Variability in Nanometer Circuits

Several PUFs leverage intrinsic timing variations of digital circuits (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1) to provide secure protocols [116, 117, 131, 174]. Timing variations affect the point
of first failure [50] and thus the safe clock frequency between different chips or different
cores within the same chip. To mitigate such phenomena, designers apply a global frequency constraint that forces all the manufactured chips to operate at different frequency
groups [162] depending on the minimum frequency achieved in their cores. In Section 7.5.2,
this performance or speed grouping of chips is used to represent delay variations effects.

7.2.3

Processor-Based PUFs

Those entirely software-based, processor PUFs proposed to date accept instructions as input
challenge and take advantage of the fact that PoF of a given instruction and path delays vary
from chip-to-chip to generate the output response.
To better illustrate how these PUFs work, this chapter assumes a synchronous processor
operating at clock period CPSTA (see Equation (2.1)). As explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2),
such a core consists of N timing paths Pi , which are characterized by their delays D(Pi ),
where i ∈ [1, N]. At any clock cycle the executed instruction activates a path Pi that has a
positive timing slack, slackPoF = CPSTA − D(Pi ), until the point of failure. Under any clock
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Figure 7.1: Delay and point of failure variations of the same timing path across variable
chips.
period reduction, also known as overclocking, more than slackPoF , the activated path Pi will
fail since D(Pi ) > CPSTA , resulting in a timing error [28, 75]. Figure 7.1 provides an example
where due to variations the same path Pi has variable delay (D(Pi )) and PoF (slackPoF ) in
different chips. Based on this figure, a processor PUF takes an instruction Ii as an input
challenge chi , which sensitizes Pi , and generates an output response resi exploiting variations
in D(Pi ) and slackPoF .
Non-Software Processor-Based PUFs: The majority of the existing processor PUFs
extract entropy from path delay variations by introducing new circuitry to the processor for
the purposes of response generation and extraction. In some cases, this is simply the addition
of arbiters to measure existing delay paths [117], in others custom cores [20], and in others
signal generation circuitry [11] [226] [219]. Such approaches require design changes to
already complex circuits and incur a cost in terms of hardware resources, power budget, or
both. These drawbacks limit their adoption in industry, especially in low power platforms.
A full discussion of the various processor derived designs proposed to date can be found in
Section 7.6.
Software Processor-Based PUFs: In an effort to trim the overheads induced by nonsoftware PUFs, a software processor PUF [131] has been proposed. To the best knowledge
of the dissertation author this is the only fully software-based processor derived PUF design
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proposed to date. In this design, the response bits are generated by exploiting the fact that
a given instruction fails under different frequency points across different chips. As such,
it requires no extra circuitry or design changes to extract responses so long as the clock
frequency can be controlled to induce the necessary instruction failures. Although effective,
such an approach requires precise overclocking to a wide range of values and a high number
of repeated instruction calls to generate just two bits of a response. Further, the overall CRP
space is limited by the resolution of the clock. Each distinct clock period can generate only
two bits per unique instruction, requiring a considerable number of instructions executed at
different overclocking levels to generate an adequate output response (e.g., 128-bit response).
While subsequent techniques have tried to address these issues via added custom instruction
logic [20], work in this chapter demonstrates that it is possible to generate PUF responses
quickly and with much lower power consumption, whilst retaining a fully software-based
design. This is achieved by targeting pipelined cores and through the careful selection of
instruction sequences as input challenges.
The existing software processor PUF [131] exploits the data-dependent path activation to
generate unique responses. However, it neglects the instruction execution history which, as it
shown in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.2), plays an important role in the dynamic timing behaviour
of computational paths.
Taking into consideration the above, DTA-PUF is proposed: a processor PUF design
which overcomes the limited response bit generation and minimises processing/power overheads by fully exploiting all the factors (i.e., delay increase, type of instruction, input
operands, and instruction execution history) that determine error rate in pipelined units. The
design is described in detail in the following section.

7.3

Proposed Processor-based PUF

DTA-PUF is a novel software PUF that extracts entropy with minimal resource usage by
fully exploiting the dynamic timing behaviour of microprocessor circuits. DTA-PUF aims
to jointly consider the inherent complexity of timing error manifestation with the intrinsic
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chip variations, proposing a new approach that inseparably intertwines PUF performance
with dynamic error behaviour of pipelined cores. The proposed PUF implementation and
evaluation rely on detailed post-layout gate-level simulation which is one of the most accurate,
pre-fabrication steps of the standard ASIC flow used in industry [164]. Figure 7.2 shows the
proposed PUF design for generating the challenge-response mechanism.

7.3.1

Input Challenge Procedure

In this work, the input challenge consists of a set of N instructions I = {I_1, ..., I_N}. An
instruction is composed of a string of k bits. It is important to note that these instructions
are carefully selected to activate timing-critical paths that maximize timing errors under a
potential clock reduction. To this end, microarchitecture-aware timing information extracted
in the design cycle (see Design Phase of Figure 7.3), are used. As already explained,
instruction execution history plays an important role in timing error manifestation. To create
an execution history-aware challenge, whilst considering the data-dependent error occurrence,
N/d

I is split into sequences ISQ_n consisting of d instructions such that ∪n=1 ISQ_n = I.

7.3.2

Microprocessor Operation

The generated challenge is then given as an input to the target microprocessor. This PUF
accepts I as a challenge and produces the count of the bit errors in the output of the microprocessor as the response. Since I consists of N instructions (or N/d ISQs), the microprocessor
outputs a string consisting of N × p bits, where p depends on the architecture of the design
under test. Timing errors are captured by operating the microprocessor pipeline at a reduced
clock period, known as overclocking. The magnitude of this clock reduction is referred as
∆T . Note that ∆T should not exceed a certain clock period beyond which the microprocessor
completely fails (it is referred to as T f ail ). In particular, ∆T should be between PoF and T f ail
such that T f ail > ∆T ⩾ PoF. It is important to mention that such an overclocking technique
is applied to target microprocessor when it operates as a PUF; during the normal operation,
the nominal clock period (i.e., CPSTA ) is used (see Section 7.3.4).
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Figure 7.2: Challenge response mechanism of DTA-PUF.

7.3.3

PUF Response

The response is extracted from the output of the ISQs by counting the bit errors of the final
instruction in each sequence. While in some cases multiple erroneous instructions occur
within a sequence, it is observed that the greatest entropy was achieved only in the final
instruction of a sequence of d instructions. Additionally, it is observed that some bits had
near-zero entropy, and thus were not useful for constructing the response. This is explained
in further detail in Section 7.5. The number of errors is encoded as a 6-bit binary value (the
amount of bits needed to represent the possible error values of the 64-bit output minus the
excluded bits). These values are concatenated to create a response of the desired length. For
example, assume an n =18-bit response is required. Three ISQs are used which produce
1, 9, and 7 bit errors respectively. The corresponding binary responses would be 000001,
001001 and 000111. The resultant 18-bit response is the concatenation of these bit-strings,
i.e. 000001001001000111.

7.3.4

Microarchitectural Support

The target microprocessor supports two modes: i) the normal, fully-accurate mode where
a set of instructions executed in the pipeline at the nominal clock period, and ii) the PUF
mode where the microprocessor operates at a reduced clock period. To achieve this, the
instruction set of the microprocessor is extended by two special instructions PUFstart and
PUFstop. PUFstart indicates that the microprocessor will explicitly operate as a PUF (PUF
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Figure 7.3: Design and analysis phases of DTA-PUF.
mode). Once the PUF response has been generated, the PUFstop instruction forwards the
PUF response and switches the microprocessor to the normal operation mode. Since the PUF
mode disrupts the microprocessor normal operation, there is an execution time overhead on
programs executed in normal mode. However, as it is explained in Section 7.5.6, DTA-PUF’s
high bit generation speed limits such overhead.

7.4

Implementation Workflow

The implementation workflow of DTA-PUF is depicted in Figure 7.3. The Design Phase is
being executed only once, while the Analysis Phase runs for each challenge.

7.4.1

Design Phase

The Design Phase is an one-shot process and follows the steps that thoroughly explained
in previous chapters (see Section 3.2.3) in order to generate the post-placed and routed, gatelevel netlist and the SDF file. Design Phase also generates a timing report that includes
delay information of the timing paths. This helps to create an input challenge set (see
Section 7.3.1) that activates timing-critical paths, leading to an increased number of timing
errors at a reduced clock period.
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Analysis Phase

Dynamic Timing Analysis: To enable characterization of the data-dependent path activation,
DTA is performed using post-layout gate-level simulation explained in the previous chapters.
The DTA tool uses as input the generated challenge (see Section 7.3.1), the outputs of the
Design Phase and the set clock period. The number of timing errors are estimated by
comparing Ogold (golden, error-free output) with the simulation output under the reduced
clock period. Timing errors in the final instruction of each ISQ are then used to form an n-bit
PUF response. Based on the output response, three quality metrics are utilized to evaluate
the DTA-PUF performance: uniqueness, min-entropy and reliability. Finally, the Analysis
Phase also helps to extract the VCD files which are essential for power analysis.

7.5

Evaluation Results

This section first presents the experimental setup. Second, it evaluates the efficacy of DTAPUF for generating unique and reliable responses. Third, it estimates any possible power
gains by exploiting the high bit generation speed of DTA-PUF compared to an existing
processor-based software PUF design. Then, several use cases of DTA-PUF are presented
and lastly, DTA-PUF’s vulnerability to potential attacks is discussed.

7.5.1

Experimental Setup

For the case study of using DTA-PUF, this chapter focuses on arithmetic, floating-point
operations which are increasingly prone to timing errors [42, 101, 131], as also revealed
throughout this thesis. The presented approach is applied to the 6-stage, pipelined, FPU
discussed in the last two chapters. Based on OpenRISC 1000 instruction set architecture and
IEEE-754 Standard, the input challenge of the PUF consists of N instructions from k = 140bits each. These instructions are simulated in sequences consisting of d = 6 instructions,
where d corresponds to the pipeline depth of the FPU under test and thus to the maximum
number of concurrently executed instructions in the pipeline. While simulation output of the
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FPU is composed of p × N bits, where p = 64. N strongly depends on the number of the bits
in PUF response (see Section 7.5.6).
The post-layout FPU design (i.e., the output block of the Design Phase in Figure 7.3)
achieves maximum clock frequency equal to 425 MHz, i.e. CPSTA = 2.35 ns. These experiments capture timing error by reducing CPSTA by ∆T = 30%. The reduced clock period is
referred to as CPred = 1.65 ns.

7.5.2

Representing Delay Variability of Integrated Circuits

Due to increased static and dynamic variations of nanometer circuits, the delay of chips after
fabrication will be different (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). In fact, such a delay uncertainty is
manifested in the form of core-to-core and chip-to-chip frequency variations. As explained
in Equation (2.1), the clock frequency/period can be modeled as the maximum delay of
all the timing paths in the chip under test. For example, in the Intel’s 65 nm 80-core chip
(@1.2V) [86], the maximum core frequency is achieved at 7.3 GHz, whereas the minimum
one is 5.7 GHz. Such a frequency fluctuation has been also observed between different
chips [34, 57, 86, 114]. The most common technique to model this, is the so-called speed or
frequency binning [55, 173], where different chips (that implement the same functionality)
fall into separate speed/frequency bins.
Therefore, for these experiments, the considered chips are sorted within 10 clock frequency bins depicted in Figure 7.4. Following prior studies [49, 97, 117], it is also assumed that clock period variations in different chips follows a random/Gaussian distribution
N(µ, σ 2 ) with σ = 0.08 ns and µ = CPred = 1.65 ns. The clock period is varied between -3σ
to +3σ from CPred and the clock period of each chip (CP_Cm ) is estimated as follows:
CP_Cm = CPred ± T varm
where m (m ∈ [1, 50]) denotes the total number of considered chips and T varm ( T varm ∈
[−3σ , +3σ ]) the deviation of Clk_Cm from CPred . In other words, this clock stretching
technique represents as a single factor the overall influence of potential worst-case delay
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Figure 7.4: Speed binning. Random/Gaussian distribution of clock period across the considered chips.
variations between chips. Additionally, the levels of variation-induced delay fluctuations
(i.e., σ and T varm ) used in these experiments are consistent with what have been reported in
literature [34, 86, 116, 174]. It is important to note that such a technique does not provide a
perfectly accurate representation of real hardware, however, it sufficiently reflects the timing
behaviour of circuits after fabrication, as recently indicated [101, 131]. Nonetheless, such a
delay representation is based on detailed post-layout gate-level simulation which is among
the final steps of the typical ASIC design flow used in industry [164]. In general, in the
IoT regime, where the number of connected devices is enormous, there is a need to address
hardware security challenges and validate the effectiveness of security protocols in design
cycle, i.e., before the actual manufacturing of the chips.
Overall, 50 simulations are performed, representing m = 50 different chips. Based on
Gaussian distribution properties, 34 chips (68% of total chips) from bin 3 to bin 6 and 16
chips from the rest of the bins, are randomly selected. The plots in Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6 and
Figure 7.7 reflect this setting.
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Figure 7.5: Uniqueness distribution of the analysed CRPs using (a) 9M instructions with
no post-processing and (b) best-case selection of 90K instructions with minimal processing
effort.

7.5.3

Uniqueness

In this subsection, the effectiveness of DTA-PUF in generating a unique response to a given
challenge in any two randomly selected chips in the overall population is evaluated.
Uniqueness (U) is calculated here by comparing the response of each chip to every other
chip in the population as shown below, where m is the number of PUFs in the population,
Rn is the response of a given PUF instance, HD denotes the Hamming Distance and n is the
number of response bits:

U=

m−1 m HD(R , R )
2
i
j
× 100%
∑ ∑
m(m − 1) i=1
n
j=i+1

(7.1)

Ideally, the uniqueness of all the possible CRPs will be a normal distribution centred around
50%. As can be seen in Figure 7.5, the median uniqueness of this design is in the order of 26%.
Note that |I| = 9M or 1.5M ISQS are used as input challenge across m = 50 chips/simulations
to extract the uniqueness distribution depicted in Figure 7.5(a). Some ISQs show higher
uniqueness than others across the entire population of devices and as such it is possible to be
more selective when choosing which ISQs will be used as CRPs to improve the uniqueness
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value at the cost of reducing the CRP space. When such a technique is applied to select
the best 90K rather than 9M instructions as in the full experiments, the average uniqueness
increases to 27.9%. Additionally, if certain bits are excluded from the raw response and the
resultant error rate encoded as a 6-bit response along with the previous technique, then, the
average uniqueness further improves to 31.4%; and it is likely that with further development
this could be improved at the cost of increased complexity. The derivation of this 6-bit
response is thoroughly explained in Section 7.5.4 below.

7.5.4

Min-Entropy

Min-Entropy (Hmin ) measures the worst-case entropy of the design, i.e. the minimum
difference that will be seen between any two instances in the worst-case scenario. The ideal
value of 100% will be measured in a design in which any given bit being equal to 0 or 1 is
equally probable. Min-Entropy is calculated as follows for an n-bit response measured across
m devices, where Pbmax denotes the maximum bit probability.

Pbmax =


HWb



 m

HWb >




1 − HWb
m

HWb ≤

m
2

(7.2)
m
2

Hmin b = −log2 (Pbmax )

(7.3)

1 n
Hmin = ∑ Hmin b
n b=1

(7.4)

An initial evaluation of Hmin was performed using the raw 64-bit output of every instruction in the instruction set for all devices, i.e. for n = 64 and m = 50, in order to evaluate if
the raw output itself was usable as a PUF response. The encoding of bits into PUF responses
in this case was kept as simple as possible, with the each bit of the response being a "0" if the
bit was the expected output and a "1" if the bit was erroneous. The average Hmin measured
across this set of instructions was 11.68%, which is very low. However, it was observed that
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of Min-Entropy across output bits. X axis depicts the sign (S) bit,
the exponent (E) bits and the mantissa (M) bits.
there were distinct trends when the bitwise Min-Entropy (Hmin b) was averaged across the
instruction set.
Firstly, the sign and exponent bits had near-zero min entropy. This means that these bits
across almost all instructions had the expected value and hence produced a "0" in the PUF
response. Further, even within the mantissa bits the first 10 bits were much lower in terms
of average Hmin b; and while after this point the values remain relatively high, there are still
distinct peaks and troughs. This can be clearly seen in Figure 7.6. From this, it can be implied
that it is beneficial to exclude specific bits from the output when encoding the response as
these bits will very rarely generate any errors, and hence will produce near-identical response
bits even across a relatively large number of challenges such as the 9M instructions evaluated
here. Consequently, it is selected to filter out the low entropy bits and compare only the
output of the bits that are likely to generate errors when forming the response. Specifically,
the worst 33 bits in terms of Hmin b were excluded and the error rate of the remaining 31 bit
output was encoded using 6 bits. Even then, the average Hmin b is still only in the order of
15%, however, this can be further improved by encoding the count of errors as the response
rather than the raw output. In this case, the overall average Hmin increases to 25.78%. This
combined with more selective choice of ISQs when forming challenges can also increase the
uniqueness of the design to 31.4%, as can be seen in Figure 7.5(b).
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Each of these improvements in Hmin and uniqueness come at the cost of reducing the

number of bits generated per ISQ. With only the simplest post-processing, 64 bits are
generated per ISQ, while in the final scheme this is reduced to 6. However, even with
this reduction in throughput, the number of instructions required in comparison to existing
fully software-based processor-derived PUFs is still greatly reduced with a corresponding
reduction in the power consumption. This is explained in Section 7.5.6.

7.5.5

Reliability

As they exploit low-level variations in the circuit fabrication, PUFs are often vulnerable
to influence from environmental factors such as transistor aging or supply voltage fluctuations [16]. Reliability measures the amount by which the response of a given chip will vary
under non-nominal environmental conditions. Reliability has been calculated by comparing
a set of responses measured under varying conditions to a reference response, where m is
the number of measurements taken, Rref is the reference response, Ri is the response under
varying environmental conditions, and n is the number of response bits:
Rel =

1 m HD(Rre f , Ri )
× 100%
∑
m i=1
n

(7.5)

As the evaluation results rely on an accurate, post-layout gate-level simulation (see Figure 7.3),
this subsection has added an additional delay increase on top of the static delay variance,
reflecting dynamic/over-time variations of the same chip. In order to provide a robust
analysis of the likely PUF performance, the average reliability under increasingly high,
environmentally-induced variations up-to 5% [116, 174], has been measured.
As depicted in Figure 7.7, even under relatively large amounts of environmentally-induced
variance, the average reliability does not drop below 74%. Further, so long as this variance
can be controlled such that it does not exceed 3.2%, the average reliability will remain
above 80%. This is insufficient for use as input to a cryptographic algorithm (it usually
requires an averaged reliability close to 100% [174, 179]), but it suffices for the purpose
of chip ID or IoT node ID [116, 117, 131]. The three primary sources of such dynamic
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Figure 7.7: Average reliability of response generation across different levels of environmentalinduced delay increase.
variance in this instance are temperature, supply voltage, and transistor-aging. In regards to
temperature and supply voltage, the influence of these factors can be mitigated by enrolling
the PUF initially at a variety of temperature-voltage combinations [159]. The current supply
voltage and temperature can then be passed as supplementary data with the response, such
that the PUF response can be compared with the expected response for the temperature
and voltage which is closest to the current conditions. To account for transistor aging, it is
possible to completely or partially re-enrol the PUF after a set period or to provide low cost,
aging-aware mechanisms [16]. Re-enrolling DTA-PUF induces an execution time overhead
on the executed application, but as explained next (Section 7.5.6) the high speed response
generation keeps this overhead small. The circuit-level, aging-aware technique presented
in [16] explores approximate computing principles [137, 222] in the context of aging. Thus,
it comes with an output quality loss that may be accepted by many applications [62, 84].
Specific methods to improve the reliability of this design are planned for future work, but are
out of scope for this chapter.

7.5.6

Power Consumption, Execution Time & Output Response

Using the simple concept explained in Section 7.3.3, it is possible to generate 6 response bits
per each ISQ (i.e., 6 bits per 6 instructions) in the input challenge. Therefore, the number of
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Figure 7.8: Power consumption and required number of instructions across DTA-PUF and
the existing software processor PUF [131] under different response bits.
the instructions needed for an n-bit response is: ⌈n/6⌉ · 6. For example, an input challenge
consisting of 132 instructions (or 22 ISQs) will be needed to generate an 128-bit response.
Conversely, the existing fully software-based processor PUF [131] (refer to as soft-PUF) uses
12.8k instructions as challenge to generate the 128-bit response. Using the Analysis Phase
of Figure 7.3 and the extracted VCD files, the dynamic power consumption under different
number of response bits is estimated. Figure 7.8 compares the power consumption incurred
by DTA-PUF with the one obtained by soft-PUF across increasing number of response bits.
The number of the instructions that DTA-PUF and soft-PUF require for generating responses
is also depicted in the right vertical axis of the same figure. Note that for the sake of this
comparison, the target FPU is simulated using different number of instructions required for
DTA-PUF and soft-PUF to generate the n-bit response. As shown in Figure 7.8, DTA-PUF
requires up-to 50× less instructions than soft-PUF to generate output responses. Such a
property, allows DTA-PUF to save up-to 26% power when compared with soft-PUF.
As already discussed, DTA-PUF interrupts normal microprocessor operation and uses
the target design only as a PUF. This imposes an execution time penalty on the executed
applications, which strongly depends on the number of instructions required to generate an
n-bit PUF response. In fact, this penalty will be equal to the execution time of the PUF query
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procedure. To better understand the involved overhead, the execution time (ExT ) of any PUF
running at CPred is defined as follows:
ExT = #cycles ×CPred = (#instructions + pipeline_depth) ×CPred

(7.6)

As explained, DTA-PUF requires 132 instructions to generate an 128-bit response leading to
ExTDTA−PUF = 138 ×ClkPred . When compared to the execution time overhead incurred by
soft-PUF for generating the 128-bit response (ExTso f t−PUF = 12806 ×ClkPred ), DTA-PUF
reduces the execution time penalty by ∼ 92.8×.

7.5.7

Potential Use Cases

As shown, DTA-PUF achieves a low power security primitive without needing any hardware
addition. Such a PUF can be used in any (micro)processor to provide a secure challengeresponse mechanism. Additional use cases of DTA-PUF are discussed next.
IoT Device Identification & Authentication: Lightweight and low cost authentication
and identification are very important security aspects for IoT devices because they often
cannot afford resource-demanding cryptographic protocols. DTA-PUF is a fully softwarederived (i.e., no need for extra circuitry or design changes), low power solution to secure
IoT devices. Further, DTA-PUF proposes a simple and fast challenge-response mechanism
that generates relatively large output responses, while limiting the processing effort and
size of input challenges. Therefore, DTA-PUF could be extremely beneficial for low power
device ID and authentication in IoT nodes or in any other system that lacks computational
resources [74].
DTA-PUF & Approximate Computing: DTA-PUF leverages the inherent complex
manifestation of dynamic timing errors to provide a lightweight secure protocol. In the presented design, timing errors are induced by overclocking the design under test. Increasing the
clock frequency (i.e., reducing the clock period) is a common technique that the approximate
computing paradigm [137, 222] exploits to significantly reduce the energy consumption
of a system. Frequency scaling may increase the energy savings, but as shown, it comes
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with the cost of timing errors. The quality loss incurred by these errors [101, 114] may
be tolerated by inherently resilient algorithms such as signal/image processing, machine
learning and scientific computation [62, 84]. Hence, DTA-PUF could be jointly considered
with approximate computing methods to offer resource and power savings, while sacrificing
quality in applications that are amenable to approximations and can tolerate inaccurate results.
In such a system, the PUF responses could be extracted from the error-prone least significant
bits of approximate computations. As shown in Section 7.5.4, the bits in which error can
be tolerated in approximate calculations are also the bits from which the best PUF response
can be extracted. A scheme making proper use of this principle could in effect generate
PUF responses, while incurring near-zero power and execution time costs relative to normal
operation.
Finally, modern platforms allow operations beyond the nominal voltage/frequency values
for improving energy efficiency [21, 112, 148, 150]. This makes it possible to integrate
DTA-PUF in these platforms without requiring any extra mechanism (e.g., clock generator,
voltage regulator) to dynamically adjust the voltage or frequency margins.

7.5.8

Discussion on DTA-PUF Vulnerability to Attacks

The proposed PUF leverages the data-dependent dynamic timing behaviour of pipelined
cores to generate unique and reliable responses. At the most fundamental level, the entropy
source is the variance in delays within the core. It has been previously demonstrated that
many delay-based PUFs are vulnerable to attacks based on ML modeling [166]. Further,
obfuscation of the PUF response and other established methods of impeding ML modeling
attacks are not possible without the addition of hardware, which invalidates the fully softwarebased nature of the design. As such, while a full analysis of ML attacks against the proposed
design is beyond the scope of this work (though it may form the basis of future work), it is
useful to discuss the possible vulnerability to this kind of attack.
Conventional delay-based PUFs are in most cases fairly simplistic in their underlying
architecture. In the case of conventional arbiter and RO PUFs this can be as simple as a fixed
size chain of delay elements [186, 202]. Derivation of a mathematical model able to represent
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the variables which contribute to entropy within them is fairly trivial. Conversely, the scale
and complexity of even a moderately complex pipelined core is an order of magnitude higher
in regard to the number of variables and their interaction to form the final PUF response.
As such, it is not clear that deriving a model will be trivial in comparison to conventional
delay-based PUFs, even with a sufficiently large set of training data.
In regards to the gathering of training CRPs, there are also non-trivial challenges. Unlike
in conventional delay-based PUFs, the possible inputs and the challenge set vary significantly.
In fact, depending on the exact implementation, the challenge set may be as small as 15K
6
ISQs out of the total possible 6 × 264 × 264 ≈ 7.24 × 10235 (see Equation (5.2)). The vast
majority of the ISQs outside of this set will produce minimal or zero entropy (since they do
not produce timing errors) and hence will not be useful for training a model. It has been
estimated that the probability to obtain ISQs that result in timing errors is small [60, 218].
ISQs that trigger timing-critical paths and lead to timing errors can be determined quite
readily with full access to the original design files and using the methods outlined above.
Nevertheless, for an attacker without such access or prior knowledge of the underlying
microarchitecture, to target the model must be trained using arbitrarily chosen ISQs. As
the vast majority of these will be non-entropic, this can be compared to the well-known
poisoning attack [96].
Hence, even if an adversary has full access to the PUF for a relatively long period the
odds of generating a valid training dataset without prior knowledge of the challenge set,
are very low. In fact, an adversary needs to know precise details of the chip as well as all
the parameters that affect the dynamic timing behaviour of errors. In effect, the necessity
of acquiring or deriving the challenge set itself acts as a layer of obfuscation. However,
the security of DTA-PUF would be compromised if an attacker had access to the challenge
set and could overwrite it. To protect challenges from being overwritten, secure access
mechanisms and data authentication protocols (e.g., digital signature and cryptographic hash)
have been proposed [174, 179]. Note that this work focuses on the scenario that the input
challenge set is secured and cannot be used for malicious activities.
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While neither of these factors in themselves render the proposed PUF definitively immune

to modeling attacks [72], they are non-trivial barriers. This raises the bar of entry and forces
an adversary to expend greater time and resources than it would seem at first glance.

7.6

Related Work

This section presents an overview of work in the field to date regarding processor-based
PUFs, considering designs which are non-software-based, requiring the addition of substantial
additional hardware; lightweight non-software-based, where the additional hardware required
is relatively small; and fully software-based processor PUFs, where the response is entirely
derived using software. The comparison of all the PUFs explained below is shown in
Table 7.1.

7.6.1

Fully Software Processor-Based PUFs

There are relatively few designs for processor-derived PUFs which are fully software-based
(i.e., which require no additional hardware whatsoever to perform the PUF query procedure).
Maiti et al. [131] propose a fully software processor-based PUF. The principle of operation
is that by altering the clock frequency of a processor by a specific amount and running a
sequence of instructions some large number of times, the failure-rate is unique to a given
processor at a given frequency. This is because for a given instruction there is a curve of
increasing failure-rate, approaching 100% as frequency increases with the start and end
points of this curve determined by low-level variances unique to a given processor. So, at
a clock reduction of, for example, 26% for the same instruction set no failures may occur
on one chip, 20% failure-rate on another, 76% failure-rate on a third etc., depending on the
position and shape of the failure curves in regards to increasing frequency for each chip. The
failure-rate is encoded such that minimal failures constitute a binary "00", the lower half of
the curve "01", the upper half "10", and near or complete failure "11".
This has the advantage of being a fully software-derived design, assuming that a clock
phase-locked loop (PLL) or other programmable clock control mechanism is available.
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However, it has several drawbacks. The design as proposed is highly, though not ideally,
reliable but the performance in terms of inter-chip uniqueness is far from ideal. A given
instruction can begin to fail anywhere within a quite wide range of frequencies, meaning that
multiple frequency values must be used to ensure uniqueness. Due to this, the total available
response bits is also somewhat limited by the granularity of control over the clock frequency.
Characterizing this PUF is challenging as every instruction must be characterized at every
frequency within the given range to gather full CRP data. Further, the generation of every
two response bits requires the execution of some large number of instructions in the order of
hundreds or thousands. Lastly, the source of entropy is the number of failed instructions at a
given point, but this ignores the fact that two failed instructions with non-correctable outputs
may in fact have differing levels of bitwise error and different positioning of errors within
the output of nominally failed instructions.

7.6.2

Lightweight Non-Software Processor-Based PUFs

Several processor-derived PUFs have been proposed which attempt to minimise the hardware
overhead if additional circuitry is needed, or which are nominally software-based but make
use of test structures that may not be present in the right configuration in practice.
PUFatt, proposed by Kong et al. [117] is comparatively lightweight. It inserts delay arbiters after redundant (i.e., identical) ALU circuits within a processor design. This minimises
the hardware resources required as only the arbiter components themselves are new. The
same instruction is passed to each ALU and the response bits generated based on the relative
speed of execution. The execution time is a product of the path delay variances within each
ALU. This is very similar conceptually to well-studied delay-based PUFs, such as the arbiter
PUF [202], in that the entropy source is a product of cumulative path delay variances. The
resultant PUF response is not ideal but is within acceptable bounds with 35.9% uniqueness on
average and average reliability of 88.7%. An obfuscation scheme is proposed which increases
the measured uniqueness to 44.6% at the cost of requiring additional post-processing.
While this design minimises the extra hardware resource usage, it is still not fully
software-based. Performance in regard to security metrics is passable but not ideal and much
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lower in certain metrics than other processor PUF designs such as that proposed by Maiti
et al. [131]. In addition, the reliability of the design is measured only for the raw output
and not for the final output of the proposed obfuscation scheme, which, by the admission
of the authors, can produce distinctly different outputs if even a small number of input bits
(from the raw PUF response) are incorrect. As this design is conceptually similar to many
well-studied delay PUFs and does not implement any kind of CRP obfuscation, it may be
vulnerable to common ML modeling attacks [72].
Kong and Koushanfar [116] take a similar approach, implementing arbiters after redundant ALU components. This work is more developed and applies some of the obfuscation
techniques now common to delay PUF architectures, which at least partially mitigates the
risk of ML modeling attacks. As with PUFatt [117], this design is not fully software-based.
It performs fairly well with a uniqueness in the order of 38% and the authors propose a
targeted aging algorithm which can reportedly increase this to 45%. However, it is pointed
out by the authors that this algorithm could also be used maliciously to reduce the uniqueness
of the PUF, and thus rendering it more vulnerable to modeling. Preventing such an attack
would require additional aging detection circuitry in addition to the arbiters needed for PUF
operation.
Scan PUF, proposed by Zheng et al. [219], uses the delay variances in scan chains, a
common design-for-test structure, as the entropy source. Such structures are not universally
present in commodity devices but are very common and as such this design is largely
software-based. Nonetheless, additional circuitry is required in order to extract responses
from the scan chain structures. This design performs well in key security metrics with a
uniqueness of 47% and reliability above 95% at room temperature in practical tests.
Whilst the scan chains are already present on the device, it is necessary to generate precise
input signals in order to generate a PUF response from them. In Scan PUF [219], this is done
by adding a small amount of signal generation circuitry. This prevents the design from being
truly software-based but has significantly lower hardware resource overheads than many of
the other proposed designs. It is also noted by the authors that the implementation of Scan
PUF produces small increases in power consumption in test modes. No analysis is given
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of the power overheads of switching between test and functional mode to access the PUF
response.
Zheng et al. [226] later proposed DScan PUF. This design operates on similar principles
to the earlier Scan PUF [219] but employs a novel control circuit on top of the already present
scan chains. This facilitates the design of a PUF with more robust characteristics than Scan
PUF. The resultant PUF is ideal in terms of uniqueness and can generate highly reliable
responses. However, as with the Scan PUF, while it is relatively low overhead in terms of
hardware resources, it is not truly software-based as design changes and some hardware
resource usage are required to implement it.

7.6.3

Non-software Processor-Based PUFs

Aarestad et al. proposed HELP (Hardware Embedded Delay PUF) [11], a design which
makes use of an added on-chip test structure called "REBEL" to measure the path delays
directly. Several extraction methodologies are proposed to convert pairs of path delays into a
binary PUF response. The rate of generation of response bits is limited, but the response that
can be generated is both highly unique and reliable under the proposed conditions.
The auxiliary test circuit used in HELP requires a large amount of hardware resource
- more than 100% of the size of the circuit being measured in the experiments reported.
Notably, query time is very long in comparison to what is typical in PUF designs with a
rate of less than 3 bits per second on the test hardware. Furthermore, the methods of key
extraction are computationally intensive and limit the maximum number of bits which can
be generated to a practical upper bound of 256 (bits) for the most robust generation method.
This design excellently performs in regards to security metrics, but the hardware costs in
addition to the computational cost and corresponding power cost renders it unsuitable for
resource-constrained systems.
Aysu and Schaumont proposed PASC [20] to address some of the weaknesses in the
work of Maiti et al. [131]. Specifically, they note the requirement for the ability to control
the clock frequency over quite a large range in order to target the failure points of certain
instructions. They propose that it is not practical to use the native instructions for this reason.
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Table 7.1: Processor-derived PUF designs

Practical
Considerations

Average
Uniqueness

Suitable for
Resource
Constrained
Devices

PUF

Type

Hardware
Additions

HELP
[11]

NonSoftware

Large
test circuit

Long query time,
Limited response size

49.9%

✗

PASC
[20]

NonSoftware

Instruction
logic

Must implement a
custom instruction

49.2%

✗

Maiti et al.
[131]

Fully
Software

None

Difficult to characterize,
Programmable PLL
generator required,
High power overheads

37.5%

✗

PUFAtt
[117]

Lightweight
NonSoftware

Arbiters after
redundant ALU
components

A means to synchronise
ALU inputs is required

35.9%

✗

DScan PUF
[226]

Lightweight
NonSoftware

Scan chains,
Extra control
circuitry

Complex response
generation method,
Programmable PLL
generator required

49.9%

✗

Scan PUF
[219]

Lightweight
NonSoftware

Scan chains,
Changes in
signal
generating
circuits

Requires generation of
controlled input signals

47%

✗

DTA-PUF

Fully
Software

None

Single raised clock
domain is required

31.4%

✓

To this end, PASC [20] employs a custom instruction designed to fail at around the same
frequency in all devices. The PUF responses are differentiated by the slope of the failure
curve, rather than both slope and positioning on the frequency spectrum.
This has several advantages. Only a single raised clock domain is required to implement
the PUF and the output is both reasonably unique and highly reliable. Nevertheless, outside
of the domain of FPGAs, the implementation of the required custom instruction requires
architectural changes to the processor and is thus non-software. Furthermore, the problem of
needing multiple clock domains only applies if the failure-rate is used as the entropy source.
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Overall, this chapter aims at implementing a fully software, processor-based PUF design
that combines the positive aspects of the PUFs discussed above and addresses their limitations.
As has been demonstrated, DTA-PUF extracts entropy from instructions at a single raised
clock domain by proper selection of instruction sequences and by looking at the error
rate within the failed instructions. This allow the designer to provide a simple and quick
challenge-response mechanism that generates output bits with a considerably small number
of input instructions. Such properties render DTA-PUF extremely suitable for low power,
resource-scarce devices though the average uniqueness value of the proposed PUF deviates
from the ideal value of 50%.

7.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, DTA-PUF, a fully software-derived PUF design which is based on the
existing timing variability of pipelined cores, is presented. The proposed novel method
closely intertwines the PUF with the underlying circuit, exploiting the inherent complexity of
timing error occurrence. Evaluation results suggest that DTA-PUF shows a good amount of
uniqueness and reliability in terms of the PUF responses and, at the same time, incurs limited
or no processing costs and minimal power overheads. Moreover, the high bit generation
speed of DTA-PUF results in significant power savings when compared with the existing fully
software-based processor PUF. DTA-PUF can be used as a lightweight mechanism to address
emerging challenges in hardware security of devices that have power and computational
resource concerns, such as IoT nodes, especially in regard to device identification and
authentication.
The main content and contributions of this chapter are taken from: "I. Tsiokanos, J.
Miskely, C. Gu, M. O’Neill and G. Karakonstantis, ‘DTA-PUF: Dynamic Timing Aware
Physical Unclonable Function for Resource Constrained Devices,’ in ACM Journal on
Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems (JETC), 2020 (accepted for publication)".
The dissertation author is the primary investigator and author of this paper.

Chapter 8
Conclusions & Future Directions
Timing errors are the most threatening manifestation of microelectronic variability existing in
nanometer era of digital circuits. Therefore, this thesis initially reviewed the state-of-the-art
in improving: i) error avoidance, ii) error modeling and evaluation, and iii) hardware security.
Then, the associated challenges have been identified: 1) high correction cost & power
overheads, and 2) unnecessary quality loss of existing error mitigation schemes, 3)
inaccurate error modeling and evaluation, and 4) costly hardware-oriented
security protocols. To deal with these challenges, this dissertation has proposed crosslayer design methodologies to efficiently prevent and accurately model timing errors, estimate
their impact on applications, and address hardware security weaknesses at low cost.

8.1

Overview of the Main Results

To face the high correction cost & power overheads challenge, Chapter 3 presents
an efficient, low power method to early detect and prevent timing errors exploiting the
instruction- and data-dependent path activation. The main attribute that led to low overheads
in the proposed design framework is the applied path redistribution technique (referred to as
path shaping). Path shaping not only reduces the activation probability of the timing-critical
paths, which is the main source of overheads in existing schemes, but also isolates them to a
single pipeline stage. This facilitates the use of any error correction or prediction scheme at
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low cost. Accordingly, a dynamic cycle adjustment technique is devised to prevent timing
errors in case of activation of any of the isolated timing-critical paths. This is achieved by
detecting the excitation of the LLPs at runtime and providing an extra clock cycle for the
completion of only these error-prone paths. The proposed framework eliminates timing
errors and any quality loss induced by them at a very low cost (up-to 0.61% throughput and
0.3% area overheads), while saving up-to 43.1% of power with respect to the design with
pessimistic timing margins.
Chapter 4 leverages the concept of approximate computing as an alternative method to
prevent timing errors, while removing pessimistic timing margins and resulting in power and
energy-efficient operations. Chapter 4 combats the unnecessary quality loss challenge
induced by approximate-based error mitigation frameworks by applying an occasional,
significance-driven data truncation. To this end, the path redistribution technique presented
in Chapter 3 is combined with a bitwidth truncation of the error-resilient data regions (i.e.,
the LSBs) of the error-prone instruction operands. Such a bitwidth truncation is applied
only to the infrequent error-prone instructions, while the rest of the instructions operate at
a full precision, minimizing the truncation-induced quality loss. DTA is used to explore
trade-offs between the number of truncated LSBs and power savings due to the reduced
switching activity of transistors. When applied to the implementation of a pipelined FPU, the
approximation frameworks introduced in Chapter 4 minimise/eliminate timing errors with
no performance/throughput overheads at a minimal quality loss. It is also shown that the
conventional guardband-based FPU leads up-to 71.1% power overheads than the proposed
FPUs, which use a "where and when" it needed bitwidth truncation.
Recently, energy-efficient techniques develop instruction-aware error models [99–101,
201] to mitigate timing errors. Chapter 5 takes steps towards improving the accuracy of
existing error prediction models that ignore the impact of all the concurrently executed
instructions in the pipeline. To do so and face the inaccurate error modeling challenge,
Chapter 5 provides conclusive evidence that apart from the type and input operands of the
currently executed instruction, instruction execution history affects timing error manifestation
in pipelined designs. To overcome the practically infeasible evaluation of the impact of all
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possible parameters that influence dynamic timing errors, Chapter 5 introduces DEFCON,
a novel framework for fast and accurate generation and detection of instruction sequences
that are prone to timing errors under an assumed delay increase. DEFCON first formulates
a genetic algorithm to search for instruction sequences that maximize the error-induced
output quality loss; and then uses such sequences to detect vulnerable code regions in any
application binary. Experimental results on an FPU demonstrate that DEFCON generates
microarchitecture-aware ISQs that stress the design under test, in terms of output quality
degradation, more than conventional workloads. Results also imply that DEFCON is very
effective for evaluating the fault vulnerability of applications by correctly detecting 99.7% of
the actual faulty ISQs in a set of various benchmarks. Moreover, DEFCON saves 26.8% of
energy on average when combined with a clock stretching mechanism.
The inaccuracy involved in existing error models hinders the accurate analysis of error
effects on applications since current FI tools rely on models that abstract away significant
hardware details (e.g., instruction execution history). To address the inaccurate error
evaluation challenge, Chapter 6 presents ARETE, a cross-layer, fully automated framework for accurate and realistic fault injection by combining an opensource dynamic binary
instrumentation framework with circuit simulation tools. ARETE injects errors into instructions by considering all the parameters that affect timing error manifestation (i.e., delay
increase, type of instruction, input operands, and instruction execution history) as well as
how errors propagate from circuit-level to application-level. ARETE supports two modes:
1) a fully-accurate, but relatively slow, mode, and 2) a machine learning-driven mode that
accelerates FI by applying a pre-selection of the most error-prone ISQs. Acceleration of
ARETE comes with a little prediction accuracy loss. Prior FI tools prove highly inaccurate
by injecting timing errors with a rate that significantly vary than the error rate produced by
the fully-accurate mode of ARETE. Additionally, the ML-based mode speeds up ARETE
up-to 248.7× and correctly identifies 89.9% of the faulty ISQs in different applications under
different levels of delay increase.
Timing errors in the hardware threaten system functionality and are pervasive, can be propagated to the software or even inflected on purpose to expose hidden information. Therefore,
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low cost hardware-oriented security is a top concern in the IoT era where millions of devices are connected to the Internet. Chapter 7 deals with the costly hardware-oriented
security protocols challenge by devising DTA-PUF, a lightweight PUF with minimal
resource usage. As demonstrated in the previous chapters, the inherent complex dynamic
timing behaviour of pipelined architectures poses a great threat to energy-efficient error
mitigation schemes and accurate error modeling and evaluation. Conversely, DTA-PUF
extracts entropy by exploiting the complicated timing error manifestation and low-level
chip variability. By doing so, DTA-PUF incurs no hardware overhead and minimises any
processing effort. The high generation speed of DTA-PUF results in up-to 26% power savings
when compared with the only up-to date processor PUF with no need for additional hardware.

8.2

Future Research Directions

Several aspects of the work presented in this thesis could be further investigated. The
following outlines the most important ones, forming the future research directions.
Energy-Efficient, Variation-tolerant Systems: Throughout chapters 3 and 4 several
variation-tolerant design methodologies have been developed that revealed the available
dynamic timing slacks and exploited them through low cost mechanisms. Although the
efficacy of the presented frameworks have been demonstrated to an opensource, out-oforder, pipelined FPU, the same steps can be applied to any other pipelined design or core.
Therefore, a possible future extension is to apply the presented design methodologies to
a fully opensource processor (e.g., RISC-V core architecture [77]). To further enhance
the energy efficiency of embedded systems, it is possible to combine the variation-tolerant
frameworks explained in chapters 3 and 4 with the principles of heterogeneous computing.
Particularly, memory [85, 191, 192] and multicore [19, 120] heterogeneous frameworks have
been a promising solution to this space. Heterogeneous frameworks could be explored by
allocating data in different cores and/or memory domains based on their reliability. For
example, the critical, error-prone instructions could be assigned to the cores that have been
implemented to be variation-aware (integrating the frameworks presented in chapters 3 and
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4), while the off-critical data could be assigned to cores that operate at relaxed parameters.
Regarding the memory related instructions, the critical data will be stored in a memory
domain operating under nominal circuit parameters, while the rest of the data will be
allocated in a variably-reliable memory domain which is more energy-efficient. Overall, the
combination of the developed variation-aware frameworks along with heterogeneous-based
frameworks is expected to boost the energy and power efficiency of the target embedded
system.
Advanced Machine Learning Algorithms to Improve Error Modeling: The complexity and number of parameters that determine rate and impact of timing errors demands
new algorithms to model the dynamic timing behaviour of pipelined processing cores. The
work proposed in chapters 5 and 6 is a starting point for further improvement in this area.
Advanced machine learning algorithms (e.g., deep neural networks [214], Bayesian networks [185], reinforced learning algorithms [187]) could improve the timing error modeling
of complicated circuits and processors. Then, such models would be extremely useful for fast
and accurate error detection, prevention and evaluation under different varying parameters
such as input data, temperature and voltage-frequency settings.
Low Power Hardware Security through Approximate Computing: The hardware
security weaknesses and ultra-low power design requirements of IoT devices can be addressed
by jointly considering approximate computing paradigm and the PUF discussed in Chapter 7.
There is a large and rapidly growing body of research on approximate computing in both
hardware and software (computations with limited precision). More precisely, there are
industrially relevant platforms [92] and computational units [188] that support operations
beyond the widely used double-precision arithmetic to enhance energy and power efficiency.
This is mainly achieved by not considering a number of LSBs in arithmetic operations. As
showcased in Chapter 7 (Section 7.5.4), such LSBs provide a rich source of entropy for
hardware-oriented security protocols. In particular, the bits that were excluded in approximate
computations can be used to generate a reliable and unique PUF response. Such a work
requires collaboration with experts from different fields, including hardware security and
microarchitecture.
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